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1 Java SDK

1.1 Overview

1.2 Package Name Change Guide

1.3 Java Chassis Development

1.4 Accessing Spring Cloud Applications to CSE

1.5 Accessing Spring Boot Applications to CSE

1.6 Distributed Transactions

1.7 Appendix

1.1 Overview
Cloud Service Engine (CSE) Java SDK is a product-level microservice development
framework of Huawei, and has been used and verified in multiple major products. It greatly
simplifies development to facilitate product launch and provides out-of-the-box capabilities,
such as high availability and dynamic governance during microservice running.

CSE Java SDK (CSE for short) is fully compatible with ServiceComb Java Chassis
(ServiceComb for short). You can obtain the Development Guide by referring to the
ServiceComb Java Chassis Development Guide. This section describes enhanced
scalability and usability of CSE, integration with other development frameworks, and
deployment on the public cloud.

If you have any questions, post them on the CSE forum at:

http://forum.huaweicloud.com/forum.php?mod=forumdisplay&fid=622

Obtaining the Version
The following Maven repository is required for obtaining CSE:

<mirror>   
    <id>mirrorId</id>
    <mirrorOf>central</mirrorOf>
    <name>Mirror of central repository.</name>   
    <url>http://maven.huaweicse.com/nexus/content/groups/public</url>
</mirror>
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1.2 Package Name Change Guide

Background

The open-sourced project ServiceComb became a new member of Apache Incubator in
December 2017 with an unanimous approval. According to the requirements of Apache
Software Foundation (ASF), the group ID of ServiceComb needs to be changed from
io.servicecomb to org.apache.servicecomb.

As a commercial version of ServiceComb, the CSE Java SDK provides business capabilities
such as Public Cloud capabilities, security, and distributed data consistency. Most components
of the CSE Java SDK come from ServiceComb. This section describes how to change the
package name when you upgrade the CSE Java SDK to 2.3.3 or later.

Change Description

The package name change of the CSE Java SDK (2.3.3 and later) is as follows:

No. Package Name groupId (Before) groupId (After) Change
Type

1 CSE Java SDK open-
source package
65 package names were
changed. For details,
see 1.2.1 CSE Java
SDK Open-Source
Package List.

io.servicecomb org.apache.serviceco
mb

Modificat
ion

2 CSE Java SDK open-
source package
foundation-config-cc

Added config-cc, whose groupId is
org.apache.servicecomb.

Adding

3 CSE Java SDK business
package foundation-
config-cc

Removed foundation-config-cc. Deletion

4 CSE Java SDK business
package
13 package names were
changed. For details,
see 1.2.2 CSE Java
SDK Business
Package List.

com.huawei.paas.cse None

 

Procedure

Step 1 Configure the Maven configuration file to obtain the SDK dependency.

1. Add the following configuration to profile:
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<profile>
    <id>nexusProfile</id>
    <repositories>
        <repository>
            <id>cse1</id>
            <url>http://maven.huaweicse.com/nexus/content/groups/
public/</url>
        </repository>
    </repositories>
</profile>

2. Add the activeProfiles configuration item.
<activeProfiles>
    <activeProfile>nexusProfile</activeProfile>
</activeProfiles>

Step 2 Add the dependencyManagement configuration item. You are advised to add the following
configuration to the pom.xml file to better manage third-party components.

NOTE

The version of the Java SDK must later than 2.3.3.
<dependencyManagement>
    <dependencies>
        <dependency>
            <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
            <artifactId>cse-dependency</artifactId>
            <version>2.3.3</version>
            <type>pom</type>
            <scope>import</scope>
        </dependency>
    </dependencies>
</dependencyManagement>

Step 3 Change the value of groupId of the dependency package in the pom.xml file.

The following uses the dependencies of spring-boot-starter-provider, cse-solution-service-
engine, and foundation-auth as an example.

l Before
<dependency>
    <groupId>io.servicecomb</groupId>
    <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-provider</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>foundation-auth</artifactId>
    <exclusions>
        <exclusion>
            <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>
            <artifactId>slf4j-log4j12</artifactId>
        </exclusion>
    </exclusions>
</dependency>

l After
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
    <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-provider</artifactId>
</dependency>
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<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>foundation-auth</artifactId>
    <exclusions>
        <exclusion>
            <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>
            <artifactId>slf4j-log4j12</artifactId>
        </exclusion>
    </exclusions>
</dependency>

----End

1.2.1 CSE Java SDK Open-Source Package List
No. artifactId groupId (Before) groupId (After)

1 common-javassist io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

2 common-protobuf io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

3 common-rest io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

4 common io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

5 config-apollo io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

6 dynamic-config io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

7 edge-core io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

8 edge io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

9 foundation-common io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

10 config-cc io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

11 foundation-config io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

12 foundation-metrics io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

13 foundation-ssl io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

14 foundation-test-scaffolding io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

15 foundation-vertx io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

16 foundations io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

17 handler-bizkeeper io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

18 handler-flowcontrol-qps io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

19 handler-loadbalance io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

20 handler-publickey-auth io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb
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No. artifactId groupId (Before) groupId (After)

21 handler-tracing-zipkin io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

22 handlers io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

23 java-chassis-core io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

24 java-chassis-dependencies io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

25 java-chassis-parent io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

26 java-chassis io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

27 metrics-common io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

28 metrics-core io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

29 metrics-extension io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

30 metrics-integration io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

31 metrics-prometheus io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

32 metrics io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

33 provider-jaxrs io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

34 provider-pojo io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

35 provider-rest-common io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

36 provider-springmvc io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

37 providers io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

38 service-registry io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

39 spring-boot-starter-
configuration

io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

40 spring-boot-starter-discovery io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

41 spring-boot-starter-parent io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

42 spring-boot-starter-provider io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

43 spring-boot-starter-registry io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

44 spring-boot-starter-
servicecomb

io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

45 spring-boot-starter-transport io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

46 spring-cloud-zuul-zipkin io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

47 spring-cloud-zuul io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

48 swagger-generator-core io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

49 swagger-generator-jaxrs io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb
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No. artifactId groupId (Before) groupId (After)

50 swagger-generator-springmvc io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

51 swagger-generator io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

52 swagger-invocation-core io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

53 swagger-invocation-jaxrs io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

54 swagger-invocation-springmvc io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

55 swagger-invocation io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

56 swagger io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

57 tracing-common io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

58 tracing-zipkin io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

59 tracing io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

60 transport-highway io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

61 transport-rest-client io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

62 transport-rest-servlet io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

63 transport-rest-vertx io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

64 transport-rest io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

65 transports io.servicecomb org.apache.servicecomb

 

1.2.2 CSE Java SDK Business Package List

Table 1-1 Change description

No. artifactId groupId (No Modification Is Involved)

1 foundation-config-cc Migrated to ServiceComb.

 

Table 1-2 CSE Java SDK business package list

No. artifactId groupId (No Modification Is
Involved)

1 cse-adapter-springmvc com.huawei.paas.cse

2 cse-dependency com.huawei.paas.cse

3 cse-handler-2pc com.huawei.paas.cse

4 cse-handler-cloud-extension com.huawei.paas.cse
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No. artifactId groupId (No Modification Is
Involved)

5 cse-handler-performance-stats com.huawei.paas.cse

6 cse-handler-tcc com.huawei.paas.cse

7 cse-handler-tracing-apm com.huawei.paas.cse

8 cse-handler-tracing com.huawei.paas.cse

9 cse-narayana com.huawei.paas.cse

10 cse-solution-service-engine com.huawei.paas.cse

11 cse-solutions com.huawei.paas.cse

12 foundation-auth com.huawei.paas.cse

13 paas-cse com.huawei.paas.cse

 

1.3 Java Chassis Development

1.3.1 Accessing ServiceComb Applications to CSE
CSE is fully compatible with ServiceComb and provides more friendly encapsulation and
focuses on service logic, simplifying service development. To deploy ServiceComb to CSE
and use CSE capabilities, you only need to configure the microservice.yaml configuration
file and add additional dependencies to pom, but do not need to change any code.

l microservice.yaml
{project}/src/main/resources/microservice.yaml

NOTE

By default, the addresses of the service center, configuration center, and dashboard are set to those
of the public cloud in the microservice.yaml file. Configure the addresses of jointly-operated
clouds based on actual requirements.

l pom.xml
{project}/pom.xml

One-Click Configuration
On the public cloud, you can complete configurations in one click, quickly migrate
applications based on open-source versions onto cloud, and use public cloud functions, such
as dark launch and service governance.

Add dependencies to pom.xml to add and manage dependencies.

<dependencyManagement>       
    <dependencies>           
        <dependency>               
            <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>               
            <artifactId>cse-dependency</artifactId>               
            <version>2.3.20</version>               
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            <type>pom</type>               
            <scope>import</scope>           
        </dependency>       
    </dependencies>   
</dependencyManagement>

Add a dependency.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId>
</dependency>

You only need to configure dependency on cse-solution-service-engine. This dependency can:

l Introduce dependent components.
l Add default configuration items. The default configuration includes the processing chain

and load balancing policy.
You can check the pom.xml file and the microservice.yaml file in the .jar package to
view introduced components and added configuration items. The following sections
provide details about the components and their functions.

Configuring the AK/SK for Applications
To access microservices to the CSE service center, configuration center, and dashboard on the
public cloud, you need to configure the AK/SK for authentication.

Step 1 If an application is created in an existing cluster (by creating an application or a cloud-based
project), CSE automatically obtains authentication information from the cluster where the
application resides. In this case, skip steps 2-3, because you do not need to configure the
AK/SK.

Step 2 Obtain the AK/SK.

1. Register and log in to the console.
2. Click the user name on the upper right corner and choose Basic Information from the

drop-down list.
3. Choose Security Credentials > Manage.
4. Click the Access Keys tab and click Add Access Key.
5. Enter the password and the short message verification code, and click OK to receive the

access key. Keep the access key secure.

Step 3 Set configuration items.
cse:
  credentials:
    accessKey: ak  #Set it based on the actual AK and its encryption and 
decryption extension
    secretKey: sk  #Set it based on the actual SK and its encryption and 
decryption extension
    akskCustomCipher: default  #Extend the value of name for the 
implementation class of 
com.huawei.paas.foundation.auth.credentials.AKSKCipher. Setting it to 
default indicates that the key is in plaintext and does not need 
encryption or decryption.

This configuration item contains the AK/SK. For security purposes, encrypt the AK/SK. For
details on extending AK/SK decryption methods, see 1.7.4 Extending AK/SK Decryption.

----End
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Accessing the Service Center
l Function

The service center registers and discovers services. To view microservice directories on
the public cloud, you need to access microservices to the service center.

l Example configuration
– Add dependencies (in the pom.xml file).

If service center access is authenticated by using HTTPS or AK/SK, dependency on
the .jar package in the pom.xml is mandatory. If the HTTP protocol is used and
token verification is not required, you do not need to add dependencies in the
pom.xml file.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>foundation-auth</artifactId>
</dependency>

– Enable configuration (in the microservice.yaml file.)
cse:
  service:
    registry:
      address:  https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com:443   #Set 
the service center address as needed.
This configuration item sets the service center address. You can set address based
on the service center address found by choosing AppDev > Microservice Project >
Tool Download, change the protocol (HTTP/HTTPS), and modify the host name
(or domain name) and port number.

Accessing the Configuration Center
l Function

The configuration center delivers configurations. You can use service governance and
dark launch functions only after accessing the configuration center.

l Example configuration
– Add dependencies (in the pom.xml file).

If configuration center access is authenticated by using HTTPS or AK/SK,
dependency on the .jar package is mandatory. If the HTTP protocol is used and
token verification is not required, you do not need to add dependencies in the
pom.xml file.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>foundation-auth</artifactId>
</dependency>
The .jar package is mandatory for accessing the configuration center.
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
    <artifactId>config-cc</artifactId>
</dependency>

– Enable configuration (in the microservice.yaml file.)
cse:
  config:
    client:
      serverUri:  https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com:443
This configuration item sets the configuration center address. You can set serverUri
based on the address found by choosing AppDev > Microservice Project > Tool
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Download, change the protocol (HTTP/HTTPS), and modify the host name (or
domain name) and port number.

Enabling Service Governance
l Function

Service governance mainly involves circuit breaker, fault tolerance, rate limiting, and
load balancing.

l Example configuration
Set configuration items (in the microservice.yaml file).
Add the following handler related to service governance:
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: bizkeeper-provider,qps-flowcontrol-provider
      Consumer:
        default: bizkeeper-consumer,loadbalance,qps-flowcontrol-
consumer

Enabling Fault Injection
l Function

You can use the fault injection function to inject latency or fault in microservices.
l Example configuration

Set configuration items (in the microservice.yaml file).
Add the following handler related to service governance:
cse:
 handler:
  chain:
   Consumer:
    default: loadbalance,fault-injection-consumer

Enabling Dark Launch
l Function

Dark launch refers to the function under Service Catalog. Administrators can deliver
rules to manage dark launch for services.

l Example configuration
– Add dependencies (in the pom.xml file).

Add the .jar packet.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-handler-cloud-extension</artifactId>
</dependency>

– Configure load balancing on the consumer side (in the microservice.yaml file).
Enable the filter for dark launch in the load balancing module.
cse: 
  loadbalance:
    serverListFilters: darklaunch
    serverListFilter:
      darklaunch:
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        className: 
com.huawei.paas.darklaunch.DarklaunchServerListFilter

Enabling Tracing
l Function

The public cloud provides the non-intrusive Application Performance Management
(APM) service access to existing microservices. You can use the tracing function by
deploying containerized applications on the public cloud and enabling the tracing
function.

Enabling Dashboard
l Function

Microservices can report their running data to Dashboard. You can view dashboard data
and distributed transaction data on the public cloud. This section describes how to enable
the function of reporting microservice data.

l Example configuration
– Add dependencies (in the pom.xml file).

Add the .jar packet.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-handler-cloud-extension</artifactId>
</dependency>

– Configure the handler.
Dashboard depends on two handlers: bizkeeper-provider (bizkeeper-consumer on
the consumer side), and perf-stats. Therefore, you need to first add dependencies in
the pom.xml file.
cse:  
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: bizkeeper-provider,perf-stats,tracing-
provider,sla-provider
      Consumer:
        default: bizkeeper-consumer,loadbalance,perf-
stats,tracing-consumer,sla-consumer

– Configure the IP address to report monitoring data.
TenantLB_ADDRESS is the address for public cloud access. Its default value is
100.125.1.34.
cse:
  monitor:
    client:
      serverUri:  https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com:443
This configuration item sets the address of reporting monitoring data. You can set
serverUri based on the address found by choosing AppDev > Microservice
Project > Tool Download, change the protocol (HTTP/HTTPS), and modify the
host name (or domain name) and port number.

Enabling TCC-based Distributed Transaction
l Function

This function ensures the final consistency between distributed services based on the
Try/Confirm/Cancel (TCC) protocol and application consistency in common scenarios.
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In addition, you can view transaction details on the distributed transaction dashboard
page.

l Example configuration
Add dependencies (in the pom.xml file).
Add the .jar packet.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-handler-tcc</artifactId>
</dependency>
Add the following handler to report distributed transaction data in real time.
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: tcc-server,bizkeeper-provider
      Consumer:
        default: tcc-client,bizkeeper-consumer,loadbalance

1.3.2 Enabling Service Governance

1.3.2.1 Dark Launch

Scenario
By using dark launch, you can smoothly upgrade a microservice to a later version.

Precautions
1. To use the dark launch function, you need to access a microservice to the configuration

center.
2. If dark launch rules are customized, you can use the parameters defined by the API

through which you call microservices, or use context parameters as the parameters that
are checked based on the rules.
– The following is an example for configuring parameters defined by an API:

//Service API
public interface Compute {
     int add(int a, int b);
}
//Call a microservice.
@RpcReference(microserviceName = "hello", schemaId = 
"codeFirstCompute")
public static Compute compute;

public static void main(String[] args)
    throws Exception {
    Log4jUtils.init();
    BeanUtils.init();
    System.out.println("a=1, b=2, result=" + compute.add(1, 2));
}
The following is an example for configuring a dark launch rule:
{
    "policyType": "RULE",
    "ruleItems": [
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        {
            "groupName": "test",
            "groupCondition": "version=0.0.2",
            "policyCondition": "a<15"
        }
    ]
}

NOTICE
The API parameters checked by using the dark launch rule must be defined in the
API parameter list. Do not use a field of an object type parameter for checking.

– The following is an example for configuring context parameters:
InvocationContext invocation = new InvocationContext();
invocation.addContext("ta", "tvalue");
ContextUtils.setInvocationContext(invocation);
Context parameters can only be of string type. Therefore, customized dark launch
rules can only match with string-typed parameters. The following is an example:
{
    "policyType": "RULE",
    "ruleItems": [
        {
            "groupName": "test",
            "groupCondition": "version=0.0.2",
            "policyCondition": "ta~tva*"
        }
    ]
}

Configuration
The dark launch function requires that you configure Maven dependencies and load balancing
on the consumer side.

1. Add dependencies (in the pom.xml file).
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-handler-cloud-extension</artifactId>
</dependency>

2. Configure load balancing on the consumer side (in the microservice.yaml file).
cse: 
  loadbalance:
    serverListFilters: darklaunch
    serverListFilter:
      darklaunch:
        className: 
com.huawei.paas.darklaunch.DarklaunchServerListFilter

3. Add rules for the provider's microservice version range required by the consumer. By
default, the consumer downloads the latest microservice instances, and the dark launch
rule applies to only the latest version when dark launch is enabled. As a result, the actual
dark launch result may be different from expected. If a microservice needs to support
dark launch, you are advised to add the following configuration items:
cse:
  references:
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    servicename:  #Associated microservice name, and the following 
version-rule indicates the version rule.
      version-rule: 0.0.1+

4. Configure dark launch rules and add the following configuration in the
microservice.yaml file:
cse:
  darklaunch:
    policy:
      servicename: "{\"policyType\":\"RULE\",\"ruleItems\":
[{\"groupName\":\"test\",\"groupCondition\":\"version=0.0.2\",
\"policyCondition\":\"age<15\"}]}"
The content of a dark launch rule is a JSON string. The preceding configuration indicates
that a dark launch rule named test sends the parameter whose age is less than 15 to the
microservices whose version is 0.0.2. The standard format of this dark launch rule is as
follows:
{
 "policyType": "RULE",
 "ruleItems": [
     {
         "groupName": "test",
         "groupCondition": "version=0.0.2",
         "policyCondition": "age<15"
     }
 ]
}
The configuration items are listed as follows:
– PolicyType: can be set to RULE or RATE. RULE indicates a customized dark

launch rule, and RATE indicates the probability (in percentage) of traffic flow to
the current microservice version.

– RuleItems: contains the configuration items for a dark launch rule.
– GroupName: indicates the group name of a dark launch rule.
– GroupCondition: indicates the application scope of the dark launch rule. Currently,

this parameter can be set to a microservice version. If the application scope contains
multiple version numbers, use commas (,) to separate version numbers, for
example, "groupCondition": "version=0.0.2, 0.0.1".

– PolicyCondition: specifies the dark launch rule. If policyType is set to RATE, the
value of this parameter should be a number. For example, the value 80 indicates that
the traffic has an 80% probability to flow to the current microservice. If policyType
is set to RULE, you need to set PolicyCondition to customize a dark launch rule.
Currently, you can use the equal sign (=), greater-than sign (>), less-than sign (<),
and wavy line (~) in the dark launch rule. The wavy line (~) indicates fuzzy match.
For example, name~a* indicates that all parameters whose value starts with the
letter a are matched. For context parameters, these operators indicate certain string
operations.

NOTICE
Currently, customized policies for dark launch support only string and integer data types.
Using dark launch requires service planning in advance. If the service planning is configured
based on request parameters, use parameters whose values are of the string and integer data
types.
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1.3.2.2 Load Balancing

Scenario
CSE provides a Ribbon-based load balancing solution. You can configure a load balancing
policy in the configuration file. Currently, a load balancing routing policy can be random,
sequential, or based on response time weight.

Configuration
Load balancing policies are configured by setting the parameter cse.loadbalance.
[MicroServiceName].[property name] in the microservice.yaml file. If
[MicroServiceName] is not set, the configuration is set for all microservices. Otherwise, the
configuration is set for a specific microservice.

Table 1-3 Configuration items of the load balancing policy

Config
uration
Item

Default
Value

Value Range Mand
atory
or Not

Description Remarks

cse.load
balance.
strategy.
name

RoundRo
bin

RoundRobin
(polling)
Random
(random)
WeightedResp
onse (server
response time
weight)
SessionStickin
ess (session
stickiness)

No Specifies the
load balancing
policy.

-

cse.load
balance.
Session
Stickine
ssRule.s
essionTi
meoutIn
Seconds

30 Integer No Specifies the
idle time of a
client. If the
idle time
exceeds the set
value, CSE will
select another
server.

Currently, this
parameter cannot be
set for a certain
microservice. For
example,
cse.loadbalance.Ses
sionStickinessRule.
sessionTimeoutIn-
Seconds cannot be
set to
cse.loadbalance.De
moService.SessionS
tickinessRule.sessio
nTimeoutInSeconds
.
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Config
uration
Item

Default
Value

Value Range Mand
atory
or Not

Description Remarks

cse.load
balance.
Session
Stickine
ssRule.s
uccessiv
eFailedT
imes

5 Integer No Specifies the
number of
failed requests
from the client.
If the number
exceeds the set
value, CSE will
switch to
another server.

Currently, this
parameter cannot be
set for a certain
microservice.

cse.load
balance.
retryEna
bled

FALSE Boolean No Specifies
whether to call
a service again
when an
exception is
captured by
load balancing.

-

cse.load
balance.
retryOn
Next

0 Integer No Specifies the
number of
attempts to
connect to
another server.

-

cse.load
balance.
retryOn
Same

0 Integer No Specifies the
number of
attempts to
connect to the
same server.

-

cse.load
balance.i
solation.
enabled

FALSE Boolean No Specifies
whether to
enable faulty
instance
isolation.

-

cse.load
balance.i
solation.
enableR
equestT
hreshold

20 Integer No Specifies the
threshold for
instance calls.
If the number
of instance
calls reaches
this threshold,
isolation is
enabled.

-
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Config
uration
Item

Default
Value

Value Range Mand
atory
or Not

Description Remarks

cse.load
balance.i
solation.
continuo
usFailur
eThresh
old

- Integer No Specifies the
threshold for
consecutive
instance
request
failures. If the
number of
failures reaches
this threshold,
instance
isolation is
triggered.

If this configuration
item is specified, the
configuration of the
instance fault
percentage is
overwritten.
Otherwise, the
isolation is triggered
based on the instance
fault percentage.
The instance fault
percentage-based
instance isolation is
difficult to trigger
and cannot be easily
recovered for
massive requests.
Therefore, you are
advised to use this
configuration item to
replace the instance
fault percentage
configuration.
When an instance
request is successful,
the counting of
consecutive instance
request failures is
reset to ensure quick
instance recovery.

cse.load
balance.i
solation.
errorThr
esholdP
ercentag
e

20 Integer, (0,
100]

No Specifies the
error
percentage.
Instance fault
isolation is
enabled when
the set value is
reached.

-

cse.load
balance.i
solation.
singleTe
stTime

10000 Integer No Specifies the
duration of a
faulty instance
test on a single
node.

The unit is ms.
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Config
uration
Item

Default
Value

Value Range Mand
atory
or Not

Description Remarks

cse.load
balance.t
ransacti
onContr
ol.policy

com.hua
wei.paas.
cse.loadb
alance.filt
er.Simple
Transacti
onContro
lFilter

- No Specifies the
offload policies
for dynamic
routing.

The framework
provides simple
offload mechanisms.
You can also
customize offload
policies.

cse.load
balance.t
ransacti
onContr
ol.option
s

- key/value pairs No Specifies the
parameter
configured for
the
SimpleTransact
ionControlFilte
r offload
policy. You can
add any
filtration tag
for this item.

-

 

Code Example
In the src\main\resources\microservice.yaml file, configure a load balancing policy.

l Configure a processing chain.
cse:
  # other configurations omitted
  handler:
    chain:
      Consumer:
       default: loadbalance

l Add a routing policy.
cse:
  # other configurations omitted
  loadbalance:
    strategy:
      name: RoundRobin

Customizing Routing Policies
Based on the routing policy framework provided by CSE, you can program to customize
routing policies as required. Perform the following steps:

Step 1 Encode using the API method defined in the com.netflix.loadbalancer.IRule API. Encode in
the public Server choose (Object key) method. LoadBalancerStats is a structure that
encapsulates the running state of the load balancer. Determine on which instance the current
routing request will be processed based on the running indexes of each instance by using the
Server choose (Object key) method. Use the
org.apache.servicecomb.loadbalance.SessionStickinessRule method for instance processing.
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Step 2 Define a load balancing rule factory class to implement the ExtensionsFactory API.

The boolean isSupport(String key, String value) method is used to determine whether the
factory supports the rules configured in the microservice.yaml file. (The key is
Configuration.PROP_RULE_STRATEGY_NAME, and the value is the user-defined rule
name.) The IRule createLoadBalancerRule(String ruleName) method is used to obtain the
corresponding rule. For details about the implementation, see
org.apache.servicecomb.loadbalance.RuleNameExtentionsFactory. The @Component
annotation must be added to the implementation class to ensure that the implementation class
can be referenced.

Step 3 Use CSE to configure the load balancing policy, for example, AbcRule. The configuration is
as follows:
  cse:
    loadbalance:
      strategy:
        name: AbcRule

----End

Filtering Mechanism
The handler-loadbalance module provides the filtering mechanism to filter and select provider
instances. The filter provided by the CSE includes IsolationServerListFilter and
ZoneAwareServerListFilterExt. You can also extend filters as required.

Using ZoneAwareServerListFilterExt to select a provider instance

ZoneAwareServerListFilterExt enables the consumer instance to preferentially call the
provider instance that is in the same region and zone.

NOTE

Regions and zones are common concepts. You can define their service meanings to apply to resource
isolation scenarios. For details about the instance isolation relationship in ServiceStage, see the logical
isolation relationship between microservice instances.

Step 1 Configure the provider.

Start two provider instances. Add the following configuration to the microservice.yaml file
of one provider instance:

cse:
  # config region and zone information
  datacenter:
    name: myDC
    region: my-Region
    availableZone: my-Zone

Step 2 Configure the consumer.

Add the following configuration to the microservice.yaml file on the consumer side.

cse:
  loadbalance:
    # add zone aware filter
    serverListFilters: zoneAware
    serverListFilter:
      zoneAware:
        className: 
org.apache.servicecomb.loadbalance.filter.ZoneAwareServerListFilterExt
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  # config region and zone information
  datacenter:
    name: myDC
    region: my-Region
    availableZone: my-Zone

Step 3 Enable the consumer to call the provider.

Due to ZoneAwareServerListFilterExt, the consumer instance preferentially calls the provider
instance in the same region and available zone. If no provider instance exists in both the same
region and zone, the instance in the same region is selected. If no instance meets the
preceding conditions, any available instance is selected.

----End

Developing a Customized Filter
You can develop customized filters to meet service scenarios. The procedure is as follows:

1. To implement the ServerListFilterExt API, the logic for filtering provider instance list is
implemented using the List<T> getFilteredListOfServers (List<T> servers) method.

2. Ensure that the implementation class of the compiled filter is under classpath.
3. Add the filter configuration to the microservice.yaml file.

Example

Assumed that you need to configure a priority for each consumer and provider instance. The
priority ranges from 0 to 9, and a provider instance of a higher priority can call a consumer
instance of the same or lower priority. The following shows an example:

1. Develop a filter to implement the ServerListFilterExt API. The code is as follows:
package org.servicecombexam.loadbalance.filter;
// import is omitted
public class ExamFilter implements ServerListFilterExt {
 public static final String PRIORITY_LEVEL = "priorityLevel";
 @Override
 public List<Server> getFilteredListOfServers(List<Server> servers) {
   List<Server> result = new ArrayList<>();
   String priority = 
RegistryUtils.getMicroserviceInstance().getProperties().get(PRIORITY_
LEVEL);
   for (Server server : servers) {
     if (priorityMatched(priority, server)) {
       result.add(server);
     }
   }
   return result;
 }
 /**
  * if the priority level is not specified, it will be regarded as 0
  * @return whether a server can be invoked by this consumer 
instance, according to priority level
  */
 private boolean priorityMatched(String priority, Server server) {
   String serverPriority = ((CseServer) 
server).getInstance().getProperties().get(PRIORITY_LEVEL);
   if (!StringUtils.isEmpty(priority) && !
StringUtils.isEmpty(serverPriority)) {
     return priority.compareTo(serverPriority) >= 0;
   }
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   if (StringUtils.isEmpty(serverPriority)) {
     return true;
   }

   return false;
 }
}

2. Configure the priority in the microservice.yaml file of the provider.
instance_description:
 properties:
   #Instance-level configuration items are under 
instance_description.properties. In this example, the priority 
configuration item is stored here. Three instances are started. The 
priorities of the three instances are 0, 1, and 2 separately.
   priorityLevel: 2

3. Configure the priority and filter in the microservice.yaml file of the consumer.
instance_description:
 properties:
   #The priority of the consumer is 1, which can call the provider 
instance whose priority is 0 or 1.
   priorityLevel: 1
cse:
 loadbalance:
   serverListFilters: priorityFilter #Filter name. Multiple filters 
can be separated by commas (,).
   serverListFilter:
     priorityFilter: #The filter name configured must be the same as 
that configured in the cse.loadbalance.serverListFilters.
       className: org.servicecombexam.loadbalance.filter.ExamFilter 
#Class name of the customized filter.

4. Enable the consumer to call the provider for verification. Only the provider instance with
priorities 0 and 1 can be called.

1.3.2.3 Rate Limiting

Scenario
l On the provider side, you can use rate limiting policies to limit the maximum number of

requests sent from a specified microservice per second.
l On the consumer side, you can use rate limiting policies to limit the frequency of

requests sent for certain microservices.

Precautions
1. There may be a small difference between the rate limited and the actual traffic.
2. The rate limiting function on the provider side is for services rather than security

purposes. To prevent distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, you need to take other
measures.

3. Rate limiting is a microservice-level rather than process-level function.

Configuration Description (Provider)
Rate limiting policies are configured in the microservice.yaml file. For related configuration
items, see Table 1-4. To enable the rate limiting policy on the provider side, you also need to
configure the rate limiting handler on the server in the processing chain and add dependencies
in the pom.xml file.
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l An example of the microservice.yaml file configuration is as follows:
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: qps-flowcontrol-provider

l Add the dependencies for handler-flowcontrol-qps in the pom.xml file:
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
    <artifactId>handler-flowcontrol-qps</artifactId>
    <version>1.0.0.B003</version>
</dependency>

Table 1-4 Configuration items of QPS rate limiting

Config
uration
Item

Default
Value

Value
Range

Mandator
y or Not

Description Remarks

cse.flow
control.
Provider
.qps.ena
bled

true true/false No Specifies
whether to
enable rate
limiting on the
provider side.

-

cse.flow
control.
Provider
.qps.limi
t.
[Service
Name].
[Schema
].
[operati
on]

21474836
47 (max
int)

Integer (0,
21474836
47]

No Specifies the
number of
requests
allowed per
second.

This parameter can
be configured for
microservices,
schemas, and
operations.

cse.flow
control.
Provider
.qps.glo
bal.limit

21474836
47 (max
int)

Integer (0,
21474836
47]

No Specifies the
total number of
requests
allowed per
second on the
provider side.

If no configuration is
set for any specific
microservices, this
parameter takes
effect.

 

Configuration Description (Consumer)

Rate limiting policies are configured in the microservice.yaml file. For related configuration
items, see Table 1-5. To enable the rate limiting policy on the consumer side, you also need to
configure the rate limiting handler in the processing chain. The following is an example of the
handler configuration:

cse:
  handler:
    chain:
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      Consumer:
        default: qps-flowcontrol-consumer

Table 1-5 Configuration items of QPS rate limiting

Configuration
Item

Defaul
t
Value

Value
Range

Man
dato
ry or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.flowcontrol.
Consumer.qps.e
nabled

true true/false No Specifies
whether to
enable rate
limiting at the
consumer side.

-

cse.flowcontrol.
Consumer.qps.li
mit.
[ServiceName].
[Schema].
[operation]

214748
3647
(max
int)

Integer (0,
214748364
7]

No Specifies the
number of
requests
allowed per
second.

This parameter can
be configured for
microservices,
schemas, and
operations.

 

1.3.2.4 Service Degradation

Concept

A service degradation policy is used when a service request is abnormal.

There are three key concepts in service degradation: isolation, circuit breaker, and fault
tolerance.

l Isolation is an exception detection mechanism. Generally, it is detected by request
timeout and great traffic. Two common items that need to be detected are timeout
duration and the number of concurrent requests.

l Circuit breaker is an exception response mechanism, and it depends on isolation. Circuit
breaker is triggered based on the error rate. Two common items need to be set are the
number of requests to collect and the error rate.

l Fault tolerance is an exception handling mechanism that depends on circuit breaker.
Fault tolerance is called after a circuit breaker. For fault tolerance, you need to set the
times of fault tolerance called.

During service degradation, if M (the threshold) errors are detected in N requests, the
consumer will no longer send requests and the fault tolerance mechanism will be enabled. The
preceding service degradation process is accepted in Netflix Hystrix and helps you configure
the parameters. Obtain information about the parameter configuration at https://github.com/
Netflix/Hystrix/wiki/Configuration. Currently, CSE provides two types of fault tolerance
modes: returning null values and throwing exceptions.

Scenario

By configuring a service degradation policy, you can handle microservice exceptions.
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Configuration

Configuration items of the service degradation policy can take effect for all APIs or a certain
microservice.

Application

l Type: The configuration items can be configured for providers and consumers.

l Scope: The configuration items can be configured for microservices and [x-schema-id
+operationId].

If not specified in this section, all configuration items are configured in the following format:

cse.[namespace].[type].[MicroServiceName].[API name].[property name]

type indicates that a configuration item is set for a provider or consumer. If a configuration
item is set for a specific microservice, you need to specify the microservice name. If a
configuration item is set for an API, you need to specify the API name. An API name must be
specified in the [x-schema-id + operationId] format.

Format examples of some of the configuration items for isolation are as follows:

cse.isolation.Consumer.timeout.enabled
cse.isolation.Consumer.DemoService.timeout.enabled
cse.isolation.Consumer.DemoService.hello.sayHello.timeout.enabled
cse.isolation.Provider.timeout.enabled
cse.isolation.Provider.DemoService.timeout.enabled
cse.isolation.Provider.DemoService.hello.sayHello.timeout.enabled

NOTICE
type and MicroServiceName are omitted for the configuration items in the following table. If
not specified, the configuration item can be set for both the provider and the consumer.

Use the timeout for isolation as an example, the configuration item can be configured as
cse.isolation.Consumer.timeout.enabled for a consumer and as

cse.isolation.Provider.timeout.enabled for a provider.

Table 1-6 Configuration items of the service degradation policy

Config
uration
Item

Defau
lt
Value

Value
Range

Ma
nda
tor
y or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.isola
tion.time
out.enab
led

FALSE - No Specifies whether
to enable timeout
detection.

-
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Config
uration
Item

Defau
lt
Value

Value
Range

Ma
nda
tor
y or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.isola
tion.time
outInMil
lisecond
s

30000 - No Specifies the
timeout duration
threshold.

-

cse.isola
tion.max
Concurr
entRequ
ests

10 - No Specifies the
maximum
number of
concurrent
requests.

-

cse.circu
itBreake
r.enable
d

TRUE - No Specifies whether
to enable circuit
breaker.

-

cse.circu
itBreake
r.forceO
pen

FALSE - No Specifies that
circuit breaker is
enabled
regardless of the
number of failed
requests or the
error rate.

-

cse.circu
itBreake
r.forceCl
osed

FALSE - No Specifies that
circuit breaker
can be
implemented at
any time.

If this parameter and
cse.circuitBreaker.forceOp
en both need to be
configured,
cse.circuitBreaker.forceOp
en has priority.

cse.circu
itBreake
r.sleepW
indowIn
Millisec
onds

15000 - No Specifies the
duration needed
to recover from
circuit breaker.

After the recovery, the
number of failed requests
will be recalculated. Note: If
the consumer fails to send a
request to the provider after
the recovery, circuit breaker
is enabled again.

cse.circu
itBreake
r.request
Volume
Threshol
d

20 - No Specifies the
threshold for
failed requests
sent within 10s. If
the threshold is
reached, circuit
breaker is
triggered.

10s will be divided into ten
1s, and the error rate is
calculated 1s later after an
error occurred. Therefore,
circuit breaker can be
implemented at least 1s after
the call.
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Config
uration
Item

Defau
lt
Value

Value
Range

Ma
nda
tor
y or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.circu
itBreake
r.errorTh
resholdP
ercentag
e

50 - No Specifies the
threshold for the
error rate. If the
value reaches this
threshold, circuit
breaker is
triggered.

-

cse.fallb
ack.enab
led

TRUE - No Specifies whether
to enable
troubleshooting
measures after an
error occurred.

-

cse.fallb
ack.max
Concurr
entRequ
ests

10 - No Specifies the
number of fault
tolerance
(cse.fallbackpolic
y.policy) requests
concurrently
called. If the
value exceeds 10,
the measures will
no longer be
called, and
exceptions are
returned.

-

cse.fallb
ackpolic
y.policy

throwe
xceptio
n

l return
null

l throw
except
ion

No Specifies the error
handling policies
after an error
occurred.

-

 

CAUTION
Be cautious when setting cse.isolation.timeout.enabled to TRUE. All processes are
asynchronously processed in the system, and any error value returned by an intermediate
process because the set timeout duration is reached can cause failure of the follow-up
processes. Therefore, you are advised to keep the default value FALSE for
Cse.isolation.timeout.enabled. For timeout duration from the network aspect, you are
advised to set cse.request.timeout to 30000.
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Code Example
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Consumer:
        default: bizkeeper-consumer
  isolation:
    Consumer:
      timeout:
        enabled: true
      timeoutInMilliseconds: 30000
  circuitBreaker:
    sleepWindowInMilliseconds: 15000
    requestVolumeThreshold: 20
  fallback:
    enabled: true
    policy: throwexception

NOTE

You need to enable service governance for service degradation. The provider handler is bizkeeper-
provider, and the consumer handler is bizkeeper-consumer.

1.3.2.5 Circuit Breaker

Scenario
The circuit breaker policy controls the CSE circuit breaker function. It allows you to specify
the condition under which the CSE framework stops sending requests.

Configuration
Circuit breaker is an exception response mechanism. Being a part of service degradation,
circuit breaker relates to isolation and fault tolerance. For the relationship among them and
associated configuration, see 1.3.2.4 Service Degradation

1.3.2.6 Fault Injection

Scenario
You can use the fault injection function on the consumer side to configure the latency, fault,
and their occurrence probabilities of the request sent to a specified microservice.

Precautions
The latency is in milliseconds.

Configuration
Fault injection is configured in the microservice.yaml file. The following table lists related
configuration items. To enable fault injection on the consumer side, you also need to
configure the fault injection handler in the processing chain. The following shows an example
of the handler configuration:

cse:
  handler:
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    chain:
      Consumer:
        default: loadbalance,fault-injection-consumer

Description of fault injection configuration items

[scope] indicates the effective range of fault injection. The configurable value can be _global,
which indicates global configuration, or [ServiceName], which indicates the name of a
specified microservice.

[protocol] indicates the communication protocol used. The value can be rest or highway.

Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Value
Range

Ma
nda
tory
or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[scope].policy.faul
t.protocols.
[protocol].delay.fi
xedDelay

None Long
integer, (0,
922337203
685477580
7]

No Latency duration
of the injection
request sent
from the
consumer.

Unit: ms.

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[scope].policy.faul
t.protocols.
[protocol].delay.pe
rcent

100 Integer, (0,
100]

No Latency
occurrence
probability of
the injection
request sent
from the
consumer.

-

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].policy.fa
ult.protocols.
[protocol].delay.fi
xedDelay

None Long
integer, (0,
922337203
685477580
7]

No Latency duration
of the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
schema.

Supports
schema-level
configuration.

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].policy.fa
ult.protocols.
[protocol].delay.pe
rcent

100 Integer, (0,
100]

No Latency
occurrence
probability of
the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
schema.

Supports
schema-level
configuration.
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Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Value
Range

Ma
nda
tory
or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].operatio
ns.
[operation].policy.
fault.protocols.
[protocol].delay.fi
xedDelay

None Long
integer, (0,
922337203
685477580
7]

No Latency duration
of the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
operation.

Supports
operation-level
configuration.

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].operatio
ns.
[operation].policy.
fault.protocols.
[protocol].delay.pe
rcent

100 Integer, (0,
100]

No Latency
occurrence
probability of
the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
operation.

Supports
operation-level
configuration.

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[scope].policy.faul
t.protocols.
[protocol].abort.htt
pStatus

None Integer,
(100, 999]

No HTTP error code
of the injection
request sent
from the
consumer.

-

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[scope].policy.faul
t.protocols.
[protocol].abort.pe
rcent

100 Integer, (0,
100]

No Fault occurrence
probability of
the injection
request sent
from the
consumer.

-

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].policy.fa
ult.protocols.
[protocol].abort.htt
pStatus

None Integer,
(100, 999]

No HTTP error code
of the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
schema.

Supports
schema-level
configuration.
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Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Value
Range

Ma
nda
tory
or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].policy.fa
ult.protocols.
[protocol].abort.pe
rcent

100 Integer, (0,
100]

No Fault occurrence
probability of
the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
schema.

Supports
schema-level
configuration.

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].operatio
ns.
[operation].policy.
fault.protocols.
[protocol].abort.htt
pStatus

None Integer,
(100, 999]

No HTTP error code
of the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
operation.

Supports
operation-level
configuration.

cse.governance.Co
nsumer.
[ServiceName].sch
emas.
[schema].operatio
ns.
[operation].policy.
fault.protocols.
[protocol].abort.pe
rcent

100 Integer, (0,
100]

No Fault occurrence
probability of
the injection
request sent
from the
consumer to a
specified
operation.

Supports
operation-level
configuration.

 

Code Example
cse:
  governance:
    Consumer:
      _global:
        policy:
          fault:
            protocols:
              rest:
                delay:
                  fixedDelay: 5000
                  percent: 10
cse:
  governance:
    Consumer:
      ServerFaultTest:
        schemas:
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          schema:
            operations:
              operation:
                policy:
                  fault:
                    protocols:
                      rest:
                        abort:
                          httpStatus: 421
                          percent: 100

1.3.3 Enabling Advanced Features

1.3.3.1 Uploading a File

Overview
File uploading is available only when REST over Vert.x is used, and will be enabled for
REST over Servlet later.

The standard HTTP form format is used for file uploading. The file can be directly uploaded
to a web browser.

Producer
File uploading is available in the JAX-RS or Spring MVC development mode:

l javax.servlet.http.Part defined by Servlet is supported.
l In Spring MVC mode, org.springframework.web.multipart.MultipartFile is supported.

For the two types of data:

l The functions are the same, and the bottom layer of MultipartFile is Part.
l The types can be used together. For example, the type of the first parameter is Part, and

that of the second parameter is MultipartFile.

NOTICE
l Configure the temporary directory for uploading files. The default value is null, indicating

that file uploading is not supported. The Content-Type field in the file uploading request
must be multipart/form-data.

l One parameter can be used to upload only one file.
l Multiple files with different parameter names can be uploaded at once.
l When a file of MultipartFile or Part is opened, remember to close it. Otherwise, the

uploaded temporary file cannot be deleted. As a result, the temporary directory is used up.
l You can use @RequestPart to transfer common parameters.

Code example in Spring MVC mode:

@PostMapping(path = "/upload", consumes = MediaType.MULTIPART_FORM_DATA)
public String fileUpload(@RequestPart(name = "file1") MultipartFile 
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file1, @RequestPart(name = "file2") Part file2
, @RequestPart String param1) {
  ......
}

Table 1-7 Configuration

Configuration Item Default
Value

Description

cse.uploads.directory null Directory for storing uploaded temporary files.
The default value is null, indicating that files
cannot be uploaded.

cse.uploads.maxSize -1 Maximum size of the HTTP body. The default
value is -1, indicating that the body size is not
limited.

 

Consumer

The following data types are supported:

l java.io.File
l javax.servlet.http.Part
l java.io.InputStream
l org.springframework.core.io.Resource

When a file of InputStream is uploaded, the client file name is not defined. Therefore, null is
returned when the producer attempts to obtain the client file name.

To use the memory data with the client file name obtained, you can upload a file of Resource
with org.springframework.core.io.ByteArrayResource added and getFilename is
overridden.

l Example for the transparent RPC code:
interface UploadIntf {
  String upload(File file);
}
After obtaining the API reference, you can directly call the API.
String result = uploadIntf.upload(file);

l Example for the RestTemplate code:
Map<String, Object> map = new HashMap<>();
map.put("file", new FileSystemResource("a file path!"));
map.put("param1", "test");
HttpHeaders headers = new HttpHeaders();
headers.setContentType(org.springframework.http.MediaType.MULTIPART_F
ORM_DATA);
HttpEntity<Map<String, Object>> entry = new HttpEntity<>(map, 
headers);

String reseult = template.postForObject(
    url,
    entry,
    String.class);
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1.3.3.2 Reactive

Producer in Simple Synchronization Mode

Example code:

@GetMapping(path = "/hello/{name}")
public String hello(@PathVariable(name = "name") String name){
  return "hello " + name;
}

The service process is as follows.

The simple synchronization mode is a typical service processing mode. The core idea is not to
block network threads and to process services in independent threads. (In the preceding
service process, only one thread exists in the executor for simplification.)

Generally, problems rarely occur when this mode is used.

Nested Synchronization Mode

Not all microservices have direct responses, some of them may need to call other
microservices.

Example code:

public interface Intf{
  String hello(String name);
}

@GetMapping(path = "/hello/{name}")
public String hello(@PathVariable(name = "name") String name){
  return "from remote: hello " + intf.hello(name);
}

The service process is as follows.
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The nested synchronization mode has the following disadvantages:

l The call thread of Microservice A is in the waiting state and does not process any other
transactions until the responses from other microservices are sent.

l When all threads in the executor are waiting for remote responses, new requests can only
be queued and cannot be processed. In this case, it can be seen that the entire system
stops working.

l To increase the processing capability, the only way is to add threads in the executor.
However, the number of threads in the executor is restricted due to OS limitations. The
benefit of increasing the number of threads forms a parabolic model. After the threshold
is exceeded, the processing capability of the system decreases and the threshold is not a
large number.

l When you need to perform remote synchronization multiple times in the service logic,
the problem of processing capability will deteriorate.

Improper Reconstruction for the Nested Synchronization Mode
Putting Invoke producer method to another executor may resolve these problems. The
handling methods are as follows:

l The @Async annotation is added to producer method. The AOP puts producer
method marked with @Async to another executor.

l The service code is used in producer method to put producer method to another
executor.

The service process is as follows.
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The optimization has the following disadvantages:

l The response of Invoke producer method must be returned immediately. Otherwise, the
thread in the executor cannot be released.

l A new mechanism must be provided to notify that call process that the return value of
Invoke producer method is not the final return value (this mechanism is not currently
available).

l As in the service process example, though the thread in executor is released, the one in
customer executor still waits for a response from the remote end. The blocking problem
of the entire system is not rectified. In addition, a thread switching is added to the service
process.

l This mode releases the executor thread and enables the executor thread to process other
requests. This is equivalent to the concept of an isolation cabin. Using this mode to
process services with low processing speed does not affect other services. This concept,
however, can be directly implemented by CSE. You can configure a specified service
processing method to exclusively use a new executor. In this way, the entire process is
the same as that of the nested synchronous mode. The process is simpler and does not
require Invoke producer method.

Reactive
Example code:
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public interface Intf{
  CompletableFuture<String> hello(String name);
}

@GetMapping(path = "/hello/{name}")
public CompletableFuture<String> hello(@PathVariable(name = "name") 
String name){
  CompletableFuture<String> future = new CompletableFuture<>();
  intf.hello(name).whenComplete((result, exception) -> {
    if (exception == null) {
      future.complete("from remote: " + result);
      return;
    }

    future.completeExceptionally(exception);
  });
  return future;
}

The service process is as follows.

l Different from the traditional process, all functions are executed in the eventloop, and no
thread switching is performed.

l As in the service process example, after the orange arrow is complete, the thread is
released and does not wait for a response. The thread can process other requests.

l After receiving a response from the remote end, the network data driver starts the
process of the red arrow.

l As long as there is a task, a thread does not stop and always executes the task. In this
way, the CPU resources can be fully used, and no thread switching is performed to waste
CPU resources.

When the synchronous mode is used, a large number of threads are required to improve the
concurrency, causing extra consumption through the thread switching.
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The test data indicates that CPU consumption in reactive mode is less than half of that in
synchronization mode, TPS in reactive mode reaches or exceeds that in synchronization
mode, and delay in reactive mode is lower.

Hybrid Reactive
In reactive mode, the logic executed in the eventloop does not contain any blocking action,
including but not limited to waiting, sleeping, huge loops, and synchronous DB queries.

The bottom layer of CSE is based on Vert.x. In the Vert.x ecosystem, the reactive drivers of
various components such as JDBC, MQ, and ZooKeeper are available. Generally, the reactive
drivers can meet the scenario requirements.

In some scenarios, some synchronization operations cannot be avoided. For example:

l Private Redis for security hardening with only the synchronization driver provided
l Complex service calculation

In this case, the synchronization logic can be extracted and processed in the executor, and the
rest of the process runs in reactive mode.

Description of the Reactive Mode
l Producer

– The processing modes used by the producer and consumer are not relevant.
– When the type of the operation return value is CompletableFuture, the operation

works in reactive mode by default. In this case, to enable the operation to use the
synchronization mode, the configuration must be specified in microservice.yaml. If
schemaId is sid and operationId is asyncQuery for an operation, the following
configurations need to be added:
cse:
  executors:
    Provider:
      sid.asyncQuery: cse.executor.groupThreadPool

In the preceding configurations, cse.executor.groupThreadPool indicates the default
executor built in ServiceComb. You can specify a customized executor.

l Consumer
– The processing modes used by the producer and consumer are not relevant.
– Currently, only the transparent RPC development mode supports the reactive mode.

JDK-based CompletableFuture is used to carry this function.
when and then in CompletableFuture can be used directly.
However, async in CompletableFuture is executed in another executor, which is
not recommended.
The support for RxJava Observable will be added later.
The support for AsyncRestTemplate will be added later.

1.3.3.3 AK/SK Encryption Storage

Concept
The AK/SK encryption storage solution is based on the AES256 encryption and decryption
storage solution of the shared key. The encryption tool generates key files, and uses the key
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files to encrypt the specified plaintext. For example, you can use this method to encrypt the
database password, and use the CSE SDK API to decrypt the password.

Precautions
l If your JRE version is earlier than 1.8.151, download jce_policy-8.zip to overwrite the

file in {JAVA_HOME}\jre\lib\security.

l If your JRE version is 1.8.151 or later, remove annotation crypto.policy=unlimited
from the {JAVA_HOME}\jre\lib\security\java.security file.

AK/SK Storage Solution

AK/SK authentication depends on the configured AK/SK. CSE supports user-defined
configurations by default. You can define a decryption API or use the mechanisms provided
by CSE by default. CSE provides two mechanisms, which are plaintext and ciphertext, to
define the encryption API. The API can be defined using any of the following methods:

1. Add the following configuration in plaintext to the microservice.yaml file:
  cse:  
    credentials:
      accessKey: yourak
      secretKey: yoursk
      akskCustomCipher: default

2. Add the following configuration in ciphertext to the microservice.yaml file:
cse:
  credentials:
    accessKey: yourak #Plaintext
    secretKey: yoursk #Ciphertext
    akskCustomCipher: security
By default, the AK information cannot be encrypted. When the ciphertext is read, the
certificate.yaml file under CIPHER_ROOT is read first. For details, see Procedure.

3. Add a class to implement the com.huawei.paas.foundation.auth.credentials.AKSKCipher
API. The class contains two methods:

– String name();

Indicates the name definition of cse.credentials.akskCustomCipher which needs to
be added to the configuration file.

– char[] decode(TYPE type, char[] encrypted);

Indicates the decryption API. The Type field indicates AK or SK (implement
different encryption methods).

Add the following configuration to the microservice.yaml file:
cse:
  credentials:
    accessKey: yourak  #AK information in plaintext or ciphertext.
    secretKey: yoursk  #SK information in plaintext or ciphertext.
    akskCustomCipher: youciphername  #returned name of the name() 
method in the added class.
Add the SPI declaration of the decryption API. Create the
com.huawei.paas.foundation.auth.credentials.AKSKCipher file in the src/main/
resources/META-INF/services directory. Then, add the name of the added class to the
file, for example, com.huawei.paas.cse.demo.pojo.client.CustomAKSKDepl.
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Procedure

Step 1 Download the encryption and decryption tool which supports 64-bit Windows OS and 64-
bit Linux OS.

Step 2 Use the encryption and decryption tool to generate the key file.

Run the keytool gen -a yourak -s yoursk command to generate the root.key,
common_shared.key, and certificate.yaml files in the current directory.

NOTE

For details, run the keytool gen -h command to view help information.

Step 3 Copy root.key, common_shared.key, and certificate.yaml to the nodes in the environment.
You are advised to copy the files to the /opt/CSE/etc/cipher directory. During local
commissioning, you can copy the files to any directory of all nodes where microservices are
deployed. If the microservice is deployed in a container, mount volumes to the specified
directory.

NOTE

certificate.yaml does not need to be placed under CIPHER_ROOT. If certificate.yaml is placed under
CIPHER_ROOT, AK and SK are read from certificate.yaml first. The project information is parsed
from the domain name by default.

If the file is not stored in CIPHER_ROOT, the AK, SK, and project information is obtained from the
microservice.yaml file of the microservice.

Step 4 Set the CIPHER_ROOT environment variable to the directory where the files are stored in
Step 3. Then, start the application.

Step 5 Log in to the CSE console and check whether the service is registered successfully. You can
also view application startup logs and check whether the log of successful service registration
exists.

----End

1.4 Accessing Spring Cloud Applications to CSE

Prerequisites

You have applied for a public cloud account.

Background

The Spring Cloud application can easily access the basic services provided by CSE.

The advantages of accessing CSE are as follows:

1. Enable you to focus on the development of service systems so that you do not pay
attention to middleware reliability evaluation, cluster deployment, and O&M monitoring.

2. Ensure quick service delivery and agile development. The PaaS platform is used to
dynamically adjust resource usage based on the service scale to reduce service risks.

The following figure shows the relationship between the CSE basic service, PaaS platform
service, and third-party service.
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CSE supports the ServiceComb and Spring Cloud microservice frameworks. The access
procedures of these two frameworks are similar. This section describes the principle of
accessing Spring Cloud applications to CSE, and then describes how to access Spring Cloud
applications to CSE.

This section describes how to access Spring Cloud applications to CSE.

It is recommended that you learn about CSE by referring to Quickly Experiencing
Microservice Capabilities.

1.4.1 Reconstruction Process
CSE provides abundant out-of-the-box microservice management and control capabilities,
which are integrated through the CSE's remote procedure Call (RPC) framework. If Spring
Cloud is used, you need to combine many third-party components to implement these
functions. The following describes some functions:

CSE Functions Implementation of Spring Cloud

Load balancing Uses the Ribbon component.

Fault isolation and retry Uses the Ribbon/Hystrix component.

Microservice isolation,
circuit breaker, and fault
tolerance

Uses the Hystrix component.

Microservice-method-level
isolation, circuit breaker,
and fault tolerance

Uses the Hystrix component, which defines complex
configuration rules.

Rate limiting Implements the rate limiting algorithm and defines complex
configuration rules.

Fault injection Implements dynamic configuration and defines fault rules.
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CSE Functions Implementation of Spring Cloud

Dark launch Implements the dark launch algorithm and defines dark
launch rules.

Microservice monitoring,
including tracing

Uses the Zipkin component.

Metrics Built with Spring Cloud, which does not have the centralized
monitoring capability or integrate with Prometheus.

 

CSE also provides a user-friendly console to help you manage and monitor microservices at
run time. Spring Cloud developers have many flexible choices when using CSE. The
following is an example reconstruction process:

l Step 1. Access Spring Cloud applications to CSE to deploy Spring Cloud applications in
the cloud.
Spring Cloud developers can access the public service center and configuration center
provided by CSE by modifying the pom file. The public service is used for registry and
discovery, and dynamic configuration functions, which saves the time of developing and
deploying services, such as Eureka and Git, provided by Spring Cloud and saves the cost
of purchasing and deploying public services.
This step can complete development and deployment tests within 1 hour, providing a
quick cloud migration channel.
After this step is complete, the original functions of the service are not affected (except
the functions that depend on the service discovery middleware). By experiencing CSE
functions through such an access, you can determine whether to use CSE for further
reconstruction based on the actual operation and O&M experience.

l Step 2. Reconstruct Spring MVC REST framework to CSE.
This step integrates the CSE's REST framework in the Spring Boot framework. Through
this step, all microservice management functions provided by CSE can be out-of-the-
box, and you can focus on logic development. on services integration and relationships
with Spring Boot so that you can quickly resolve some technical issues that are not
mentioned in this document. Before the development, you are advised to perform the
following preparations to better solve the problems that may occur during the
development process:

a. Perform the first step and experience CSE.
b. Read CSE design principles to understand design and components of the CSE

framework.
c. Follow 1.5 Accessing Spring Boot Applications to CSE to understand the basic

principles of using CSE in the Spring Boot framework.
l Step 3. Use lightweight containers and edge service.

Most backend services provide only REST interfaces and do not provide web pages.
These services run in J2EE containers (such as Tomcat), which will result in extra
performance loss. CSE provides a lightweight HTTP server to provide REST services,
which greatly improves performance and reduces resource usage. The edge service is a
gateway service that enables CSE to work perfectly with CSE microservices. In addition
to high performance, the edge service supports powerful dark version management,
asynchronous programming extension, and governance capabilities.
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1.4.2 Fast Access
This section uses a case to describe how to quickly access Spring Cloud applications to CSE
after less configuration modification. Download the demo from URL: GitHub Gitee

Original Spring Cloud applications are in sub-project springcloud-sample of
SpringCloudIntegration.

The modified Spring Cloud applications are in sub-project springcloud-sample-2-cse of
SpringCloudIntegration. This sub-project provides Dockerfile and start.sh, which can be
directly copied to quickly build images on the ServiceStage.

Sub-project springcloud-sample provides three projects:

l eureka-server provides the registry and discovery capabilities.
l springcloud-provider provides a REST API named HelloService.
l springcloud-consumer provides a REST API named HelloService, which calls the

REST API of springcloud-provider through Feign.

The modified springcloud-sample-2-cse has the following capabilities and changes:

l The service center provided by CSE is used for the registry and discovery services,
which substitutes for Eureka.

l The configuration center provided by CSE is used for dynamic configuration services,
which can also be used to manage common configurations.

l The other logic of the service does not change, and the code compilation mode does not
change. In this case, you can still write service codes according to your habits.

Procedure

CSE provides a simple access mode for Spring Cloud applications. You only need to modify
the dependency and a few configurations to enable a connection between the service center
and configuration center, and register the Spring Cloud application as a CSE microservice
with the service center and use the dynamic configuration. In the demo, CN North-Beijing1
in the public cloud is used as an example. In other areas, you need to specify the registration
address and area in the application.yml area according to the second point in "Supplementary
Information".

Step 1 Configure the Maven setting.xml file by referring to Environment Preparation. In addition,
change the dependency on Eureka in Spring Cloud to the dependency on CSE.

Eureka dependency: Generally, spring-cloud-starter-eureka is used. spring-cloud-starter-
eureka-server is used for the registry service. It is not used after being replaced with the
service center.

Delete the following dependency. The following uses springcloud-sample as an example to
describe how to modify springcloud-provider/pom.xml and springcloud-consumer/
pom.xml:

<dependency>
  <groupId>org.springframework.cloud</groupId>
  <artifactId>spring-cloud-starter-eureka</artifactId>
</dependency>
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Delete the following dependency. The following uses springcloud-sample as an example to
describe how to modify the parent pom.xml:

<dependency>
  <groupId>org.springframework.cloud</groupId>
  <artifactId>spring-cloud-starter-eureka-server</artifactId>
</dependency>

Add the following dependency. The following uses springcloud-sample as an example to
describe how to modify the parent pom.xml:

<dependency>
  <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
  <artifactId>cse-solution-spring-cloud</artifactId>
  <version>2.3.20</version>
</dependency>

[Optional] eureka-server is not required and can be deleted. The following uses
springcloud-sample as an example to describe how to modify the parent pom.xml. After
modification, only springcloud-provider and springcloud-consumer retain.

<modules>
  <module>springcloud-provider</module>
  <module>springcloud-consumer</module>
</modules>

Step 2 The springcloud-consumer module of springcloud-sample uses Ribbon to access Eureka by
default. You need to add the following configuration to the application.yml file of the
springcloud-consumer module:
helloprovider:
  ribbon:
    NIWSServerListClassName: 
org.apache.servicecomb.springboot.starter.discovery.ServiceCombServerList

In the preceding information:

<clientId>.ribbon.NIWSServerListClassName: RibbonClient configuration rule. In this
example, helloprovider is clientId, that is, the microservice name of the service provider that
the service consumer needs to access.

org.apache.servicecomb.springboot.starter.discovery.ServiceCombServerList: maintenance
mechanism of the CSE service instance list.

Step 3 Till now, modification for accessing Spring Cloud applications to CSE completes. Then, you
can pack applications into containerized images and deploy them on the public cloud. In
addition, the springcloud-sample-2-cse project provides Dockerfile and start.sh, which can
be directly copied to quickly build images on the ServiceStage.

----End

Experiencing the Service Being Reconstructed

In the case of local debugging, add the authentication information in the application.yml file
by referring to the second description in "Supplementary Information".

Access the service:

http://localhost:7211/hello?name=World
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NOTE

When deploying applications on the public cloud, replace localhost:7111 and localhost:7211 with the
actual access addresses. Choose AppRelease > Application Management > Application Details >
Access Mode on the application details page to obtain External Address.

Service Catalog
Log in to the public cloud and choose Cloud Service Engine (CSE). Log in to the console, and
choose Microservice Management > Service Catalog. On the page that is displayed, you
can view the registered two services and instance information.

Dynamic Configuration
The following APIs are added to HelloService:

  @Value(value = "${cse.dynamic.property:null}")
  String value;

  @RequestMapping(method = RequestMethod.GET)
  public String dynamicProperty() {
    String dynamicProperty = 
DynamicPropertyFactory.getInstance().getStringProperty("cse.dynamic.prope
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rty", "").get();
    return "@Value is " + value + "; Api read is " + dynamicProperty;
  }

Add a configuration item through Dynamic Configuration, and then access http://localhost:
7211/hello/dynamicProperty. The following information is displayed:

@Value is property; Api read is property

Change the value of the configuration item to another value.

@Value is property; Api read is propertyChanged

The value of @Value does not change dynamically. The value obtained through the API
dynamically changes. Components used by Spring Cloud, including Hystrix and Ribbon, are
read through the API. These configuration items can be dynamically read.

Spring Cloud also provides @ConfigurationProperties to simplify configurations. However,
the working principle of @ConfigurationProperties is different from that of @Value and API.
That is. @ConfigurationProperties reads only the configuration items in the application.yml
configuration file, but does not support dynamic configuration.

Other Functions
This access is only the first step to access the public cloud. Only the service catalog and
dynamic configuration functions can be used. After further reconstruction, the dashboard and
service governance functions can be used by Spring Cloud applications.

Supplementary Information
1. You are advised to add the dependent dependencyManagement to the pom.xml file to

better manage third-party software and prevent conflicts.
dependencyManagement does not add dependencies to programs, but can help you
better manage dependencies. It is useful to resolve third-party software conflicts. For
details about principles, see Tips of Using maven to Manage Complex Dependencies.
<dependencyManagement>
  <dependencies>
    <dependency>
      <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
      <artifactId>cse-dependency</artifactId>
      <version>2.3.20</version>
      <type>pom</type>
      <scope>import</scope>
    </dependency>
  </dependencies>
</dependencyManagement>

2. When applications are deployed in a cloud VM cluster, the deployment platform
configures some authentication relationships for applications and automatically obtains
authentication information (AK/SK) for security authentication. The CSE service center
and configuration center open REST APIs through the API gateway to allow developers
to use services in a public network, which facilitates offline development.
To use the CSE service center and configuration center offline, you need to add
authentication information to the application.yml file. The authentication information
includes AS/SK, which can be obtained by referring to Managing Access Keys.
cse:
  credentials:
    accessKey: your access key
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    secretKey: your secret key
    akskCustomCipher: default
In the preceding steps, the address of the service center is set to cn-north-1. If the
service center and configuration center addresses of other regions need to be used, the
registration address and region need to be specified.
Configuration of public cloud CN East-Shanghai2 is as follows:
cse:   
  service:
    registry:
      address: https://cse.cn-east-2.myhuaweicloud.com:443
  config:
    client:
      serverUri: https://cse.cn-east-2.myhuaweicloud.com:443
  credentials:     
    project: cn-east-2
Configuration of public cloud CN South-Guangzhou is as follows:
cse:   
  service:
    registry:
      address: https://cse.cn-south-1.myhuaweicloud.com:443
  config:
    client:
      serverUri: https://cse.cn-south-1.myhuaweicloud.com:443
  credentials:     
    project: cn-south-1
You may access the public cloud through the proxy server. In this case, set proxy to add
authentication information:
cse:
  proxy:
    enable: true
    host: your proxy server
    port: your proxy server port
    username: user name
    passwd: password for proxy
The CSE configuration is divided into the following levels by priorities:
yaml configuration file < environment variable < System Property < configuration center
If you do not want to write the password into the configuration file, you can also use the
environment variable or System Property to set the configuration information. For
example,
java -Dcse.credentials.accessKey=$ACCESS_KEY Application.jar

1.4.3 Using CSE as the RPC Framework
The preceding sections describe how Spring Cloud uses CSE services such as service registry
and discovery and dynamic configuration management. The basis of these operations is the
Spring RESTful Web Service (a Servlet, that is,
org.springframework.web.servlet.DispatcherServlet). As an independent RPC framework,
CSE can be easily integrated into Spring Cloud. Replacing the Spring RESTful Web Service
with CSE brings the following benefits:

l Consistent development experience. The Spring MVC mode of CSE can obtain the same
development experience as the Spring RESTful Web Service, including the same
declarative annotation and access using RestTemplate.

l Better RPC support. With CSE, you do not need to use components such as Feign on
clients to access services. The RPC used for service access is flexible.
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l Better communication performance and protocol extension. This is the core of CSE.
l Complete out-of-the-box functions such as service governance, monitoring, and tracing.

These functions enable service start with a few clicks.

This section describes the reconstruction procedure and effect after reconstruction based on
the quick access example. Click the download access to obtain the reconstructed project.

Prerequisites
The AK/SK has been obtained. If the AK/SK has not been obtained, download it by referring
to Managing Access Keys.

Integration Method
CSE supports the following integration modes. When CSE needs to be integrated with Spring
Cloud, CSE can be used as a Servlet to replace the
org.springframework.web.servlet.DispatcherServlet.

Procedure

Step 1 Configure dependencies.

Dependency on CSE can be introduced through dependency on spring-boot-starter-provider.
To simplify the access to CSE, cse-solution-service-engine is added.

<dependency>   
  <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>   
  <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-transport</artifactId> 
</dependency> 
<dependency>    
  <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>    
  <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId> 
</dependency>

Dependency on the CSE Java SDK can be introduced through spring-boot-starter-provider. To
simplify the access to CSE, cse-solution-service-engine is added.
<dependency>
  <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
  <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-provider</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>    
  <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>    
  <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId> 
</dependency>
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Step 2 Configure the start class and define the REST APIs.

Add @EnableServiceComb to the start application to load CSE, and run
@SpringBootApplication (exclude=DispatcherServletAutoConfiguration.class) command to
disable the Spring RESTful Web Service.

You can define your own REST APIs (corresponding to the controller of Spring Cloud).
Differences between the customized REST APIs and Spring Cloud Controller are as follows:

l @RestSchema is used to declare the API and specify the schema ID. CSE generates an
API definition file for each REST API and uploads the file to the service center. The
schema ID must be unique in a microservice.

l @RequestMapping is used to define s path. CSE supports the JAX-RS and Spring MVC
modes to define REST APIs. When a REST API is used, the system determines which
mode is used to generate schemas based on this label

The definition of other services is the same as that of Spring Cloud. CSE allows clients to
access the server in RestTemplate or RPC mode or use REST to directly access the server
through a web browser. A good development practice is to define a Hello API for each REST
service. Using CSE does not require the declarative REST calling (Feign) of Spring Cloud,
which greatly simplifies the development workload.

@RestSchema(schemaId="hello") 
@RequestMapping(path = "/hello", produces = MediaType.TEXT_PLAIN) 
public class HelloService implements Hello {   
  private static org.slf4j.Logger log = 
LoggerFactory.getLogger(HelloService.class);    

  @Override   
  @RequestMapping(path = "/sayhi", method = RequestMethod.GET)   
  public String sayHi(@RequestParam(name = "name", required = false) 
String name) {     
    log.info("Access /hello/sayhi, and name is " + name);     
    return "from provider: Hello " + name;   
  } 
}

After CSE is introduced, components such as Feign are no longer needed. The following
dependency can also be removed. Labels such as @EnableDiscoveryClient and
@EnableZuulServer are also removed.

<dependency>     
  <groupId>org.springframework.cloud</groupId>     
  <artifactId>spring-cloud-starter-feign</artifactId> 
</dependency>

Step 3 Register the microservice.

Configure basic microservice information in application.yml.

#Application
APPLICATION_ID: spring-cloud-application-cse-rpc
#Microservice name and version number. The microservice name is the name 
of Spring Cloud.
service_description:
  name: ${spring.application.name}
  version: 1.0.0
#IP addresses of the service center and configuration center.
servicecomb:
  service:
    registry:
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      address: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com
      instance:
        watch: false
  config:
    client:
      serverUri: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com
      refreshMode: 1
      refresh_interval: 15000
#IP address advertised. The port number is server.port.
  rest:
    address: 0.0.0.0:${server.port}
#AK/SK authentication information, which needs to be changed to its own 
AK/SK.
  credentials:
    accessKey: your access key
    secretKey: your secret key
    akskCustomCipher: default
#Offline development and monitoring data reporting is disabled.
  monitor:
    client:
      enable: false

Step 4 Access the client.

CSE simplifies the mode for the client to access the server and allows Spring Cloud to access
the server in RestTemplate mode.
l RPC mode

@RpcReference(microserviceName="helloprovider", schemaId="hello")
Hello client;
client.sayHi(name)

l RestTemplate mode
RestTemplate restTemplate = RestTemplateBuilder.create();
restTemplate.getForObject("cse://helloprovider/hello/sayHi?name=" + 
name, String.class);

----End

Experiencing the Service Being Reconstructed

In the reconstruction process, you have experienced better RPC support than Feign and
learned about related functions in Fast Access. You can access the reconstructed application
through http://localhost:7211/hello?name=3. Then you can log in to CSE to experience
more governance functions. The following describes several frequently used functions.

Service Contract

Log in to CSE and view microservice information in Service Catalog. The following API
definition files are contained in helloprovider:

swagger: "2.0"
info:
  version: "1.0.0"
  title: "swagger definition for io.provider.HelloService"
  x-java-interface: 
"cse.gen.spring_cloud_application_cse_rpc.helloprovider.hello.HelloServic
eIntf"
basePath: "/hello"
consumes:
- "application/json"
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produces:
- "application/json"
paths:
  /sayhi:
    get:
      operationId: "sayHi"
      parameters:
      - name: "name"
        in: "query"
        required: false
        type: "string"
      responses:
        200:
          description: "response of 200"
          schema:
            type: "string"

When an HTTP client such as a browser or postman is required to access the backend API,
the contract can replace the API Description.

Calling Relationship
On the Service Governance page, the calling relationships between microservices are
displayed graphically.
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Service Governance

On the Service Governance page, send a fault injection request to helloconsumer, and
simulate 3s delay for API calling.

Access API http://localhost:7211/hello?name=3, you can find that the response time of the
API is extended.

Service Monitoring

After applications are deployed on the public cloud, microservices collect and report their
monitoring status. In this case, you can monitor the microservice running status and tracing
metrics by using the dashboard and ServiceStage performance monitoring.

Note: In the case of local debugging, the monitoring data is not reported. In addition, the
following error information may be recorded in logs:

Can not find any instances from service center due to previous errors. 
service=default/CseMonitoring/latest

If you do not want to report monitoring data, add the following configuration item:

cse.monitor.client.enable=false
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Supplementary Information

In addition to the preceding-mentioned functions, the request processing flow also changes
after CSE RPC is used. The calling process uses the unified and consistent handling process
of CSE.

The processing chain extension capability and contract capability in this process are the basis
of governance.

Certainly, after the modification, other changes may occur, and the service code also involves
some modifications, including the data type support defined by the REST API (for details, see
Description) and other Spring Cloud capabilities built on the Spring RESTful Web Service.
During the modification, some JAR packages may conflict or are incompatible.

These cases do not involve the modification of the service logic code, but essentially change
the form of service code release as a service. Using CSE, you can focus on service logic
development.

Common Problems During the Reconstruction
l HttpServletRequest

HttpServletRequest is an object defined by the J2EE (Servlet) protocol. CSE supports
REST services based on the Servlet protocol, HTTP protocol, and other protocols.
Therefore, CSE does not support objects of specific technical frameworks. Therefore,
API definition needs to be modified to the object irrelative to the platform.
The following shows an example:
    @RequestMapping(value = "/auth", method = RequestMethod.POST)
    public ResultResponse 
createAuthenticationToken(HttpServletRequest request,
            @RequestBody JwtAuthenticationRequest 
authenticationRequest) throws AuthenticationException{
        String type = authenticationRequest.getType();
        String appCode = 
request.getHeader(BaseTypeConstants.HEADER_APP_CODE);
        String appType = 
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request.getHeader(BaseTypeConstants.HEADER_APP_TYPE);
...
After the reconstruction:
    @RequestMapping(value = "/auth", method = RequestMethod.POST)
    public ResultResponse 
createAuthenticationToken(@RequestHeader(name= 
BaseTypeConstants.HEADER_APP_CODE) String appCode, 
        @RequestHeader(name= BaseTypeConstants.HEADER_APP_TYPE 
String appType),
            @RequestBody JwtAuthenticationRequest 
authenticationRequest) throws AuthenticationException{
        String type = authenticationRequest.getType();
...
Reconstruction on HttpServletResponse is the same.

l Feign client
CSE provides the client RPC mode that is easier to use than Feign. The client does not
need to declare the REST mapping relationship like Feign. The Feign reconstruction
example is included in this project.
Before the reconstruction:
#Statement of the client API
@FeignClient("helloprovider")
@RequestMapping(path = "/hello")
public interface Hello {
  @RequestMapping(path = "/sayhi", method = RequestMethod.GET)
  String sayHi(@RequestParam(name = "name") String name);
}
#Used by the client.
@Autowired
Hello client;

After the reconstruction:
#Statement of the client API
public interface Hello {
  String sayHi(String name);
}
#Used by the client.
@RpcReference(microserviceName="helloprovider", schemaId="hello")
Hello client;
Developers who have accustomed themselves to RPC programming can directly declare
APIs when defining services and release them as APIs. In this case, no repeated code
writing on the client.

l Conflict with the third-party software
The following error is reported:
Caused by: java.lang.IllegalStateException: Detected both log4j-over-
slf4j.jar AND bound slf4j-log4j12.jar on the class path, preempting 
StackOverflowError.
By default, Spring Boot uses logback and depends on slf4j-log4j12. This will lead to a
conflict. To remove the conflict, exclude log4j-over-slf4j.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId>
    <exclusions>
        <exclusion>
            <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>
            <artifactId>slf4j-log4j12</artifactId>
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        </exclusion>
    </exclusions>
</dependency>
The following error is reported:
java.lang.NoSuchMethodError: javax.ws.rs.core.Response$Status
$Family.familyOf(I)Ljavax/ws/rs/core/Response$Status$Family;
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.client.http.ServiceRegistryCli
entImpl.registerSchema(ServiceRegistryClientImpl.java:309) ~[service-
registry-1.0.0.B010.jar:1.0.0.B010]
This is a jsr311-api conflict. If dependency on the following protocol package of an
earlier version contains in the pom file, delete the dependency.
<dependency>
    <groupId>javax.ws.rs</groupId>
    <artifactId>jsr311-api</artifactId>
    <version>1.1.1</version>
</dependency>

1.4.4 Using Lightweight Containers and Edge Service
The preceding examples show how to use the REST framework of CSE in Spring Cloud.
During the switching, some API definitions are adjusted, which makes the API definition
more standard and concise. For services that provide only service logic, lightweight running
containers can be used to make services more efficient. Generally, a gateway service is
required for authentication and external access.

This section describe how to switch services to lightweight containers and implement the
edge service. Download the project being reconstructed.

Reconstructing a Service to a Lightweight Container

The reconstruction is simple. Only the pom dependency needs to be modified. For details
about principles, see Java Application Development.

<dependency>
    <groupId>org.springframework.boot</groupId>
    <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-web</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
    <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-transport</artifactId>
</dependency>

After the reconstruction:

<dependency>
    <groupId>org.springframework.boot</groupId>
    <artifactId>spring-boot-starter</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.hibernate</groupId>
    <artifactId>hibernate-validator</artifactId>
</dependency>
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
    <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-provider</artifactId>
</dependency>
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Performance Comparison

To test the performance, the performanceclient service is developed, which uses the metrics
capability of CSE to output statistics. The performance data, running environment, and
parameter configuration involve a great volume of data. The following describes the
performance results of running three services at the same time in the Windows development
environment. After the reconstruction:

consumer:   
  tps     latency(ms) max-latency(ms) operation   
  rest.200:   
  2799    3.562       14.571          helloconsumer.hello.hello   
  2799    3.562       14.571 

Before the reconstruction:

consumer:   
  tps     latency(ms) max-latency(ms) operation   
  rest.200:   
  2479    4.021       15.889          helloconsumer.hello.hello   
  2479    4.021       15.889 

According to the comparison result, the performance is improved to a certain extent after the
reconstruction. This test shows only a very rough test data. The improvement ratio varies in
different environments and condition. The application is not optimized. Therefore, the data is
for reference only. You are advised to run the test program in the target environment.

Adding the Edge Service

Edge service development is very simple. You only need to copy the project and apply it to
other projects. The core component of the edge service is AbstractEdgeDispatcher, which is
loaded through the SPI. When different routing rules are required, dependencies can be added.
The SPI selects a priority based on the getOrder of the implementation class.

In the example, the default DefaultEdgeDispatcher is used. After simple configuration, the
powerful routing capability can be achieved.

servicecomb:
  http:
    dispatcher:
      edge:
        default:
          enabled: true
          prefix: api
          withVersion: false
          prefixSegmentCount: 2

After adding the edge service, you can access the original service through http://localhost:
7118/api/helloconsumer/hello?name=World.

For details about how to use the edge service, see the ServiceComb Development Guide.

1.5 Accessing Spring Boot Applications to CSE

Overview

Spring Boot enables you to quickly build Spring applications. Spring Boot provides the
following functions:
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l Create an independent executable Spring application. By packing the application into
a .jar package, you can run java -jar to execute the application.

l Embed with web servers, such as Tomcat and Jetty. You do not need to pack a .war
package.

l Provide starter to simplify Maven dependency configuration.

Spring Boot is used for microservice development, which greatly simplifies configuration and
deployment. CSE provides comprehensive service governance capabilities, cross-language
features, and efficient asynchronous communication capabilities. By using CSE, you can
quickly enable various functions that meet business O&M requirements.

Scenario

This section describes how to integrate and use CSE in Spring Boot. Usually, you use Spring
Boot in the following modes:

1. Java application development: uses spring-boot-starter to develop common Java
applications. This application does not start the web server.

2. Web application development: uses spring-boot-starter-web to develop web applications.
This application contains an embedded Tomcat or Jetty server, and uses the Spring Web
MVC framework (short for Spring MVC) to develop REST APIs.

CSE can be integrated in either of the preceding-mentioned modes:

l Java application development
In this development, CSE integration is simple, which can be directly started by using a
Spring Boot application, and no reconstruction or change is involved.

l Web application development
In this development, CSE integration replaces DispatcherServlet of Spring MVC with
RestServlet of CSE.

1.5.1 Components Provided by CSE
The following components are provided for Spring Boot and Spring Cloud:
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l spring-boot-starter-configuration
This component is used to access the configuration center. This component is required
when you use the configuration center to manage the dynamic configuration of Spring
Boot and Spring Cloud applications.

l spring-boot-starter-registry
This component is used to access the configuration center. This component is required
when you use the service center to manage service registry and discovery of Spring Boot
and Spring Cloud applications.

l spring-boot-starter-discovery
This component is used to adapt to the DiscoveryClient API of Spring Cloud. This
component is required when @EnableDiscoveryClient is used in Spring Cloud.

l spring-boot-starter-provider
This component is used to enable the core functions of CSE through
@EnableServiceComb in Spring Boot. This component can be used in both Java
application development and web application development. However, web environment
in web application development is disabled through spring.main.web-
environment=false. Therefore, this component is mainly used in the Java application
development.

l spring-boot-starter-transport
This component is used to enable the core functions of CSE through
@EnableServiceComb in Spring Boot, and enable RestServlet of CSE. This component
is used in web application development.

The spring-boot-starter-provider and spring-boot-starter-transport components are used during
the development. For details about the application scenarios, see the following sections.

1.5.2 Java Application Development
In Java integration, an efficient HTTP server and REST development framework are added
for Spring Boot applications. This integration is simple. You only need to introduce
dependencies in the project and use the @EnableServiceComb annotation.

The following is a sample code example:

https://github.com/huawei-microservice-demo/SpringCloudIntegration/blob/master/
spring-boot-simple

Step 1 Add a dependency.

Add spring-boot-starter-provider to dependency to introduce the core functions of CSE. The
authentication module and governance module related to the access to the public cloud are
added to cse-solution-service-engine, and log4j package is excluded. This prevents a conflict
with logback that is carried by Spring Boot by default. hibernate-validator is introduced to
enable Spring Boot to detect the implementation class of validation-api. If the implementation
class cannot be detected, Spring Boot cannot start.

<dependencyManagement>
    <dependencies>
        <dependency>
            <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
            <artifactId>cse-dependency</artifactId>
            <version>2.3.20</version>
            <type>pom</type>
            <scope>import</scope>
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        </dependency>
    </dependencies>
</dependencyManagement>

<dependencies>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>org.apache.servicecomb</groupId>
        <artifactId>spring-boot-starter-provider</artifactId>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
        <artifactId>cse-solution-service-engine</artifactId>
        <exclusions>
            <exclusion>
                <groupId>org.slf4j</groupId>
                <artifactId>slf4j-log4j12</artifactId>
            </exclusion>
        </exclusions>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>org.springframework.boot</groupId>
        <artifactId>spring-boot-starter</artifactId>
    </dependency>
    <dependency>
        <groupId>org.hibernate</groupId>
        <artifactId>hibernate-validator</artifactId>
    </dependency>
</dependencies>

Step 2 Enable the core functions of CSE.

Add @EnableServiceComb before the start class.

@SpringBootApplication
@EnableServiceComb
public class WebsiteMain {
    public static void main(final String[] args) {     
        SpringApplication.run(WebsiteMain.class, args);
    }
}

By using the preceding configuration, you can use all functions provided by CSE, use CSE to
develop REST services, and enable various governance functions.

Step 3 Configure microservices.

The microservice.yaml file can be used to customize microservice information, including the
application name, microservice name, monitoring IP address, and port number.

Step 4 After CSE is integrated, you can develop REST APIs through CSE.
@RestSchema(schemaId = "hello") 
@RequestMapping(path = "/")
public class HelloService {
    @RequestMapping(path = "hello", method = RequestMethod.GET)
    public String sayHello(@RequestParam(name="name") String name) {
        return "Hello " + name;
    }
}

Step 5 Access http://localhost:9093/hello?name=world to verify the development result.

----End
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1.5.3 Web Application Development
Procedures for web application development are similar to those of Java application
development. Example code:

https://github.com/huawei-microservice-demo/SpringCloudIntegration/blob/master/
spring-boot-web

Differences are as follows:

l Java application development is based on spring-boot-starter, and web application
development is based on spring-boot-starter-web.

l Java application development depends on spring-boot-starter-provider, and web
application development depends on spring-boot-starter-transport. spring-boot-starter-
web carries hibernate-validator; therefore, no additional dependency is required.

l In the start function, you can disable org.springframework.web.servlet.DispatcherServlet
by using the following statement in the web development mode:
@SpringBootApplication(exclude=DispatcherServletAutoConfiguration.cla
ss)
org.apache.servicecomb.transport.rest.servlet.RestServlet is enabled by using the
@EnableServiceComb. Excluding DispatcherServlet is not mandatory; however, it is not
recommended to contain multiple REST frameworks in a microservice in most scenarios,
which may lead to misunderstandings.

l The servicecomb.rest.servlet.urlPattern configuration item in the microservice.yaml
file specifies the URL root path of RestServlet. The monitoring port number configured
using the cse.rest.address configuration item must be the same as that listened by
Tomcat. The default port number is 8080. You can change the port number by adding
server.port to the application.yml file.

Development Procedure

Step 1 After CSE is integrated, you can develop REST APIs through CSE.
@RestSchema(schemaId = "hello")
@RequestMapping(path = "/")
public class HelloService {
    @RequestMapping(path = "hello", method = RequestMethod.GET)
    public String sayHello(@RequestParam(name="name") String name) {
        return "Hello " + name;
    }
}

Step 2 Access http://localhost:9093/hello?name=world to verify the development result. /
servicecomb/rest indicates the URI specified in the configuration file and can be set to /.

Annotations used are mostly the same as those used in Spring MVC. A few annotations are
different, for example,

1. RestController is replaced with RestSchema.

2. @RequestMapping is added for explicit statements.

If the service code is developed based on Spring MVC, and is reconstructed based on CSE,
the functions and features related to the DispatcherServlet will not take effect after
DispatcherServlet is disabled.
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The following sections describe the differences between Java application development and
web application development in Spring MVC.

----End

1.5.4 Differences Between Java Application Development and
Web Application Development

Both Java application development and web application development enable full functions of
CSE. Java application development runs on an independent HTTP server (based on Vert.x),
which has great advantages in performance. Web application development runs on Tomcat or
a built-in web server, which functions as a Servlet to receive requests. Therefore, during the
development, some functions provided by the web container can be used. For example, page
services and filters can be used. If the application only provides REST services, and has high
performance requirements, you are advised to use Java application development.

1.5.5 Differences Between CSE and Spring MVC
CSE supports org.springframework.web.bind.annotation provided by Spring MVC to declare
REST APIs. However, CSE and Spring MVC are implemented independently and have
different design objectives. The objective of CSE is to provide a framework that supports
multiple languages and communication protocols. Therefore, some features that are not good
for cross-language support in Spring MVC are deleted, and features strongly related to a
specific running framework are not supported. For example, you can directly access
HttpServletRequest defined by the Servlet protocol. Significant differences are as follows:

l Service declaration method
Spring MVC uses @RestController to declare services, and CSE uses @RestSchema to
declare services. In addition, @RequestMapping must be used to declare the service path
to determine whether the service uses Spring MVC or JAX-RS annotations.
@RestSchema(schemaId = "hello") @RequestMapping(path = "/")
The service schema defines services for CSE and is the basis of service running,
governance, encoding, and decoding. In a cross-language scenario, the service schema
also defines the parts that different languages can understand.

l Data type support
With Spring MVC, multiple types of data can be used in service definitions, as long as
this type of data can be serialized and deserialized by JSON. For example,
//Abstract type
public void postData(@RequestBody Object data)
//API definition
public void postData(@RequestBody IPerson interfaceData)
//Generic type
public void postData(@RequestBody Map rawData) 
//Type of a specific protocol
public void postData(HttpServletRequest rquest)
The preceding types are not supported by CSE. CSE generates a service schema based
on the API definition. The schema cannot be generated without the actual
implementation code or additional development documents. That is, from the REST
perspective of the browser, you do not know how to construct message content in the
body.
To support quick development, the data type restrictions of CSE are increasing. For
example, HttpServletRequest is supported. However, semantics of CSE are different
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from those of the web server. Therefore, HttpServletRequest cannot be operated directly.
It is recommended to use the types that the service schema can describe in CSE
application scenario, increasing code readability.
For details about the data type supported by CSE, see Reference Document.

l Common annotations support
The following table lists the common Spring MVC annotations supported by CSE.

Annotation Suppor
ted or
Not

Remarks

RequestMapping Yes -

GetMapping Yes -

PutMapping Yes -

PostMapping Yes -

DeleteMapping Yes -

PatchMapping Yes -

RequestParam Yes -

CookieValue Yes -

PathVariable Yes -

RequestHeader Yes -

RequestBody Yes Currently, application/json and plain/text are supported.

RequestPart Yes Used for file upload. The corresponding annotations
include Part and MultipartFile.

ResponseBody No By default, the return value is returned in the body.

ResponseStatus No You can use the ApiResponse variable API to specify
the returned error code.

RequestAttribute No Annotations related to Servlet.

SessionAttribute No Annotations related to Servlet.

MatrixVariable No -

ModelAttribute No -

ControllerAdvice No -

CrossOrigin No -

ExceptionHandler No -

InitBinder No -
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l Others
CSE does not support parameter mapping using the POJO object in the GET method. For
example, public void getOperation (Person p).
CSE cannot use Map to map all possible parameters in the GET method. For example,
public void getOperation (Map<String, String> p).

1.6 Distributed Transactions

1.6.1 Final Data Consistency Processing Based on the TCC
Mechanism

Concept

In a long transaction that two servers participate in, server A initiates the transaction and
server B joins in. The transaction of server B requires manual intervention. Therefore, the
processing may take a long time. To ensure transaction isolation and consistency based on the
ACID principle, resources used by the transaction initiated by server A will be locked, and
other applications cannot access the intermediate result during transaction, until the
transaction is committed or rolled back. As a result, the resources in transaction A are locked
for a long time and the system is unavailable.

To solve the problem that large-grain resources are locked in a transaction, a new transaction
model is proposed in the industry, which is based on transaction definitions at the service
level. The lock granularity is controlled by the service itself. It is essentially a compensation
concept. It divides the transaction process into two phases: Try and Confirm/Cancel. The
logic of each phase is controlled by service code. In this way, the transaction lock granularity
can be controlled. Services can achieve higher performance at the sacrifice of strong isolation.

Scenario
l Try: Try to execute services.

– Check all services (consistency).
– Reserve service resources (quasi-isolation).

l Confirm: Confirm the service to be executed.
– Execute services.
– No service check is performed.
– Only service resources reserved in the Try phase are used.
– The Confirm operation meets the idempotence requirements.

l Cancel: Cancel the execution of the service.
– Release the reserved service resources in the Try phase.
– The Cancel operation meets the idempotence requirements.

l Comparison with two-phase commit (2PC) protocol
– Located at the service server layer rather than the resource layer.
– No independent preparation (Prepare) phase. The Try operation can perform

operations and prepare resources.
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– The Try operation can flexibly select the lock granularity of service resources.
– High development costs.

Development Example

Step 1 Introduce the dependent package corresponding to the TCC transaction to the pom file.
<dependency>
    <groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>cse-handler-tcc</artifactId>
</dependency>

Step 2 Add a processing chain to the microservice.yaml file.
cse:
  ......
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: perf-stats,tcc-server
  ......

Step 3 Define the service implementation class.
@RpcSchema(schemaId = "helloworld")
public class TccHelloworldImpl implements ITccHelloworld {
    private static final Logger LOGGER = 
LoggerFactory.getLogger(TccHelloServiceImpl.class);
    @Override
    @TccTransaction(confirmMethod = "confirm", cancelMethod = "cancel")
    public String sayHello(String name) {
        LOGGER.info("Try say hello from client, {}", name);
        return "Hello, " + name;
    }
    public String confirm(String name) {
        LOGGER.info("Confirm say hello from client, {}", name);
        return null;
    }
    public String cancel(String name) {
        LOGGER.info("Cancel say hello from client, {}", name);
        return null;
    }
}

Add the @TccTransaction annotation to the method of supporting the TCC transaction and
specify the confirmMethod and cancelMethod methods. The parameters and return values of
confirmMethod and cancelMethod must be the same as those of the functions provided by
services. If Try is executed as expected, the confirm method will be also executed. If Try
throws an exception, the cancel operation will be executed.
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NOTICE
l If you publish services without annotations, mark @Component on the implementation

class.

l The TCC transaction has certain requirements for the definition of service logic
definitions. The TCC operation should support idempotence and other principles.

Otherwise, overcompensation occurs.

l The TCC can run in multiple microservice instances. The principle is that the transaction
data is stored in the database in a unified manner. The TCC component provides a unified
transaction storage API for interconnecting with different databases. Only the
com.huawei.paas.cse.tcc.repository.CachableTransactionRepository class can be inherited
to support multi-instance TCC. You can also refer to the simple database storage in the
com.huawei.paas.cse.tcc.repository package to interconnect to Jdbc/redis/ZooKeeper.

l The sequence of configuring bizkeeper and tcc-server in the yaml file will cause different
counting methods for the foreground dashboard. If tcc-server is configured before
bizkeeper, the dashboard displays that the tcc-server is called once. Otherwise, the
dashboard displays two calls, because the count of bizkeeper is called twice by the
RESTful API before the dotting of tcc-server.

----End

Configuration

TCC is configured in the microservice.yaml file. The related configuration items are as
follows:

Table 1-8 Configuration items of QPS rate limiting

Configuration
Item

Default Value Value
Rang
e

Ma
nd
ato
ry
or
No
t

Description

cse.tcc.transactio
n.repository

com.huawei.paas.cse.tcc.reposi
tory.FileSystemTransactionRe-
pository

true/
false

Yes Specifies the
transaction
repository.

cse.tcc.transactio
n.repository.file.p
ath

tcc - Yes When the file
system is used to
store transactions, it
specifies the file
storage root path.
The default path is
the tcc folder in the
current directory.
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Configuration
Item

Default Value Value
Rang
e

Ma
nd
ato
ry
or
No
t

Description

cse.tcc.transactio
n.recover

true true/
false

Yes Specifies whether
the recovery
mechanism starts.

 

1.6.2 Strong Data Consistency Processing Based on the 2PC
Mechanism

Concept

The 2PC protocol is a common method for processing distributed transactions and is used by
many distributed relational data management systems. The protocol coordinates all distributed
atomic transaction participants and determines whether to submit or cancel (roll back) a
transaction. The 2PC protocol involves two roles: a coordinator and a participant. The
participant is a node that processes transactions, and the coordinator is an independent
machine for processing a distributed transaction.

Scenario

Distributed strong consistency is to ensure that the status of each service involved in the
transaction is the same after service calls are complete. This section uses a transfer as an
example to describe how to use the strong consistency of CSE to develop and design the
distributed transactions, ensuring strong data consistency of the transaction participants.

Development Example

A strong consistent transaction between bank A and bank B is developed.

l Prerequisites

a. MySQL database has been installed on the node where the microservice is running,
and a specified database has been created
(in this example, the database is Teststrong).

b. The local service center has started.
c. The transaction coordinator has started. You can obtain the coordinator from the

demo-narayana module by running RtsServer.java.
l Dependency packages corresponding to the 2PC transaction have been introduced to the

pom file of the transaction initiator and participant.
<dependency>
    groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId>
    <artifactId>handler-2pc</artifactId>
</dependency>
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l Add a processing chain to the microservice.yaml file.
The handler of the twoPC-consumer needs to be imported into the microservice.yaml
file to transfer the transaction ID when the participant is called.
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Consumer:
        default: loadbalance,twoPC-consumer,perf-stats
Introduce the handler of the twoPC-provider to the microservice.yaml file for receiving
the transaction ID.
cse:
    handler:
        chain:
            Provider:
                default: twoPC-provider

l Configure JPA.
Configure JPA properties in the resource/META-INF/persistence.xml file. The
configuration example of connecting to MySQL is as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<persistence version="1.0" xmlns="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/
persistence" xmlns:xsi="h
ttp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:schemaLocation="http://
java.sun.com/xml/
ns/persistence http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/persistence/
persistence_1_0.xsd">
    <persistence-unit name="jta" transaction-type="JTA">
        <provider>org.hibernate.ejb.HibernatePersistence</provider>
        <jta-data-source>java:/mysqlDataSource</jta-data-source>
        <properties>
            <property name="hibernate.archive.autodetection" 
value="class"/>
            <property name="hibernate.hbm2ddl.auto" value="update"/>
            <property name="hibernate.current_session_context_class" 
value="jta"/>
            <property name="hibernate.dialect" 
value="org.hibernate.dialect.MySQL5Dialect"/>
            <property name="hibernate.connection.release_mode" 
value="after_statement"/>
        </properties>
    </persistence-unit>
</persistence>
mysqlDataSource indicates DataSource in the next section, and persistence-unit name
will be referenced in entityManagerFactory.

l Configure DataSource, Adapter, and entitiyManager.
Configure them in the resource/META-INF/spring/*.bean.xml file as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans"
    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
    xmlns:tx="http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx"
    xmlns:context="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context"
    xmlns:jpa="http://www.springframework.org/schema/data/jpa"
    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-4.1.xsd
    http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx http://
www.springframework.org/schema/tx/spring-tx-4.1.xsd http://
www.springframework.org/schema/data/jpa http://
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www.springframework.org/schema/data/jpa/spring-jpa.xsd
    http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
    http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/spring-
context-4.0.xsd">
  <tx:annotation-driven/>
  <context:component-scan base-package="narayana"/>
  <jpa:repositories base-package="narayana.jpamodel"/>
  <bean id="mysqlDataSource" 
class="org.apache.commons.dbcp2.managed.BasicManagedDataSource"
  destroy-method="close">
    <property name="xaDataSourceInstance">
    <bean class="com.mysql.jdbc.jdbc2.optional.MysqlXADataSource">
    <property name="url" value="jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/bank1?
user=root&amp;password=root"/>
    </bean>
    </property>
    <property name="driverClassName" value="com.mysql.jdbc.Driver"/>
    <property name="transactionManager" 
ref="transactionManagerImpl"/>
    <property name="url" value="jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/bank1?
user=root&amp;password=root"/>
  </bean>
  <bean id="jpaVendorAdapter" 
class="org.springframework.orm.jpa.vendor.HibernateJpaVendorAdapter">
    <!--<property name="showSql" value="true"/>-->
    <property name="generateDdl" value="true"/>
    <property name="database" value="MYSQL"/>
  </bean>
  <bean id="entityManagerFactory" 
class="org.springframework.orm.jpa.LocalContainerEntityManagerFactory
Bean">
    <property name="dataSource" ref="mysqlDataSource"/>
    <property name="jpaVendorAdapter" ref="jpaVendorAdapter"/>
    <property name="persistenceUnitName" value="jta"/>
    <property name="packagesToScan" value="narayana.jpamodel"/>
  </bean>
</beans>

The database bank1 indicates the account system of bank A. The participant configuration is
similar, but it connects to the database bank2, indicating the account system of bank B.

Code Example
l Define the model.

Define the table structure using the JPA annotations. name in @Table indicates the table
name. The table is established in the database defined by DataSource.
@
Entity
@Table(name="account")
public class Account {
    @Id
    @GeneratedValue(strategy = IDENTITY)
    private Long id;

    private String username;

    private Long money;

    public Account() {
    }
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    public Account(String username, Long money) {
        this.username = username;
        this.money = money;
    }

    public void setMoney(Long money) {
        this.money = money;
    }

    public Long getId() {
        return id;
    }

    public String getUsername() {
        return username;
    }

    public Long getMoney() {
        return money;
    }
}

l Define the repository and service.
AccountService and AccountRepository are automatically injected based on the .xml
file.
public interface AccountRepository extends JpaRepository<Account, 
Long> {
    List<Account> findByUsername(String name);
}
@Service
@Transactional
public class AccountService {
    private final AccountRepository accountRepository;
    @Autowired
    public AccountService(AccountRepository accountRepository) {
        this.accountRepository = accountRepository;
    }
    public Account save(String username, Long money) {
        return this.accountRepository.save(new Account(username, 
money));
    }
    public void update(Account account) {
        this.accountRepository.save(account);
    }
    public void delete(Long id) {
        this.accountRepository.delete(id);
    }
    public List<Account> findByName(String name){
        return this.accountRepository.findByUsername(name);
    }
}

l Develop the initiator services.
Introduce the @Transactional annotation and configure the rollback conditions and
distribution policies. A transaction is then automatically created, ensuring distribution
consistency. Operations on data of the service business logic are performed using
AccountService.
@Autowired
private AccountService accountService;
@Path("/transfer/{from}")
@GET
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@Transactional(rollbackFor = Exception.class, propagation = 
Propagation.REQUIRED)
public String transfer(@PathParam("from") String from, 
@QueryParam("username") String username,
@QueryParam("money") long money) throws Exception {
    List<Account> accounts = accountService.findByName(from);
    if(accounts.size() == 0) {
        accountService.save(from, 20000L);
        LOGGER.warn("This account is not present!");
        return "This account is not present";
    }
    Account account = accounts.get(0);
    if(account.getMoney() < money) {
        LOGGER.warn("There is no enough money!");
        return "There is no enough money";
    }
    RestTemplate restTemplate = RestTemplateBuilder.create();
    String str = restTemplate.getForObject("cse://demo-narayana-
jaxrs2/bank2/trans
    fer/" + username + "?amount=" + money, String.class);
    account.setMoney(account.getMoney() - money);
    accountService.update(account);
    return str;
}

l Develop the participant services.
In this demo, the model, service and repository are the same as those of the initiator. Add
the @Transactional annotation before the participant method. The annotations can be
bound to the transaction created by the initiator, and the framework ensures their
consistency.
@Autowired
private AccountService accountService;
@Path("/transfer/{name}")
@GET
@Transactional(rollbackFor = Exception.class, propagation = 
Propagation.REQUIRED)
public String transfer(@PathParam("name") String name, 
@QueryParam("amount") long
amount){
    List<Account> accounts = accountService.findByName(name);
    if(accounts.size() == 0) {
        accountService.save(name, amount);
        return name;
    }
    Account account = accounts.get(0);
    account.setMoney(account.getMoney() + amount);
    accountService.update(account);
    return name;
}

1.7 Appendix
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1.7.1 Using Swagger to Add Annotations

Concept

Swagger provides a set of annotations for describing service schemas for APIs. Therefore,
you can add the descriptions of service schemas to the code. The CSE Java SDK supports part
of the annotations.

Scenario

By adding an annotation to describe a service schema, you can use Swagger in the CSE Java
SDK to automatically generate a service schema file that meets requirements. No manual
writing or modification is required, effectively improving development efficiency.

Configuration

For details about the Swagger annotation, see the Swagger Annotations. The official
document and this section help you learn how to use Swagger to add annotations to specify
the attributes of a service schema under the CSE Java SDK framework.

In the CSE Java SDK, Swagger annotations are not mandatory. When SpringMVC and JAX-
RS are used to add annotations to microservice methods, the CSE Java SDK can identify
service schema information based on these annotations.

l @Api

@Api is used for class levels. It is used to mark a class as a Swagger resource in the
official Swagger description. This annotation is not mandatory in the CSE Java SDK.
The CSE Java SDK can determine the classes for parsing Swagger schemas based on
@RestSchema and @RpcSchema.

ServiceComb supports only the tags attribute.

Attribute Type Description

tags string Indicates the default tag value of the operation defined
in the current class.

 

l @SwaggerDefinition

@SwaggerDefinition is used for class levels. It is used to define information about a
Swagger resource.

Attribute Type Description

info.title string Title of a service schema file.

info.descripti
on

string Description of a service schema.

info.version string Version of a service schema.

info.termsOf
Service

string Service terms.
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Attribute Type Description

info.contact string Contact information, including the name, email,
and URL attributes.

info.license string License information, including the name and
URL attributes.

info.extensio
ns

string Extension information.

consumes string Format of a received request.

produces string Format of a response.

schemes SwaggerDefinitio
n.Scheme

The value can be HTTP, HTTPS, WS, WSS, or
DEFAULT.

tags @Tag Tag definition, including the name, description,
and externalDocs attributes.

externalDocs @externalDocs Link to the external description document,
including the value and URL attributes.

 
l @ApiOperation

@ApiOperation is used for method levels. It is used to describe a Swagger operation.

Attribute Type Description

value string Brief description of the method, corresponding to the
summary field in operation of the Swagger schema.

notes string Detailed description of the method, corresponding to
the description field in operation of the Swagger
schema.

tags string Tag of the operation.

code int HTTP status code of a response.

response Class Response type.

responseCo
ntainer

string Response container. The value can be set to List, Set, or
Map.

responseHe
aders

@Response
Header

HTTP header of a response. The values supported by
ServiceComb are name, response, and
responseContainer.

consumes string Data format of a request body.

produces string Data format of a response body.

protocols string Available protocols (schemes). The value can be set to
http, https, ws, and wss, which are separated by
commas (,).
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Attribute Type Description

httpMethod string HTTP method.

 
l @ApiImplicitParam

@ApiImplicitParam is used for method levels. It is used to describe the attributes of
operation parameters in the Swagger file.

NOTICE
The CSE Java SDK can automatically identify the parameter name based on the code
and the annotations of SpringMVC and JAX-RS. If the parameter name configured in
@ApiImplicitParam is different from the automatically identified parameter name, the
parameter name configured in the annotation will be added as a new parameter to the
operation to which the annotation is added. Otherwise, the attribute of the parameter with
the same name will be overwritten.

Attribute Type Description

name string Indicates the parameter name.

value string Parameter description.

required boolean Whether a parameter is mandatory.

dataType string Parameter data type.

paramType string Parameter type. For example, the value can be set to
path, query, body, header, or form.

allowableValu
es

string Value range of a parameter.

allowEmptyVa
lue

boolean Whether a null value is allowed.

allowMultiple boolean Whether multiple values are allowed. (If the value is
set to true, the parameter can be used as an array.)

collectionForm
at

string Format of the parameter array. The values supported
by ServiceComb are csv and multi.

defaultValue string Default value of a parameter.

example string Example value of a non-body parameter.

format string Allowed customized data format. For details, see the
official Swagger document.

 
l @ApiImplicitParams

@ApiImplicitParams is used for method and class levels. It is used to specify
@ApiImplicitParam in batches.
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Attribute Type Description

value @ApiImplicitParam Parameter description.

 
l @ApiResponse

@ApiResponse is used to describe the HTTP status code of a response. Generally,
@ApiOperation indicates the HTTP status code of a response in normal cases. In other
cases, @ApiResponse is used to describe the HTTP status code. According to the official
Swagger document, this annotation should not be used directly for the method level, but
should be included in @ApiResponses.

Attribute Type Description

code int HTTP status code of a response.

message string Response description.

response Class Response type.

responseCo
ntainer

string Response container. The value can be set to List,
Set, or Map.

responseHe
aders

@ResponseHead
er

HTTP header of a group of responses. The
attributes of @ResponseHeader supported by
ServiceComb include name, description,
response, and responseContainer.

 
l @ApiResponses

@ApiResponses is used for method and class levels. It is used to specify and describe a
group of responses.

Attribute Type Description

value @ApiResponse Description of a group of responses.

 

1.7.2 Customized DNS Configuration for Microservices

Scenario

When you use a domain name to connect to a public cloud or a third-party system, the domain
name resolution system is required. The domain name resolution mechanisms used by
different systems and frameworks may be different. Therefore, a unified configuration entry is
required to enable R&D and O&M personnel to customize the DNS resolution mechanism
without being restricted by system configuration.

DNS Configuration

The DNS configuration items are configured in the microservice.yaml file. The certificate
can be created in a unified manner. Tags can be added to perform finer-grained configuration.
The tag configuration overwrites the global configuration. The configuration format is as
follows:
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addressResolver.[tag].[property]

The following table lists common tags.

Item Tag

Service center sc.consumer

Configuration
center

cc.consumer

Service
dashboard

mc.consumer

Customization self.tag

 

Properties (by configuring the Vert.x DNS resolution) are described as follows:

addressResolver:
  servers: 8.8.8.8,8.8.4.4   #Corresponds to nameserver of /etc/
resolv.conf in Linux. Multiple DNS server addresses can be configured. 
The addresses are separated by commas (,).
  ndots: 1                   #Corresponds to options: ndots in /etc/
resolv.conf of Linux. If the number of dots contained in a domain name 
is less than the configured value, the value of searchDomains is added 
behind the domain name for DNS resolution by default. This configuration 
item must be used together with searchDomains. The default value is 1 
for Linux and 4 for the public cloud PaaS (including containers).
  searchDomains: a,b,c       #Corresponds to search in /etc/resolv.conf 
of Linux. This configuration item is used together with ndots. If the 
number of dots in the current domain name is less than the configured 
value, the value of searchDomains is added behind the domain name for 
resolution by default. For example, If ndots is set to 4 and the current 
domain name is cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com (with only three dots), the 
system automatically uses cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com.a for DNS 
resolution. If the resolution fails, cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com.b is 
used until the resolution succeeds.
  optResourceEnabled: true   #optional record is automatically included 
in DNS queries
  cacheMinTimeToLive: 0      #Minimum cache time.
  cacheMaxTimeToLive: 10000  #Maximum cache time.
  cacheNegativeTimeToLive: 0 #Waiting time for the next retry after the 
DNS resolution fails.
  queryTimeout: 5000         #Query timeout interval.
  maxQueries: 4              #Number of queries.
  rdFlag: true               #Whether the DNS recursive query is enabled.
  rotateServers: true        #Whether to support polling.

Example
VertxOptions vertxOptions = new VertxOptions();
vertxOptions.setAddressResolverOptions(AddressResolverConfig.getAddressRe
sover("self.tag"));
Vertx vertx = VertxUtils.getOrCreateVertxByName("registry", 
vertxOptions);
// this has to set the client options
HttpClientOptions httpClientOptions = createHttpClientOptions();
ClientPoolManager<HttpClientWithContext> clientMgr = new 
ClientPoolManager<>(vertx, new HttpClientPoolFactory(httpClientOptions));
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clientMgr.findThreadBindClientPool().runOnContext(httpClient -> {
    // do some http request
});

1.7.3 Proxy Configuration

Background
You may access the Internet through proxy networks when using the CSE Java SDK for
development. If you rely on online resources during service commissioning, for example, you
need to directly connect to a public cloud service center, you must configure a proxy.

Procedure
Configure the proxy in the microservice.yaml file.

cse:
  proxy:
    enable: true            # Indicates whether to enable the proxy.
    host: yourproxyaddress  # Indicates the proxy address.
    port: 80                # Indicates the proxy port.
    username: yourname      # Indicates the user name.
    passwd: yourpassword    # Indicates the password.

NOTICE
Currently, only the service center, configuration center, and service dashboard support proxy
connection. To connect to a third-party service, you can refer to the following configuration
and configure a proxy. Vert.x HttpClient supports proxy configuration.
HttpClientOptions httpClientOptions = new HttpClientOptions();
if (isProxyEnable()) {
ProxyOptions proxy = new ProxyOptions();
proxy.setHost("host");
proxy.setPort(port);
proxy.setUsername("username");
proxy.setPassword("passwd");
httpClientOptions.setProxyOptions(proxy);
}

1.7.4 Extending AK/SK Decryption

Problem
How do I extend AK/SK decryption methods?

Solution
Extend and implement AKSKCipher: implements
com.huawei.paas.foundation.auth.credentials.AKSKCipher
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Implement the name() and decode(char[] encrypted) methods, and use the @Component
annotation to initialize the class as bean.

An example is as follows:

@Component
public class CustomAKSKDepl implements 
com.huawei.paas.foundation.auth.credentials.AKSKCipher {
    @Override
    public String name() {
        return "base64";
    }

    @Override
    public char[] decode(char[] encrypted) {
        try {
            String a = new 
String(Base64.decodeBase64(String.valueOf(encrypted)), "UTF-8");
            return a.toCharArray();
        }
        catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e) {
            return null;
        }
    }
}

1.7.5 Local Development and Test
The lightweight local service center provides you with the service discovery, registration, and
query functions during development, commissioning, and testing.

Concept
This section describes how you can locally develop and commission consumer and provider
applications. Both service providers and consumers need to connect to a remote service
center. Two methods of building a local service center for local microservice commissioning
are as follows:

1. Starting the local service center.
2. Starting the local service center (Mock mechanism) by using the local file.

The local service center is an important component in the microservice architecture, and is
used for managing, registering, and detecting metadata and instance metadata. The logic
relationship between the service center and microservice provider/consumer is as follows:
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Prerequisites
l JDK 1.8 has been installed, and the JAVA_HOME environment variable has been

correctly configured.
l Starting the local service center will occupy ports 30100 and 30103 of the server, which

respectively indicate the backend and frontend service ports of the service center. Ensure
that these two ports are not in use.

Starting the Local Service Center

Step 1 Choose AppDev > Microservice Project > Tool Download to download the installation
package of the local service center.

Step 2 Install the package of the service center.
l Software package installation: Decompress the installation package to the installation

directory.
l Image package installation: Run the following command to install the service center:

docker load -i local-service-center-{version}-docker.tar
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NOTE

1. The OS must be 64-bit.

2. If you need to change the IP address and port number when installing the software package of
the service center, modify the /../conf/app.conf file. In the file, frontend_host_ip and
frontend_host_port respectively represent the IP address and port number for monitoring the
frontend service of the service center, and httpaddr and httpport respectively represent the IP
address and port number for monitoring the backend service of the service center. The
following shows how to change the IP address and port number by taking the backend service
of the service center as an example:

If httpaddr is set to 127.0.0.1, the service center can be accessed by a local process. To enable
the service center to be accessed by remote processes, set httpaddr to an external IP address
or 0.0.0.0.
# listen address
httpaddr = 127.0.0.1
httpport = 30100

Step 3 Start the local service center.
l For the Windows OS: In the installation package, click the start.bat script to start the

local service center.
l For the Linux OS: Run the start.sh script to start the local service center.

NOTE

Before running the start.sh script, run the following command to modify the file permission:

chmod -R 550 /../bin

l For the Docker container: Run the following command to start the local service center:
docker rm -f sc
docker run -d --name sc -p 30100:30100 -p 30103:30103 local-service-center:latest

Step 4 Enter http://127.0.0.1:30103 in the address bar of a browser, and access the frontend page.

Step 5 After the local service center starts, configure the service center address in the
microservice.yaml file that stores SDK configurations, as shown in the following:
cse:
  service:
    registry:
      address: http://127.0.0.1:30100      #Backend address and port 
number of the service center

NOTE

l By default, the listening address of the service center is set to 0.0.0.0. To enhance security, you can
set the listening address to 127.0.0.1.

l If you have customized the IP address and port number when using the service center, change the
value of address as required.

l If the configuration center and dashboard are not used, delete related configurations.

After the microservice application is developed, run MainServer on the server to start the
service process and register services with the service center.

Step 6 (Development service providers and consumers) Start the microservice for local tests.

----End

Enabling the Local Service Center Using the Mock Mechanism

Step 1 Create the registry.yaml file for local service center.
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springmvctest:
  - id: "001"
    version: "1.0"
    appid: myapp                        #Commissioning service ID
    instances:
      - endpoints:
        - rest://127.0.0.1:8080         

NOTE

In the mock mechanism, you need to prepare service schemas on your own. Currently, only local
commissioning for service consumers is supported.

Step 2 Add the following code to the end of the Main function for service consumers.
public class xxxClient {
public static void main(String[] args) {
    System.setProperty("local.registry.file", "/path/registry.yaml");
    //your code
    System.clearProperty("local.registry.file");
}

NOTE

Set the second parameter of setProperty to the absolute path of registry.yaml in the disk. Path
separators vary depending on systems.

Step 3 (Development service consumers) Start the microservice for local tests.

----End

1.7.6 Common Problems About Connection to the Public Cloud
Service Center

This section describes the common problems during the connection to a service center, and
diagnosis methods.

Developers can use the service center provided by the public cloud to develop services. To
use the service center, a developer must register an account and generate AK/SK information
in My Credential for access authentication control. For details about how to connect to the
public cloud, see 1.3.1 Accessing ServiceComb Applications to CSE.

Problem 1
l Abnormal message

{"errorCode":"401002","errorMessage":"Request unauthorized","detail":"Invalid
request, header is invalid, ak sk or project is empty."}

l Cause
The AK and SK are not correctly set or carried in the request header.

l Diagnosis method
Check whether the project depends on the following authentication modules. (Check
whether indirect dependency exists, for example, whether the project depends on cse-
solution-service-engine.)
<groupId>com.huawei.paas.cse</groupId> 
<artifactId>foundation-auth</artifactId> 
Check whether AK/SK configurations in microservice.yaml are correct. Generally, the
SK is longer than the AK.
cse:   
  credentials:     
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    accessKey: your access key     
    secretKey: your serect key     
    akskCustomCipher: default 

Specifically, log in to the public cloud and query the AK information in My Credential.
The SK is saved by the user and cannot be queried. If you forget the related credential,
delete the credential information and create new credential information.

Problem 2
l Abnormal message

{"errorCode":"401002","errorMessage":"Request unauthorized","detail":"Get service
token from iam proxy failed,{\"error\":\"validate ak sk error\"}"}

l Cause
The AK and SK are incorrect.

l Diagnosis method
Check whether AK/SK configurations in microservice.yaml are correct. Specifically,
log in to the public cloud and query the AK information in My Credential. The SK is
saved by the user and cannot be queried. If you forget the related credential, delete the
credential information and create new credential information.

Problem 3
l Abnormal message

{"errorCode":"401002","errorMessage":"Request unauthorized","detail":"Get service
token from iam proxy failed,{\"error\":\"get project token from iam failed. error:http post
failed, statuscode: 400\"}"}

l Cause
The project name is incorrect.

l Diagnosis method
Check whether the value of cse.credentials.project is correct. Specifically, query the
correct project name in My Credential. If this configuration item does not exist, the
system checks the domain name of the service center by default. If the domain name
does not contain a valid project name, add this configuration item and ensure that it is a
valid project name in My Credential.

Problem 4
l Abnormal message

{"errorCode":"400001","errorMessage":"Invalid parameter(s)","detail":"Version validate
failed, rule: {Length: 64,Length: ^[a-zA-Z0-9_\-.]*$}"}

l Cause
A new SDK is used, but an earlier SDK of the service center is connected.

l Diagnosis method
Check the version of the service center. You can download the latest service center from
the official website of the public cloud or ServiceComb.

Problem 5
l Abnormal message
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{"errorCode":"400100","errorMessage":"Not enough quota","detail":"no quota to create
instance, ..."}

l Cause

There is no sufficient quota to add a service instance.

l Diagnosis method

Log in to the public cloud and view the instance quota on the microservice engine page.
If there a quota on the page, check the service center address and area information
configured in the code.

1.7.7 Common Problems About Microservice API Compatibility
During the continuous iteration of microservices, new features are continuously added, and
some outdated features are continuously modified. API compatibility problems are facing
great challenges, especially when multiple versions (dark launch) coexist in the running
environment.

This section describes some suggestions on API compatibility management and solutions to
solve compatibility problems that occur during the use of Cloud Service Engine (CSE).
Generally, microservices provide services through REST APIs. Unless otherwise specified, all
APIs mentioned in this document refer to REST APIs.

Practice of Ensuring API Compatibility

To avoid API compatibility problems, developers are advised to comply with the following
principles when adding, modifying, or deleting APIs:

1. Add APIs only, but do not delete or modify APIs.

2. For a provider, when adding an API, increase the microservice version number
accordingly. For example, change version 2.1.2 to version 2.1.3.

3. For a consumer, when using a new API of a provider, specify the minimum version
number of the provider. In the example of cse.references.[serviceName].version-
rule=2.1.3+, serviceName indicates the microservice name of the provider.

4. In the service center, periodically delete the information about old microservices that are
no longer used.

Common Problems and Solutions
1. In the development phase, APIs need to be frequently modified but corresponding

versions are not changed frequently. In this case, service registration fails.

The CSE allows schemas to be overwritten in the development environment. In the
development phase, you can set the development environment for the service to be
commissioned.

To set the environment, you only need to add the service_description.environment
configuration item to the configuration file, as shown in the following:
service_description:
  name: xxx-service
  version: 0.0.1
  environment: development
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NOTICE
l Microservices in different environments cannot be discovered by each other.

Therefore, ensure that the services to be commissioned are in the development state.

l If APIs are modified, you need to restart the consumers or edge services to access the
modified APIs.

2. In the development phase, data of the service center needs to be cleared.

In the development phase, APIs are frequently changed. If data is not deleted, the APIs
may fail to be called. You can delete data of the service center to reduce unnecessary
fault locating. Online service center of the public cloud is recommended. You can
directly log in to the console and use the microservice management function provided by
CSE to delete microservices or microservice instances.

The CES also provides a local service center. After services are stopped, delete data
directories to clear the data of the service center. The service center and its frontend code
are open-source. For details, see the open-source addresses of the service center.

3. In the release phase, APIs fail to be called, and the system displays a message indicating
that the APIs do not exist or parameters are incorrect.

If an API is modified, you need to increase the old version number by 1 for the to-be-
released version. In addition, the API must conform to the best practice mentioned in the
preceding. If one step is omitted, the following API compatibility problems may occur:

– If APIs are modified or deleted, some old consumers require to be routed to new
providers, causing API calling failures.

Solution: Specify the provider versions or modify the consumers to adapt to the new
providers.

– If you forget to change microservice versions, some new consumers require to be
routed to old providers, causing API calling failures.

Solution: Upgrade the provider versions, delete the old provider instances, and
restart the consumers.

– If you forget to configure the minimum dependency versions of consumers, for
example, when you stop the consumers, start the consumers, stop the providers, and
then start the providers, the consumers use old APIs because they cannot obtain
information about the new APIs. The new APIs fail to be called before or after the
providers are started.

Solution: You are advised to start the providers and then the consumers.

Common preventive measures: Measures vary according to API compatibility problems. In
extreme cases, you only need to clear microservice information about providers and
consumers and then restart microservices. When the service calling relationship is complex,
API compatibility problems have wider impacts. In addition, deleting provider and consumer
data will become complex. Therefore, you are advised to comply with the preceding
specifications to avoid incompatibility.

Common API Incompatibility Logs
l *consumer method \[com.huawei.paas.cse.demo.CodeFirstPojoIntf:testUserMap\] not

exist in swagger
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APIs may be added for providers, but version numbers are not updated accordingly. To
solve the problem, delete the microservice data or update the version numbers, restart the
providers, and then restart the consumers.

l Schemas or APIs are added, deleted, queried, or modified, or their parameters are
changed, but the schemas do not allow any updates in the non-development environment.
2018-06-14 22:51:55,239 [ERROR] SchemaIds is different between local and 
service center. Please change microservice version. 
id=1f4c94c66fe011e8945700ff37174dd4 appId=uploadapp, name=upload-service, 
version=0.0.1, local schemaIds=[download, upload, TaskTemplateController], 
service center schemaIds=[download, upload] 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.task.MicroserviceRegisterTask.checkSche
maIdSet(MicroserviceRegisterTask.java:116)
2018-06-14 22:51:55,243 [INFO] schemaId download exists true 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.task.MicroserviceRegisterTask.registerS
chemas(MicroserviceRegisterTask.java:144)
2018-06-14 22:51:55,246 [INFO] schemaId upload exists true 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.task.MicroserviceRegisterTask.registerS
chemas(MicroserviceRegisterTask.java:144)
2018-06-14 22:51:55,249 [WARN] get response for 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.api.response.GetExistenceResponse 
failed, 400:Bad Request, {"errorCode":"400016","errorMessage":"Schema does 
not exist","detail":"schema does not exist."}
 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.client.http.ServiceRegistryClientImpl.l
ambda$null$0(ServiceRegistryClientImpl.java:118)
2018-06-14 22:51:55,250 [INFO] schemaId TaskTemplateController exists false 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.task.MicroserviceRegisterTask.registerS
chemas(MicroserviceRegisterTask.java:144)
2018-06-14 22:51:55,258 [ERROR] Register schema 
1f4c94c66fe011e8945700ff37174dd4/TaskTemplateController failed, statusCode: 
400, statusMessage: Bad Request, description: 
{'errorCode':'400014','errorMessage':'Undefined schema id','detail':'schemaId 
non-exist, can't be added, environment is production'}
. 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.client.http.ServiceRegistryClientImpl.r
egisterSchema(ServiceRegistryClientImpl.java:306)
From the preceding log, two schemas with schemaIds download and upload exist, but the
new schema with schemaId TaskTemplateController cannot be registered. As a result, the
corresponding API fails to be called. To solve the problem, you need to upgrade the
version number or set the development environment.

l There is no available provider version. In this case, check whether the provider and
consumer belong to the same environment (default environment: production) and
successfully register with the service center.
2018-06-15 11:03:56,045 [ERROR] invoke failed, invocation=PRODUCER rest 
customer-service.reactiveClient.hello 
org.apache.servicecomb.swagger.invocation.exception.DefaultExceptionToResponse
Converter.convert(DefaultExceptionToResponseConverter.java:35)
java.lang.IllegalStateException: Probably invoke a service before it is 
registered, appId=uploadapp, name=upload-service
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.core.definition.schema.ConsumerSchemaFactory.getOrCreat
eMicroserviceMeta(ConsumerSchemaFactory.java:90)
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.core.provider.consumer.ReferenceConfig.<init>(Reference
Config.java:36)
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.core.provider.consumer.ConsumerProviderManager.getRefer
enceConfig(ConsumerProviderManager.java:82)

l During local development and commissioning, some cloud dashboard functions cannot
be used, causing the following problem. However, this problem does not affect functions
and can be ignored. You can disable the dashboard function by setting
cse.monitor.client.enable to false.
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2018-06-14 22:23:59,407 [WARN] {"errorCode":"400012","errorMessage":"Micro-
service does not exist","detail":"provider not exist, consumer 
8e24bc416fde11e8945700ff37174dd4 find provider default/CseMonitoring/latest"}
 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.client.http.ServiceRegistryClientImpl.l
ambda$null$4(ServiceRegistryClientImpl.java:199)
2018-06-14 22:23:59,408 [ERROR] Can not find any instances from service 
center due to previous errors. service=default/CseMonitoring/latest 
org.apache.servicecomb.serviceregistry.registry.AbstractServiceRegistry.findSe
rviceInstances(AbstractServiceRegistry.java:256)

l locate path failed
In the following, the first error is related to direct consumption of upload-service while
the second error is related to consumption of upload-service through edge-service. The
two errors indicate that the API is not registered with the service center or the consumer
does not obtain the latest schema. As a result, the message "locate path failed" is
reported during API calling. To locate the problem, perform operations as follows:

a. Check whether the API schema corresponding to the provider has been registered
with the service center, and the content is the same as the output when the local
application is started.

b. Ensure that the consumer and edge-service are manually restarted after the provider
is started to obtain the provider schema information again.

c. During debugging, start the consumer, find the loadSwagger (in the java-chassis-
core package of the ServiceComb) in the ConsumerSchemaFactory class, and check
whether the schemaContent contains the schema content of the consumer.

2018-06-15 14:52:45,312 [ERROR] locate path failed, status:Not Found, http 
method:GET, path:/favicon.ico/, microserviceName:upload-service 
org.apache.servicecomb.common.rest.locator.OperationLocator.locate(OperationLo
cator.java:72)

2018-06-15 14:56:35,342 [ERROR] locate path failed, status:Not Found, http 
method:POST, path:/taskTemplate/uploadTaskTemplate/, microserviceName:upload-
service 
org.apache.servicecomb.common.rest.locator.OperationLocator.locate(OperationLo
cator.java:72)
2018-06-15 14:56:35,344 [ERROR] edge server failed. 
org.apache.servicecomb.edge.core.AbstractEdgeDispatcher.onFailure(AbstractEdge
Dispatcher.java:33)
InvocationException: code=404;msg=CommonExceptionData [message=Not Found]
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.common.rest.locator.OperationLocator.locate(OperationLo
cator.java:77)
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.common.rest.locator.ServicePathManager.consumerLocateOp
eration(ServicePathManager.java:107)
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.edge.core.EdgeInvocation.locateOperation(EdgeInvocation
.java:114)
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.common.rest.AbstractRestInvocation.findRestOperation(Ab
stractRestInvocation.java:77)
    at 
org.apache.servicecomb.edge.core.EdgeInvocation.edgeInvoke(EdgeInvocation.java
:66)
    at 
com.huawei.cse.houseapp.edge.ApiDispatcher.onRequest(ApiDispatcher.java:84)
    at io.vertx.ext.web.impl.RouteImpl.handleContext(RouteImpl.java:223)
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2 Go SDK

2.1 Overview

2.2 Working Principle

2.3 Getting Started

2.4 User Guide

2.5 Development Guidelines

2.1 Overview
The Cloud Service Engine (CSE) Go Chassis (Go SDK) is a product-level microservice
development framework launched by Huawei. Using The CSE Go SDK to develop
microservices can maximize the development threshold and accelerate product rollout. In
addition, a series of out-of-the-box capabilities such as high reliability assurance during
microservice running and dynamic governance during runtime can be obtained.

This document covers the details and guidelines required for microservice development.

If you have any questions, visit the CSE forum to post feedback. The forum address is as
follows:

http://forum.huaweicloud.com/forum.php?mod=forumdisplay&fid=622

Features
l Microservice registration and discovery: Provides microservice self-registration and

discovery.

l Plug-in registration center: Connects to ServiceCenter and file system by default.
Developers can extend services such as Kubernetes, Consul, and Eureka.

l Rate limiting: Provides rate limiting for the client and server.

l Load balancing: Provides the filter and Strategy 2 methods to select instances. The load
balancing method can be customized.

l Circuit breaker: Provides the circuit breaker capability based on the timeout duration,
error rate, and concurrency to protect the system and prevent the avalanche effect.
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l Service degrade: Provides degrade policies for microservices to which circuit breaker is
triggered.

l Processing chain: Inserts customized processing logic into a call request.
l Plug-in protocol: Supports HTTP and Highway RPC by default.
l Plug-in Cipher: Supports customized encryption and decryption algorithms for loading

sensitive data such as certificates and the AK/SK.
l Metrics: Enables monitoring data to be exported in Prometheus format.
l Tracing: Supports distributed call chain tracing and connection to Zipkin.
l Log: Provides the Writer API to report logs to components such as Kafka and

Elasticsearch. By default, local files and standard outputs are supported.
l Dynamic configuration framework: Supports the interconnects with different sources.

When the configuration item in a source changes, an event is triggered, and the
microservice is aware of the event. Users can define the actions triggered by the event.

l Configure hot loading: Provides hot loading during runtime for load balancing, circuit
breaker, and service degrade configurations.

Concepts
l Registry

The registration center registers and discovers microservices.
l Registrator

Self-registration component. After the Go SDK is started, this component connects to the
registration center and registers service information.

l Service Discovery
Service discovery component. This component is responsible for discovering services
and periodically polling services in the registration center to the local cache.

l Protocol server and client
You can insert protocol logic into the Go SDK for unified governance and microservice
management.

2.2 Working Principle

l Different protocol requests are sent to each protocol server. The server converts the
protocol requests into Invocation unified abstract models and transfers them to the
Handler chain. The Go SDK supports many handlers by default, such as the handlers of
circuit breaker and rate limiting. The models finally enter the Transport handler, and
transmit the data to the target through a specific protocol client.
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l The monitoring data generated during each request is exported through the HTTP API.
Prometheus collects and processes logs, exports the logs to the Kafka service through
service expansion, or to APM of HUAWEI CLOUD.

l By default, the registration center connects to ServiceCenter.
l Archaius is a dynamic configuration framework that can be read configurations from

different sources.

2.3 Getting Started

2.3.1 Installing the Go SDK

Minimum Installation

Step 1 Install the Go SDK 1.8 or later by referring to the following website:

https://golang.org/doc/install

Step 2 Run the following command:

go get

Step 3 Install ServiceCenter by referring to the following website:

https://github.com/ServiceComb/service-center/releases

----End

Enabling RPC Communication

Step 1 Installing Protocol Buffers 3.2.0 by referring to the following website:

https://github.com/google/protobuf

Step 2 Install the Golang plug-in by referring to the following website:

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

----End

2.3.2 Compiling the RPC Service
Step 1 Define the request and return structure.

For a project or Go package, the recommended structure is as follows:

schemas

├── helloworld

│ ├──helloworld.proto

1. Define the helloworld.proto file.
syntax = "proto3";

package helloworld;
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// The request message containing the user's name.
message HelloRequest {
    string name = 1;
}

// The response message containing the greetings
message HelloReply {
    string message = 1;
}

2. Use Protocol Buffers to generate the Go file helloworld.pb.go.
protoc --go_out=. hello.proto

3. Copy the generated Go file to the following directory:
schemas
├── helloworld
│ ├──helloworld.proto
│ └──helloworld.pb.go

Step 2 Compile the server.

For a project or Go package, the recommended structure is as follows:

server/

├── conf

│ ├── chassis.yaml

│ └── microservice.yaml

└── main.go

1. Compile the API.
type HelloServer struct {
}
func (s *HelloServer) SayHello(ctx context.Context, in 
*helloworld.HelloRequest) (*helloworld.HelloReply, error) {
    return &helloworld.HelloReply{Message: "Go Hello " + in.Name}, 
nil
}

2. Register the API.
chassis.RegisterSchema("highway", &HelloServer{}, 
server.WithSchemaId("HelloService"))
The first parameter indicates the target protocol to be registered. The third parameter
indicates the schema ID, which is used in the call. The server package to be imported is
stored in github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/core/server.

NOTE

The methods to expose APIs must meet the following conditions:

– The first parameter is context.Context.
– The second parameter must be a structure pointer.

– The first returned value must be a structure pointer.

– The second returned value is error.

3. Modify the chassis.yaml file.
cse:
    service:
        registry:
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            address: http://127.0.0.1:30100
    protocols:
        highway:
            listenAddress: 127.0.0.1:5000

4. Modify the microservice.yaml file.
service_description:
    name: Server

5. Start the service in the main.go file.
func main() {
    //start all server you register in server/schemas.
    if err := chassis.Init(); err != nil {
        lager.Logger.Error("Init failed.", err)
        return
    }
    chassis.Run()
}

Step 3 Compile the client.

For a project or Go package, the recommended structure is as follows:

client/

├── conf

│ ├── chassis.yaml

│ └── microservice.yaml

└── main.go

1. Obtain the pb file and generate the Go code.
protoc --go_out=. hello.proto

2. Modify the chassis.yaml file.
cse:
    service:
        registry:
            address: http://127.0.0.1:30100

3. Modify the microservice.yaml file.
service_description:
name: Client

4. Call the server in main and specify the microservice name, schema, operation,
parameters, and returned values.
//if you use go run main.go instead of binary run, plz export 
CHASSIS_HOME=/path/to/conf/folder
func main() {
    //Init framework
    if err := chassis.Init(); err != nil {
        lager.Logger.Error("Init failed.", err)
        return
    }
    //declare reply struct
    reply := &helloworld.HelloReply{}
    //Invoke with microservice name, schema ID and operation ID
    if err := core.NewRPCInvoker().Invoke(context.Background(), 
"Server", "HelloService", "SayHello", &helloworld.HelloRequest{Name: 
"Peter"}, reply); err != nil {
        lager.Logger.Error("error", err)
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    }
    lager.Logger.Info(reply.Message)
}

----End

2.3.3 Compiling the HTTP Service
Step 1 Compile the server.

For a project or Go package, the recommended structure is as follows:

server/

├── conf

│ ├── chassis.yaml

│ └── microservice.yaml

└── main.go

1. Compile the API.
type RestFulHello struct {}

func (r *RestFulHello) Sayhello(b *restful.Context) {
    b.Write([]byte("get user id: " + b.ReadPathParameter("userid")))
}

2. Register the route.
func (s *RestFulHello) URLPatterns() []restful.Route {
    return []restful.Route{
        {http.MethodGet, "/sayhello/{userid}", "Sayhello"},
    }
}

3. Register the API.
chassis.RegisterSchema("rest", &RestFulHello{},
server.WithSchemaId("RestHelloService"))
The first parameter indicates the target protocol to be registered. The third parameter
indicates the schema ID, which is used in the call.

NOTE

– To register the API for the REST protocol, the route must be defined using the URLPatterns
method.

– The input parameters of methods to expose APIs in the route must be *restful.Context.
– During registration, server.WithSchemaId is used to import parameters. The server package

to be imported is stored in github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/core/server directory.

4. Modify the chassis.yaml file.
cse:
    service:
        registry:
            address: http://127.0.0.1:30100
    protocols:
        rest:
            listenAddress: 127.0.0.1:5001

5. Modify the microservice.yaml file.
service_description:
name: RESTServer
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6. Start the service in the main.go file.
func main() {
    //start all server you register in server/schemas.
    if err := chassis.Init(); err != nil {
        lager.Logger.Error("Init failed.", err)
        return
    }
    chassis.Run()
}

Step 2 Compile the client.

For a project or Go package, the recommended structure is as follows:

client/

├── conf

│ ├── chassis.yaml

│ └── microservice.yaml

└── main.go

1. Modify the chassis.yaml file.
cse:
    service:
        registry:
            address: http://127.0.0.1:30100

2. Modify the microservice.yaml file.
service_description:
name: RESTClient

3. Call the server in main. The request contains the service name, schema, operation, and
parameters.
//if you use go run main.go instead of binary run, plz export 
CHASSIS_HOME=/path/to/conf/folder
func main() {
    //Init framework
    if err := chassis.Init(); err != nil {
        lager.Logger.Error("Init failed.", err)
        return
    }
    req, _ := rest.NewRequest("GET", "cse://RESTServer/sayhello/
world")
    defer req.Close()
    resp, err := core.NewRestInvoker().ContextDo(context.TODO(), req)
    if err != nil {
        lager.Logger.Error("error", err)
        return
    }
    defer resp.Close()
    lager.Logger.Info(string(resp.ReadBody()))
}

----End

2.3.4 Connecting to CSE of HUAWEI CLOUD
This section describes how to connect microservices to CSE of HUAWEI CLOUD. You only
need to configure the configuration file.
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Configuring the AK/SK

You need to configure the AK/SK of your account before accessing CSE.

Configure the auth.yaml file.

cse.credentials.accessKey: # Configure the AK.
cse.credentials.secretKey: # Configure SK.

Connecting to the Service Center

The service center registers and discovers microservices. The microservices connected to the
service center can be displayed on the service list of CSE.

Configure the chassis.yaml file as follows:

cse:
 service:
  registry:
   address: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com

This configuration item sets the address of the service center. You can set address based on
the address found in the directory of Tool Download of HUAWEI CLOUD, change the
protocol from HTTP to HTTPS, and modify the host name (or domain name) and port
number.

Connecting to the Configuration Center

The configuration center delivers configurations. Connecting to the configuration center
enables microservice governance and dark launch.

Configure the chassis.yaml file as follows:

cse:
 config:
  client:
   serverUri: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com

This configuration item sets the configuration center address. You can set address based on
the address found in the directory of Tool Download of HUAWEI CLOUD, change the
protocol from HTTP to HTTPS, and modify the host name (or domain name) and port
number.

Reporting Microservice Running Data

Microservices can report their running data to the dashboard. You can view the data on CSE
dashboards of HUAWEI CLOUD. This section describes how to enable the microservice data
reporting function.

Configure the chassis.yaml file as follows:
cse:  
  monitor: #Send monitoring data to CSE monitor Server
    client:
      serverUri: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhwclouds.com:443

2.4 User Guide
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2.4.1 Registration Center

Overview

By default, the service center registers and discovers microservices. You can configure the
communication mode, service center address, and registration information with the service
center. During startup, the microservice is automatically registered with the service center.
When other services are called, the Go SDK queries instance information of other services
from the service center and locally caches the information, such as the access address,
protocol, and metadata. During microservice running, the Go SDK automatically updates
instance caches on the client. You can configure the cache update time, or use the watch
mechanism to monitor instance changes.

Configuration

The configuration of the registration center is contained in the chassis.yaml and
microservice.yaml files. Information about APPLICATION_ID, registration center type,
and registration center address is configured in the chassis.yaml file.

l type: By default, this configuration item can be set to servicecenter or file, indicating
the supported service center type. You can also customize registry to specify the type of
the service center to be registered with.

l scope: By default, inter-application access is not allowed. When this configuration item
is set to full, cross-application access is allowed and all microservices of the tenant can
be discovered.

l autodiscovery: Indicates whether to enable the automatic discovery function. After the
automatic discovery function is enabled, the registration center can discover other
service centers registered with the service center which the registration center is
registered with.

NOTE

If the service center address is set to a HUAWEI CLOUD API gateway, the automatic discovery
function is not supported. You need to set autodiscovery to false.

l register: By default, this configuration item is set to auto, indicating automatic
registration. That is, the instance is automatically registered when the Go SDK is started.
When this configuration item is set to manual, the Go SDK registers only microservices
in the configuration file and does not register instances. You can register instances
through external APIs of the service center.

l api.version: Currently, only IPv4 is supported.

Configuratio
n Item

Default Value Description

disabled false Indicates whether to enable the service
registration discovery module.

type servicecenter Indicates the type of the service discovery
system.

scope "" By default, this configuration item is left
blank. Cross-application discovery is not
allowed. You can set this configuration item
to full to allow cross-application discovery.
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Configuratio
n Item

Default Value Description

address http://
127.0.0.1:30100

Indicates the service center address.
Multiple service center addresses can be
separated by commas (,).

register auto Indicates automatic registration.

refeshInterval 30s Indicates the interval for updating the
instance cache. The value is in the format of
second/minute/hour, for example, 1 second/1
minute/1 hour.

watch false Indicates whether the watch mechanism is
used to discover instance changes.

api.version v4 Indicates the API version for accessing the
service center.

autodiscovery false Indicates automatic discovery.

 

Each microservice has its own customized microservice.yaml file, which is used to
configure private microservice information. In the file, the properties configuration item
is configured in the format of key-value pairs to add non-common attributes to
microservices. For example, allowCrossApp: false can be used to configure whether
cross-application discovery and access are allowed.

Configuration
Item

Default Value Description

name - Indicates the microservice name, which is
mandatory.

version 0.0.1 Indicates the version number.

level BACK This configuration item can be set to
FRONT, MIDDLE, or BACK.

properties - Indicates microservice metadata.

 

API
Registry provides the following APIs to register microservices and instances. These APIs
require implementation methods provided by Registry. Two methods are built in the Go
SDK. The default implementation method is ServiceCenter. You can also customize a method
for implementing these APIs to discover and register microservices and instances.

l To register a microservice instance:
RegisterMicroserviceInstances() error

l To register a Microservice:
RegisterMicroservice() error
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l To customizing a registry plug-in:
InstallPlugin(name string, f func(opts ...Option) Registry)

Example

The simplest configuration of the service center requires the service center address in
registry. The microservice instances are registered based on the application ID, service name,
and version.

APPLICATION_ID: CSE #optional
cse:
    service:
        registry:
            disabled: false #Optional: The registry module is enabled by 
default.
           type: servicecenter #Optional: The default type is 
servicecenter, indicating that the registration center interconnects 
with a service center.
            scope: full #Optional: When this configuration item is set 
to full, cross-application access is allowed and all microservices of 
the tenant are discovered.
            address: http://10.0.0.1:30100,http://10.0.0.2:30100
            register: auto #Optional: The default value is auto. This 
configuration item can be set to auto or manual.
            refeshInterval : 30s
            watch: true
            api:
                version: v4
service_description:
    name: Server
    # version: 0.0.1 optional

2.4.2 Processing Chain

Overview

The processing chain contains a series of handlers. In one call, you can insert a customized
processing logic by extending the call chain. For details about how to develop a new handler,
see Developer Guide. This section only describes how to configure the handlers implemented
by the Go SDK.

Configuration
cse:
    handler:
        Consumer:
            {name}:{handler_names}
        Provider:
            {name}:{handler_names}
l Consumer indicates the processing chain used to call other services.
l Provider indicates the processing chain used when you are called by others.
l Multiple unique chain names can be defined in Consumer and Provider.
l If handler is left blank, the Go SDK automatically loads default handlers for Consumer

and Provider. The chain name is default.

The default chain of Consumer is as follows:
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Name Function

ratelimiter-consumer Rate limiting on the client

bizkeeper-consumer Service degrade

router Routing policy

loadbalance Load balancing

tracing-consumer Call chain trace on the client

transport Request processing for each protocol on the client. If a
customized processing chain is used, this handler must be
added at the end.

 

The default chain of Provider is as follows:

Name Function

ratelimiter-provider Rate limiting on the server

tracing-provider Call chain trace on the server

bizkeeper-provider Service degrade on the server

 

API

If the processing chain is not configured, you can customize a processing chain as the default
processing chain.

//SetDefaultConsumerChains your custom chain map for Consumer,if there 
is no config, this default chain will take affect
func SetDefaultConsumerChains(c map[string]string)
//SetDefaultProviderChains set your custom chain map for Provider,if 
there is no config, this default chain will take affect
func SetDefaultProviderChains(c map[string]string)

Example
handler:
    chain:
        Consumer:
            default: bizkeeper-consumer, router, loadbalance, 
ratelimiter-consumer,transport
            custom: some-handler

2.4.3 Invoker

Overview

The Go SDK provides two call methods: REST and RPC.
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API
l REST call

Use NewRestInvoker to create an invoker instance which accepts customized options
such as chain and filters.
ContextDo can contain an HTTP request as a parameter.
func NewRestInvoker(opt ...Option) *RestInvoker
func (ri *RestInvoker) ContextDo(ctx context.Context, req 
*rest.Request, options ...InvocationOption) (*rest.Response, error)

l RPC call
Use NewRPCInvoker to create an invoker instance which accepts customized options
such as chain and filters.
Specify the remote service name, struct name, func name, request parameters, and return
API.
The final result is assigned to the reply parameter.
func NewRPCInvoker(opt ...Option) *RPCInvoker
func (ri *RPCInvoker) Invoke(ctx context.Context, microServiceName, 
schemaID, operationID string, arg interface{}, reply interface{}, 
options ...InvocationOption) error
The REST and RPC call methods can accept multiple options to control a call. For
details, see options.go.

Example
l RPC

Two call options are added, highway RPC is used, and the roundrobin routing policy is
selected.
invoker.Invoke(ctx, "Server", "HelloServer", "SayHello",
    &helloworld.HelloRequest{Name: "Peter"},
    reply,
    core.WithProtocol("highway"),
    core.WithStrategy(loadbalance.StrategyRoundRobin),
    core.WithVersion("0.0.1"),
)

l REST
Different from the common HTTP call, the value of the URL parameter is not in the
format of ip:port but service name, and http:// is changed to cse://.
During the initialization of the invoker, the name of the processing chain to which the
request is to be processed is also specified. The name of the processing chain is custom.
req, _ := rest.NewRequest("GET", "cse://RESTServer/sayhello/world")
defer req.Close()
resp, err := 
core.NewRestInvoker(core.ChainName("custom")).ContextDo(context.TODO(
), req)

2.4.4 Load Balancing Policy

Overview

You can configure different load balancing policies, including polling, random routing,
response time weight, and session stickiness.
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Configuration
Load balancing policies are configured using the cse.loadbalance.[MicroServiceName].
[PropertyName] configuration item. If [MicroServiceName] is not set, the configuration is
set for all microservices. Otherwise, the configuration is set for a certain microservice. The
configuration for a certain microservice has higher priority than that for all microservices.

For details about how to configure backoff, see 2.4.9 Fault Tolerance.

Configuration
Item

Default Value Description

strategy.name RoundRobin The value of this parameter can be set to
RoundRobin, Random, SessionStickiness, or
WeightedResponse. Currently,
SessionStickiness supports REST calls only.

retryEnabled false Indicates whether to enable the retry function.

retryOnNext 0 Indicates the number of retries to other
instances after a request fails.

retryOnSame 0 Indicates the number of retries to the same
instance after a request fails.

backoff - Indicates the retry configuration. For details,
see 2.4.9 Fault Tolerance.

 

NOTICE
l To enable the SessionStickiness policy, the cookie needs to be added to the service code

and HTTP request. The response for the HTTP request header contains the following
information:
Set-Cookie: SERVICECOMBLB=0406060d-0009-4e06-4803-080008060f0d
Add the cookie to the HTTP request:
Cookie: SERVICECOMBLB=0406060d-0009-4e06-4803-080008060f0d

l After the WeightedResponse policy is enabled for 30 seconds, data is calculated and takes
effect. About 80% of requests are sent to the instance with the lowest delay.

API
In addition to configuring the load balancing policy through the configuration file, you can
use the client to configure the policy using the WithStrategy method.

invoker.Invoke(ctx, "Server", "HelloServer", "SayHello",
    &helloworld.HelloRequest{Name: "Peter"},
    reply,
    core.WithContentType("application/json"),
    core.WithProtocol("highway"),
    core.WithStrategy(loadbalance.StrategyRoundRobin),
)
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Example
Configure the load balancing policy in chassis.yaml and add a processing chain.

  cse:
    loadbalance: # Global load balancing configuration
      strategy:
        name: RoundRobin
    microserviceA: # Load balancing configuration at the microservice 
level
        strategy:
          name: SessionStickiness

2.4.5 Load Balancing Filter

Overview
The load balancing filter is configured in the load balancing module. It allows you to filter
instances before selecting a load balancing policy. During a request call, multiple filtering
policies can be selected to filter the instance groups obtained from the local cache or service
center and deliver the simplified instance groups to the load balancing policy for subsequent
processing.

Configuration
Currently, only the filter whose type is Available Zone Filter can be configured. Based on the
region and AZ information of the microservice instance, you can search for instances with the
same information.

cse:
    loadbalance:
        serverListFilters: zoneaware

Configure the Datacenter information of the instance.

region:
    name: us-east
    availableZone: us-east-1

API
The Go SDK supports multiple filtering functions through the Filter API. FilterEndpoint
enables instance access address filtering, FilterMD enables metadata filtering, FilterProtocol
enables protocol filtering, and FilterAvailableZoneAffinity enables zone filtering.

type Filter func([]*registry.MicroServiceInstance) []*registry.MicroServiceInstance

Example
The client instance filter can be called through the API. Multiple filters can be transferred at a
time, providing multiple filtering criteria for instance groups. The client uses the WithFilter
method with options to call the filter.

invoker.Invoke(ctx, "Server", "HelloServer", "SayHello",
    &helloworld.HelloRequest{Name: "Peter"},
    reply,
    core.WithProtocol("highway"),
    core.WithStrategy(loadbalance.StrategyRoundRobin),
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    core.WithFilters(
        loadbalance.FilterEndpoint("highway://127.0.0.1:8080"),
        loadbalance.FilterProtocol("highway"),
    ),
)

2.4.6 Dynamic Configuration Management

2.4.6.1 Using Archaius

Overview

The Go SDK provides dynamic configuration management for the CSE configuration center,
local files, environment variables, and command lines. The Archaius package provides
unified APIs to obtain the configuration.

API

The Archaius package provides the method for obtaining all configurations and four methods
for obtaining specified configuration values. In addition, it provides the default configuration
values. That is, if the specified value is not configured, the default value is used. In addition,
the Exist method is provided to determine whether the specified configuration value exists.
You can use the UnmarshalConfig method to deserialize the configuration to the structure.
The Go SDK has five built-in configuration sources. When obtaining configurations, the Go
SDK obtains specified configurations from the source with the highest priority. If the
specified configurations do not exist in the highest-priority source, the Go SDK obtains the
configurations from other sources in a descending sequence of priority until all configuration
sources are searched. The built-in configuration sources in a descending sequence of priority
are as follows: the configuration center, command line, environment variable, file, and
external configuration source.

l Obtaining specified configurations
GetBool(key string, defaultValue bool) bool
GetFloat64(key string, defaultValue float64) float64
GetInt(key string, defaultValue int) int
GetString(key string, defaultValue string) string
Get(key string) interface{}
Exist(key string) bool

l Obtaining all configurations
GetConfigs() map[string]interface{}

l Deserializing the configuration to the structure
UnmarshalConfig(obj interface{}) error
By default, the Go SDK provides a configuration file for dynamic configuration
management. You can also use the AddFile method to add other files to dynamic
configuration management. AddKeyValue can be used to add configuration pairs to the
external configuration source. In addition to the default configuration source, you can
add your own configuration sources and register them with the dynamic configuration
management framework through RegisterListener.

l Adding a file source
AddFile(file string) error

l Adding a configuration pair to the external configuration source
AddKeyValue(key string, value interface{}) error
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l Registering or deregistering dynamic monitoring
RegisterListener(listenerObj core.EventListener, key ...string) error
UnRegisterListener(listenerObj core.EventListener, key ...string) 
error
When connecting to the configuration center, you need to specify dimensionInfo in the
request to determine the instance for obtaining the configuration. You can configure and
query dimensionInfo of different regions to determine instances.

l Adding dimensionInfo and obtaining the configuration value
GetConfigsByDI(dimensionInfo string) map[string]interface{}
GetStringByDI(dimensionInfo, key string, defaultValue string) string
AddDI(dimensionInfo string) (map[string]string, error)

Example

The file configuration in the example is as follows. You can read specified configuration
items through the method of the Archaius package.

cse:
    fallback:
        Consumer:
            enabled: true
            maxConcurrentRequests: 20
archaius.GetInt("cse.fallback.Consumer.Consumer.maxConcurrentRequests", 
10)
archaius.GetBool("cse.fallback.Consumer.Consumer.enabled", false)

2.4.6.2 Connecting to the CSE Configuration Center

Overview

The system provides unified configuration through the configuration center which manages
and delivers configurations, and provides configuration query and storage services for
microservices. You can configure the access path and policy of ConfigCenter in the
application to connect to the configuration center and use the Archaius package to obtain the
configuration.

Configuration

The file to which the main function belongs needs to be supported by the configuration center.

import _ "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/config-center"
func main() {
   ...
}

The configuration of the configuration center is added to the chassis.yaml and
microservice.yaml files. Configure APPLICATION_ID and the configuration center
address in the chassis.yaml file. The microservice.yaml file is a microservice metadata
configuration file and is used to configure microservice attributes.

NOTE

If the service center address is set to a HUAWEI CLOUD API gateway, the automatic discovery
function is not supported. You need to set autodiscovery to false. Otherwise, an error occurs during the
access to the configuration center.
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Configuration Item Default
Value

Description

serverUri - Indicates the configuration center address. You
can use commas (,) to separate multiple
addresses.

refreshInterval 30 Indicates the period for the client to obtain the
configuration from the configuration center.

refreshPort 30104 Indicates the port for the configuration center to
dynamically deliver configurations.

refreshMode 1 Indicates the configuration update mode. The
default update mode is periodical pull.

api.version v3 Indicates the API version for accessing the
configuration center.

autodiscovery false Indicates whether to automatically discover the
configuration center.

 

Example

The client periodically pulls the configuration center for update. The refreshInterval
parameter specifies the period for the client to pull the configuration. The default value is 30.
The refreshMode parameter can be set to 1 only.

APPLICATION_ID: Demo # Application ID
cse:
    config:
        client:
        serverUri: https://127.0.0.1:30103 #Configuration central address
        refreshInterval: 10 #The interval for pulling data is 10s.
        autodiscovery: true
        refreshPort: 30104
        api:
            version: v3
service_description:
    name: Server
    version: 0.0.1 #Service version

2.4.7 Routing Policy

Overview

The routing policy can be applied to AB test scenarios and dark launch of new versions. The
routing policy is used to distribute service access requests to microservice instances of
different versions based on the request source, target service, HTTP header, and weight.

Configuration

The routing policy can be configured only in the configuration file. The REST and highway
protocols are supported.
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The consumer configuration is as follows:

The routing policy for dark launch is configured only on the consumer side of the service. It is
used to distribute specific requests to different groups of the same service name according to a
certain weight.

You can configure the following parameters in the conf/router.yaml file:

routeRule:  
  {targetServiceName}: # Service name
    - precedence: {number} # Priority
      match:        # Matching policy
        source: {sourceServiceName} # Match a service name.
        headers:          # Match a header.
          {key0}:            
            regex: {regex}
          {key1}         
            exact: {=?}   
      route: # Routing policy
        - weight: {percent} # Weight
          tags:
            version: {version1}
            app: {appId}
    - precedence: {number1}
      match:        
        refer: {sourceTemplateName} # Refer to a source template ID.
      route:
        - weight: {percent}
          tags:
            version: {version2}
            app: {appId}        
sourceTemplate:  # Define the source template.
  {templateName}: # Source template ID
    source: {sourceServiceName} 
    sourceTags:
      {tag}:{value}
    headers:
      {key0}:
        regex: {regex}
      {key1}
        exact: {=?}
      {key2}:
        noEqu: {!=?}
      {key3}
        greater: {>?}    
      {key4}:
        less: {<?}
      {key5}
        noLess: {>=?}      
      {key6}:
        noGreater: {<=?}

The routing policy is described as follows:

l routeRule.{targetServiceName}.match is used to math a specified request. The
matching conditions are as follows: source (source service name), source tags, and
headers. You can also use the refer field to match the source template.

l The Source Tags field in the Match field is used in the service call request. The tags
fields in sourceInfo are matched one by one.

l Fields in the header can be matched in regular, =, !=, >, <, >=, or <= mode.
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l If no match is defined, any request can be matched.
l The forwarding weight is defined by the weight field under routeRule.

{targetServiceName}.route.
l The service group is defined by tags under routeRule.{targetServiceName}.route. The

configuration items include version and app.

API
l Configuring Router Rules

This API completely overwrites the routing policy that is running.
router.SetRouteRule(rr map[string][]*config.RouteRule)

l Obtaining Router Rules
router.GetRouteRule () Return value map[string][]*config.RouteRule

Example
l Target service

The target service name of each routing policy is specified by the Key value in
routeRule. As shown in the following table, all routing policies that use the Carts
service as the target service are included in the list with Carts as the Key value.
routeRule:
  Carts:
    - precedence: 1
      route:
        - weight: 100 #percent          
          tags:            
            version: 0.0.1
The Key value (target service name) must be a valid domain name. For example, the
Key value is set to a service name registered in the service center.

l Policy priority
Multiple routing policies can be defined for a specific target service. The matching
sequence in the routing policy matching process is determined by the value of the
precedence field in each policy. The precedence field is optional. The default value is 0.
A larger value indicates a higher priority. If the values of precedence of the two policies
are the same, the actual matching sequence of the two policies is uncertain.
A common mode is to provide one or more routing policies a high priority matching
request source/header for a specified target service, and provide a low priority routing
policy for distributing requests according to version weights at the same time; In
addition, no matching condition is set for the low-priority policy to process other
remaining requests.
The following routing policy is used as an example. For all requests for accessing the
Carts service, if the header contains Foo: bar, the request is distributed to the instance of
the service with version 2.0, and all the remaining requests are distributed to the instance
of that with version 1.0.
routeRule:
  Carts:
    - precedence: 2
      match:
        headers:
          Foo:
            exact: bar
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      route:
        - weight: 100           
          tags:            
            version: 2.0
    - precedence: 1
      route:
        - weight: 100   
          tags:            
            version: 1.0

l Request matching rule
match:
  refer: {templateName}
  source: {sourceServiceName}
  headers:
    {key}:
      regex: {regex}
    {key1}:
      exact: {exact}
The attribute configuration of the request matching rule is as follows:

Attribute Description

Reference (refer) Indicates the name of the referenced matching rule template. You
can define a matching rule template in sourceTemplate and
reference it here. If a matching rule template is referenced, other
configuration items are not required.

Source service
(source)

Indicates the service that sends a request, which is the same as
the consumer.

Header (headers) Indicates the matching header. If multiple header field
verification rules are configured, a routing policy can be matched
only when all rules are met. The matching modes are as follows:
l Exact match (exact): The header must be the same as the

configured value.
l Regular (regex): The header is matched based on the regular

expression.
l Not equal to (noEqu): The header is not equal to the

configured value.
l Greater than or equal to (noLess): The header must be greater

than or equal to the configured value.
l Less than or equal to (noGreater): The header is not greater

than the configured value.
l Greater than (greater): The header is greater than the

configured value.
l Less than (less): The header is smaller than the configured

value.

 

Example:
match:
  source: vmall
  headers:
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    cookie:
      regex: "^(.*?;)?(user=jason)(;.*)?$"
The request matching rule is applicable only to the service access requests from vmall
with the cookie field in the header containing user=jason.

l Distribution rule

Each routing policy defines one or more back-end services with weight identifiers that
correspond to instances of target services of different versions identified by tags. If
multiple registration service instances are corresponding to one label, the service request
that points to the label version is distributed according to the configured load balancing
policy. By default, the round-robin policy is used.

The attribute configuration of the distribution rule is as follows:

Attribute Description

Weight (weight) Indicates the distribution proportion of a rule. The value is an
integer ranging from 1 to 100, indicating the percentage.

Label (tags) Used to differentiate service groups with the same service name.
The supported key values are as follows: Version (version) whose
default value is 0.0.1 and Application (app) whose default value
is default.

 

The following example indicates that the 75% access request is distributed to the service
instance with the tag of version: 2.0, and the other access requests are distributed to the
instance with the tag of version: 1.0.
route:
  - weight: 75
    tags:
      version: 2.0
  - weight: 25
    tags:
      version: 1.0

l Define a matching template

You can define a source template (in which the structure is a Match structure) and
reference the template to match routing policies. In the following example, vmall-with-
special-header is a predefined Key value of the source template and is referenced in the
request to match the routing policy for Carts.
routeRule:
  Carts:
    - precedence: 2
      match:
        refer: vmall-with-special-header
      route:
        - weight: 100           
          tags:            
            version: 2.0
sourceTemplate:
  vmall-with-special-header:
    source: vmall
    headers:
      cookie:
        regex: "^(.*?;)?(user=jason)(;.*)?$"
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2.4.8 Rate Limiting

Overview
You can configure a rate limiting policy to limit the request frequency at the provider or
consumer side so that the number of requests per second is limited to the maximum number of
requests. The configuration of the provider can limit the frequency of receiving requests. The
configuration of the consumer can limit the frequency of sending requests to specified
microservices.

Configuration
Rate limiting is configured in the rate_limiting.yaml file. The handler needs to be added to
the handler chain in the rate_limiting.yaml file. In the configuration, qps.limit.[service]
indicates the frequency of processing requests sent from the service. If this configuration item
is not set, the value of global.limit takes effect. The consumer does not support global
configuration. Other configuration items are the same as those on the provider side.

Configuration
Item

Default Value Description

flowcontrol.qps.enab
led

true Indicates whether to enable the rate
limiting module.

flowcontrol.qps.glob
al.limit

2147483647 (max int) Indicates the global rate limiting
configuration.

flowcontrol.qps.limit
.[service]

2147483647 (max int) Indicates the number of requests
allowed per second.

 

API
The qpslimiter provides the GetQpsTrafficLimiter API for obtaining rate limiting instances
and related processing APIs. ProcessQpsTokenReq implements rate limiting based on the
sleep response time of the target qpsRate in the handler chain. UpdateRateLimit provides an
API for updating the qpsRate restriction. DeleteRateLimiter provides an API for deleting rate
limiting instances.

l Enabling rate limiting on requests
qpslimiter.GetQpsTrafficLimiter().ProcessQpsTokenReq(key string, qpsRate int)

l Updating the rate limiting restriction
qpslimiter.GetQpsTrafficLimiter().UpdateRateLimit(key string, value interface{})

l Deleting a rate limiting instance
qpslimiter.GetQpsTrafficLimiter().DeleteRateLimiter(key string)

Example
l Provider-side example

Add the ratelimiter-provider handler to the chassis.yaml on the provider side.
Configure the number of requests in the rate_limiting.yaml file.
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cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: ratelimiter-provider
cse:
  flowcontrol
    Provider:
      qps:
        enabled: true  # enable rate limiting or not
        global:
          limit: 100   # default limit of provider
        limit:
          Server: 100  # rate limit for request from a provider

l Consumer-side example
Add the ratelimiter-consumer handler to the consumer side. Configure the number of
requests in the rate_limiting.yaml file.
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Consumer:
        default: ratelimiter-consumer
cse:
  flowcontrol:
    Consumer:
      qps:
        enabled: true  # enable rate limiting or not
        limit:
          Server: 100  # rate limit for request to a provider

2.4.9 Fault Tolerance

Overview

The Go SDK provides the fault tolerance capability for automatic retry. You can configure the
retry and backOff policies to automatically enable the retry function.

Configuration

The configuration of the retry function and the load balancing policy of the client are
configured in cse.loadbalance. of the chassis.yaml file. When retryEnabled is set to true,
you can set retryOnSame and retryOnNext to customize the retry times. You can use
backOff to customize retry policies. By default, three backOff policies are supported.

l zero: Retry policy whose fixed retry time is 0. That is, the system immediately initiates a
retry after a failure.

l constant: Retry policy whose fixed time is backoff.minMs. That is, the system wait for
backoff.minMs and initiate a retry after a failure.

l jittered: Retry policy for increasing the retry time by exponent. The initial retry time is
backoff.minMs and the maximum retry time is backoff.MaxMs.

Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Description

retryEnabled false Indicates whether to enable the retry function.
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Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Description

retryOnSame 0 Indicates the number of retries to the same
instance after a request fails.

retryOnNext 0 Indicates the number of retries to another
instance after a request fails.

backoff.kind zero Indicates the retry policy (jittered, constant, or
zero).

backoff.minMs 0 Indicates the minimum retry interval, in
milliseconds.

backoff.MaxMs 0 Indicates the maximum retry interval, in
milliseconds.

 

Example

Configure the retry parameters in the load balancing part of chassis.yaml.

cse:
  loadbalance:
    retryEnabled: true
    retryOnNext: 2
    retryOnSame: 3
    backoff:
      kind: jittered
      MinMs: 200
      MaxMs: 400

2.4.10 Circuit Breaker and Service Degrade

Overview

A service degrade policy is an exception handling policy used by microservices when a
service request is abnormal.

Three technical concepts are related to the service degrade policy: isolation, circuit breaker,
and fault tolerance:

l Isolation is an anomaly detection mechanism. Common detection methods include the
methods for request timeout and heavy traffic. Generally, the parameters include the
timeout duration and the number of concurrent requests.

l Circuit breaker is an abnormal reaction mechanism. Circuit breaker depends on isolation.
Circuit breaker is usually implemented based on the fault rate. Generally, the parameters
include the number of requests and error rate.

l Fault tolerance is an exception handling mechanism. Fault tolerance depends on circuit
breaker. After circuit breaker is performed, fault tolerance is called. Generally, the
parameters include the number of times that fault tolerance is called.

Associate these concepts with the following: When isolation detects M faults in N requests,
circuit breaker stops sending subsequent requests and calls fault tolerance functions. The
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definition of this technology is the same as that of Netflix Hystrix. Through this definition,
you can easily understand the configuration items provided by Netflix Hystrix. For details,
visit https://github.com/Netflix/Hystrix/wiki/Configuration. Currently, CSE provides two
fault tolerance methods: Returning null values and throwing exceptions.

Configuration
The format is as follows:

cse.{namespace}.Consumer.{serviceType}.{serviceName}.{property}: {configuration}

Description:

l The value of {namespace} is as follows: isolation|circuitBreaker|fallback|fallbackpolicy,
respectively indicating the isolation, circuit breaker, service degrade, and the service
degrade policy.

l {serviceName} indicates a service name, that is, a service provider.
l {property} indicates the configuration item.
l {configuration} indicates the configuration content.

For ease of description, Consumer and {serviceName} are omitted in the following table:

Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Value
Range

Manda
tory or
Not

Description

cse.isolation.timeout
.enabled

FALSE - No Indicates whether to enable
timeout detection.

cse.isolation.timeout
InMilliseconds

30000 - No Indicates the timeout interval
threshold.

cse.isolation.maxCo
ncurrentRequests

1000 - No Indicates the maximum
number of concurrent
requests.

cse.circuitBreaker.e
nabled

TRUE - No Indicates whether to enable
circuit breaker.

cse.circuitBreaker.fo
rceOpen

FALSE - No Indicates whether to enable
circuit breaker regardless of
the number of failures.

cse.circuitBreaker.fo
rceClosed

FALSE - No Indicates whether to forcibly
disable circuit breaker.
If both this configuration
item and forceOpen are
configured, forceOpen is
preferred.
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Configuration
Item

Default
Value

Value
Range

Manda
tory or
Not

Description

cse.circuitBreaker.sl
eepWindowInMilli-
seconds

15000 - No Indicates the duration after
which the system recovers
from circuit breaker.
After the recovery, the
system recalculates the
failure. Note: If the
recovered call fails
immediately, the system
triggers circuit breaker
immediately.

cse.circuitBreaker.re
questVolumeThres-
hold

20 - No Indicates the maximum
number of faults allowed to
occur within 10 seconds. If
the number of faults
occurred exceeds the
threshold, circuit breaker is
triggered.
The 10-second measurement
period is divided into 10 1-
second periods. After 1s, the
fault rate is calculated.
Therefore, circuit breaker is
triggered at least 1s after the
call starts.

cse.circuitBreaker.er
rorThresholdPer-
centage

50 - No Indicates the fault rate
threshold. If the threshold is
reached, circuit breaker is
triggered.

cse.fallback.enabled TRUE - No Indicates whether to enable
troubleshooting after a fault
occurs.

cse.fallbackpolicy.p
olicy

returnnull returnnull |
throwexce
ption

No Indicates the processing
policy after a fault occurs.

 

Example
---
cse:
  isolation:
    Consumer:
      timeout:
        enabled: false
      timeoutInMilliseconds: 1
      maxConcurrentRequests: 100
      Server:
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        timeout:
          enabled: true
        timeoutInMilliseconds: 1000
        maxConcurrentRequests: 1000
  circuitBreaker:
    Consumer:
      enabled: false
      forceOpen: false
      forceClosed: true
      sleepWindowInMilliseconds: 10000
      requestVolumeThreshold: 20
      errorThresholdPercentage: 10
      Server:
        enabled: true
        forceOpen: false
        forceClosed: false
        sleepWindowInMilliseconds: 10000
        requestVolumeThreshold: 20
        errorThresholdPercentage: 5
  fallback:
    Consumer:
      enabled: true
      maxConcurrentRequests: 20
  fallbackpolicy:
    Consumer:
      policy: throwexception

2.4.11 Tracing

Overview

The tracing module connects to the service monitoring module, generating span and SLA data
based on service monitoring requirements, and export the generated call chain data to Zipkin
or file based on the definition of the configuration file. The tracing module is used to analyze
the process and status of the call chain.

Configuration

To enable the call chain tracing function, you must add the handler tracing-provider or
tracing-consumer to the handler chain. tracing-provider or tracing-consumer.

The call chain tracing configuration items are as follows:

Configuration
Item

Allowed Value Description

tracing.collectorTy
pe

zipkin, namedPipe l zipkin: Data is sent to Zipkin.
l namedPipe: Data is written to the named

pipe directory of Linux.

tracing.collectorTa
rget

URI, file path When collectorType is set to http, set
collectorTarget to a Zipkin address.
Otherwise, set collectorTarget to a file path.
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Example
l Sending the tracing data to Zipkin:

cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: tracing-provider,bizkeeper-provider
tracing:
  collectorType: zipkin
  collectorTarget: http://localhost:9411/api/v1/spans

l Sending the tracing data the named pipe directory of Linux:
tracing:
  collectorType: namedPipe
  collectorTarget: /home/chassis.trace

2.4.12 Metrics

Overview
Metrics are used to measure service performance.

Configuration
The metrics configuration items are as follows:

Configuration Item Default
Value

Description

cse.metrics.enable false Indicates whether to enable metrics.

cse.metrics.apipath /metrics Indicates the metrics API.

cse.metrics.enableGoRun
timeMetrics

false Indicates whether to enable the Go runtime
detection.

 

API
Package path:

import "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/metrics"

l Obtaining the metrics registry of the Go SDK
func GetSystemRegistry() metrics.Registry

l Obtaining the Prometheus registry used by the Go SDK
func GetSystemPrometheusRegistry() *prometheus.Registry

l Creating a metrics registry with a specific name
func GetOrCreateRegistry(name string) metrics.Registry

l Using a specific metrics registry to report metrics data to Prometheus
func ReportMetricsToPrometheus(r metrics.Registry)

l Reporting the HTTP handler of metrics data
func MetricsHandleFunc(req *restful.Request, rep *restful.Response)
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Example
cse:
  metrics:
    apiPath: /metrics      # we can also give api path having prefix 
"/" ,like /adas/metrics
    enable: true
    enableGoRuntimeMetrics: true

If the REST monitoring address is 127.0.0.1:8080, you can obtain metrics data after the
preceding configuration through http://127.0.0.1:8080/metrics.

2.4.12.1 Exporting Metrics Data to Prometheus

Overview
Metrics are used to measure service performance. You can use the configuration file to export
metrics automatically collected by the framework and send them to Prometheus for collection.

If metrics are customized for service code, you can call the API to customize the metrics.

Configuration
The metrics configuration items are as follows:

Configuration Item Default Value Description

cse.metrics.enable false Indicates whether to enable
metrics.

cse.metrics.apipath /metrics Indicates the metrics API.

cse.metrics.enableGoRuntim
eMetrics

false Indicates whether to enable
the Go runtime detection.

 

API
l Package path:

import "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/metrics"
l Obtaining the metrics registry of the Go SDK. The customized metrics can be added by

using this registry and will be automatically exported to the API return values.
func GetSystemRegistry() metrics.Registry

l Obtaining the Prometheus registry used by the Go SDK. This allows you to perform
operations on the Prometheus registry.
func GetSystemPrometheusRegistry() *prometheus.Registry

l Creating a metrics registry with a specific name
func GetOrCreateRegistry(name string) metrics.Registry

l Using a specific metrics registry to report metrics data to Prometheus
func ReportMetricsToPrometheus(r metrics.Registry)

l Reporting the HTTP handler of metrics data
func MetricsHandleFunc(req *restful.Request, rep *restful.Response)
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Example
cse:
  metrics:
    apiPath: /metrics      # we can also give api path having prefix 
"/" ,like /adas/metrics
    enable: true
    enableGoRuntimeMetrics: true

If the REST monitoring address is 127.0.0.1:8080, you can obtain metrics data after the
preceding configuration through http://127.0.0.1:8080/metrics.

2.4.13 Log

Overview

You can configure the attributes of microservice run logs, such as the output mode, log level,
file path, and log dump attributes.

Configuration

The log configuration file is lager.yaml. The configuration template is as follows:

l logger_level indicates the log level. The log levels are DEBUG, INFO, WARN,
ERROR, and FATAL in ascending order. When the log level is set to the lowest level,
only logs of this level or higher can be output.

l writers indicates the log output mode. The default value is file and stdout.
l logger_file indicates the log output file.

l The default value of log_format_text is false, indicating that the log output format is
JSON. If the value is true, the output format is plaintext, similar to Log4j. You are
advised to output logs in JSON format.

l The default value of rollingPolicy is size. That is, the rotate operation is performed
based on the size. If this parameter is set to daily, the rotate operation is performed based
on events.

l log_rotate_date indicates the log rotation time. The unit is day. The value ranges from 0
to 10.

l log_rotate_size indicates the size of the rotation file, in MB. The value ranges from 0 to
50.

l log_backup_count indicates the maximum number of logs that can be stored. The value
ranges from 0 to 100.

---
writers: file,stdout
# LoggerLevel: |DEBUG|INFO|WARN|ERROR|FATAL
logger_level: DEBUG
logger_file: log/chassis.log
log_format_text: false

#rollingPolicy daily/size
rollingPolicy: size
#log rotate and backup settings
log_rotate_date: 1
log_rotate_size: 10
log_backup_count: 7
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API

After the lager.yaml is configured, the Go SDK automatically loads the log module for the
service and outputs logs to the file or standard output by default.

l Logs at the Debug and Info levels

lager.Logger.Info(action string, data ...Data)

lager.Logger.Debug(action string, data ...Data)

lager.Logger.Debugf(format string, args ...interface{})

lager.Logger.Infof(format string, args ...interface{})

l Logs at the Warn, Error, and Fatal levels

lager.Logger.Warn(action string, err error, data ...Data)

lager.Logger.Error(action string, err error, data ...Data)

lager.Logger.Fatal(action string, err error, data ...Data)

lager.Logger.Warnf(err error, format string, args ...interface{})

lager.Logger.Errorf(err error, format string, args ...interface{})

lager.Logger.Fatalf(err error, format string, args ...interface{})

2.4.14 TLS

Overview

You can configure SSL/TLS to enable HTTPS communication to ensure secure data
transmission. Including the TLS between the client and the server, the TLS configuration of
the consumer and provider is automatically enabled.

Configuration

The TLS can be configured in the chassis.yaml file or an independent tls.yaml file. In the
following format, TAG indicates the service name and service type, and KEY indicates the
corresponding configuration item.

ssl:

l TAG

When the TAG is empty, the SSL configuration is common. registry.consumer and
configcenter.consumer are SSL configurations when consumers access the service
center and configuration center. protocol.serviceType defines the combination of
protocols and types. name.protocol.serviceType customizes the service name based on
the protocol and type.

TAG Name Description

N/A Indicates the common configuration.

registry.consumer Indicates the service registration center.

configcenter.consumer Indicates the configuration center.
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TAG Name Description

protocol.serviceType Indicates the protocol (highway or REST) and type
(consumer or provider).

name.protocol.serviceTyp
e

Indicates the customized tag.

 
l KEY

SSL supports the following configuration items. If the private KEY file is encrypted,
information such as the encryption and decryption plug-in and password suite needs to
be specified for decryption.

Configuratio
n Item

Default Value Description

cipherPlugin default Specifies the encryption and
decryption plug-in. Internal
plug-ins are supported (default
AES).

verifyPeer false Indicates whether to verify the
peer end.

cipherSuits TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES
_128_GCM_SHA256,
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES
_256_GCM_SHA384

Indicates the password suite.

protocol TLSv1.2 Indicates the minimum TLS
version.

caFile - Indicates the path of the CA
file.

certFile - Indicates the path of the private
key CERT file.

keyFile - Indicates the path of the private
key file.

certPwdFile - Indicates the password file
encrypted using the private key.

 

API

After SSL is configured for a provider or consumer, the Go SDK automatically loads related
configurations for the provider or consumer. You can also use APIs exposed by the Go SDK.
The following APIs are used to obtain the SSL configuration and tls.Config:

l Obtaining the default SSL configuration
GetDefaultSSLConfig() *common.SSLConfig

l Obtaining the specified SSL configuration
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GetSSLConfigByService(svcName, protocol, svcType string) (*common.SSLConfig,
error)

l Obtaining the specified TLSConfig
GetTLSConfigByService(svcName, protocol, svcType string) (*tls.Config,
*common.SSLConfig, error)

Example
l Provider-side configuration

The following is the SSL configuration to provide HTTPS access for the REST provider.
The TAG is in the format of protocol.serviceType.
ssl:
  rest.Provider.cipherPlugin: default
  rest.Provider.verifyPeer: true
  rest.Provider.cipherSuits: TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
  rest.Provider.protocol: TLSv1.2
  rest.Provider.keyFile: /etc/ssl/server_key.pem
  rest.Provider.certFile: /etc/ssl/server.cer
  rest.Provider.certPwdFile: /etc/ssl/cert_pwd_plain
  rest.Provider.caFile: /etc/ssl/trust.cer

l Consumer-side configuration
The following is the SSL configuration of the consumer who accesses the REST service.
The TAG is in the format of name.protocol.serviceType. In the following example,
Server indicates the name of the service to be accessed, and rest indicates the protocol.
If verifyPeer is set to true, two-way authentication is enabled. Otherwise, the client will
ignore verification on the server.
ssl:
  Server.rest.Consumer.cipherPlugin: default
  Server.rest.Consumer.verifyPeer: true
  Server.rest.Consumer.cipherSuits: 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256, 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384
  Server.rest.Consumer.protocol: TLSv1.2
  Server.rest.Consumer.keyFile: /etc/ssl/server_key.pem
  Server.rest.Consumer.certFile: /etc/ssl/server.cer
  Server.rest.Consumer.certPwdFile: /etc/ssl/cert_pwd_plain
  Server.rest.Consumer.caFile: /etc/ssl/trust.cer

2.4.15 Service Schema Management

Overview

The Go SDK reads the service schema and uploads the schema to the registration center.

Configuration

The service schema must be a .yaml file, and the file must be stored in the schema directory
of the Go SDK.

The schema directory is in the following directory:

1. conf/{serviceName}/schema, where conf indicates the conf folder of the Go SDK.
2. ${SCHEMA_ROOT}
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The priority of the second directory is higher than that of the first one.

API
Package path:

import "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/core/config/schema"

Service schema dictionary. The key is the service schema file name, and the value is the
content of the service schema file.

var DefaultSchemaIDsMap map[string]string

Example
conf
`-- myservice
    `-- schema
        |-- myschema1.yaml
        `-- myschema2.yaml

2.5 Development Guidelines

2.5.1 Handler

Overview
The Go SDK can be used as a plug-in to support insertion of the custom processing logic
during request call.

Configuration
To implement the handler method, perform the following steps: ([service_type] can be set to
Provider or Consumer. By default, [chain_name] is set to default.)

l Register the handler logic.
RegisterHandler(name string, f func() Handler) error

l Implement the handler API.
type Handler interface {
    Handle(*Chain, *invocation.Invocation, 
invocation.ResponseCallBack)
    Name() string
}

l Add handler chain configurations to the chassis.yaml file.
cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      [service_type]:
        [chain_name]: [your_handler_name]

Example
In this example, the processing chain named fake-handler is registered. The implemented
handler method records only the endpoint information of inv.
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package handler
import (
    "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/core/handler"
    "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/core/invocation"
    "log"
)
const Name = "fake-handler"
type FakeHandler struct{}

func init()                         { handler.RegisterHandler(Name, 
New) }
func New() handler.Handler          { return &FakeHandler{} }
func (h *FakeHandler) Name() string { return Name }

func (h *FakeHandler) Handle(chain *handler.Chain, inv 
*invocation.Invocation,
    cb invocation.ResponseCallBack) {
    log.Printf("fake handler running for %v", inv.Endpoint)
    chain.Next(inv, func(r *invocation.InvocationResponse) error {
        return cb(r)
    })
}

The following shows a configuration example in the chassis.yaml file:

cse:
  handler:
    chain:
      Provider:
        default: fake-handler

2.5.2 Cipher

Overview

The Go SDK provides the component encryption and decryption function as a plug-in. You
can customize the cipher. By default, the Go SDK provides a mature PaaS cipher. You can
implement this function by loading a binary .so file.

Configuration
l AES cipher

a. Copy the .so file to the ${CHASSIS_HOME}/lib path of the project, or directly
place the file in the /usr/lib path of the system. You can also specify a save path by
using the CIPHER_PLUGIN_PATH environment variable. To read the
configuration information, preferentially search the ${CHASSIS_HOME}/lib path,
then search the /usr/lib path, and finally search the path specified using the
CIPHER_PLUGIN_PATH environment variable.

b. Use the PAAS_CRYPTO_PATH environment variable to specify the path of
materials (root.key and common_shared.key).

c. Introduce the aes package and use the encryption and decryption methods.
l Customized cipher

You can implement the Cipher API to customize the cipher.
type Cipher interface {
    Init()
    Encrypt(src string) (string, error)
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    Decrypt(src string) (string, error)
}

API
l Encryption

Encrypt(src string) (string, error)
l Decryption

Decrypt(src string) (string, error)

Example
l AES cipher

import (
    _ "github.com/servicecomb/security/plugins/aes"
    "testing"
    "github.com/servicecomb/security"
    "github.com/stretchr/testify/assert"
    "log"
)

func TestAESCipher_Decrypt(t *testing.T) {
    aesFunc := security.CipherPlugins["aes"]
    cipher := aesFunc()
    s, err := cipher.Encrypt("tian")
    assert.NoError(t, err)
    log.Println(s)
    a, _ := cipher.Decrypt(s)
    assert.Equal(t, "tian", a)
}

l Customized cipher
package plain

import "github.com/servicecomb/security"

type DefaultCipher struct {
}

// register self-defined plugin in the cipherPlugin map
func init() {
    security.CipherPlugins["default"] = new
}

// define a method of newing a plugin object, and register this 
method
func new() security.Cipher {
    return &DefaultCipher{
    }
}

// implement the Encrypt(string) method, to encrypt the clear text
func (c *DefaultCipher)Encrypt(src string) (string, error) {
    return src, nil
}

// implement the Decrypt(string) method, to decrypt the cipher text
func (c *DefaultCipher)Decrypt(src string) (string, error) {
    return src, nil
}
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2.5.3 Registry

Overview
Registry is a module for registering and discovering microservices. It supports
interconnection with different service centers. By default, Registry connects to the service
center and the local file system. You can also develop your own Registry plug-in to connect to
services such as Eureka, Consul, and Kubernetes.

Configuration
No matter which data model is used by the service center, the data model must be connected
to the data model in the Go SDK. For details, see data model interconnection in
sc_convertor.go.

The following table describes the mandatory methods on which the automatic running
mechanism of the framework depends.

Method Description

RegisterService Registers microservice information.

RegisterServiceInstance Registers microservice instance information.

Heartbeat Sends instance heartbeat messages to the service
center.

GetMicroServiceID Obtains the service ID.

FindMicroServiceInstances Queries the microservice instance based on search
criteria.

GetProviders Obtains all microservices on which the instance
depends.

GetMicroService Obtains microservice information based on service
ID.

UnregisterMicroServiceInstance Exits the program (used during graceful logout).

 

l Run the following function to go back to your Registry plug-in.
f func(opts ...Option) Registry

l Call registry.InstallPlugin to register your Registry plug-in.
l Modify the configuration file.

cse:
  service:
    registry:
      type: servicecenter # Change it to your own plug-in name.
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2.5.4 Protocol

Overview

By default, the Go SDK supports the HTTP and highway RPC protocols. You can extend your
own RPC protocols and use the RPCInvoker to invoke the protocols.

Configuration
l Client

– Implement the client API of the protocol.
type Client interface

– Implement the following API to return the client plug-in:
func(...clientOption.Option) Client

– Install the client plug-in.
func InstallPlugin(protocol string, f ClientNewFunc)

– By default, the processing chain has a handler named transport. The handler loads
the corresponding protocol client according to the protocol name. The protocol is
specified as follows:
invoker.Invoke(ctx, "Server", "HelloServer", "SayHello",
    &helloworld.HelloRequest{Name: "Peter"},
    reply,
    core.WithProtocol("grpc"),
)

l Server
– Implement the server API of the protocol.

type Server interface
– Modify the configuration file to enable the protocol monitoring function.

cse:
  protocols:
    grpc:
      listenAddress: 127.0.0.1:5000
      advertiseAddress: 127.0.0.1:5000

2.5.5 Go-Archaius

Overview

The Go-Archaius is the dynamic configuration framework of the Go SDK. Currently, the Go-
Archaius supports configuration management of the CSE configuration center, local files,
ENV, and CMD. You can access your own configuration services by following the
instructions described in this section.

Configuration

The Go-Archaius supports configuration of multiple sources, including command lines,
environment variables, external sources, and files. You can add your own configuration
sources by using the AddSource method of the ConfigurationFactory API and register the
EventListener by using the RegisterListener method.
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AddSource(core.ConfigSource) error
RegisterListener(listenerObj core.EventListener, key ...string) error

The configuration sources need to implement the ConfigSource API. GetPriority and
GetSourceName must be implemented and have valid return values, which are used to
respectively obtain the priority and name of a configuration source. The GetConfigurations
and GetConfigurationByKey methods are used to respectively obtain all configuration items
and specified configuration items. They need to be implemented by users. Other methods can
return null.

l The GetPriority method is used to determine the priority of the configuration source. The
priorities of the five built-in configuration sources in the Go-Archaius are as follows in
the descending order: configuration center, command line, environment variable, file,
and external configuration source, corresponding to values 0 to 4 in sequence. You can
configure the priorities of your own configuration sources. A smaller value indicates a
higher priority. The GetSourceName method is used to return the name of a
configuration source.

l For centralized configuration centers that are area-insensitive, nil can be returned for
DemensionInfo-related APIs, indicating that the APIs are not to be implemented.

l Cleanup is used to clear the local cache configuration.
l The DynamicConfigHandler API can be implemented as required to implement the

callback method for dynamic configuration and dynamic update.
type ConfigSource interface {
    GetSourceName() string
    GetConfigurations() (map[string]interface{}, error)
    GetConfigurationsByDI(dimensionInfo string) (map[string]interface{}, 
error)
    GetConfigurationByKey(string) (interface{}, error)
    GetConfigurationByKeyAndDimensionInfo(key, dimensionInfo string) 
(interface{}, error)
    AddDimensionInfo(dimensionInfo string) (map[string]string, error)
    DynamicConfigHandler(DynamicConfigCallback) error
    GetPriority() int
    Cleanup() error
}

The registered EventListener is used to process the events distributed by the Dispatcher
during configuration source update.

type EventListener interface {
    Event(event *Event)
}

Example
l Implementing configSource

type fakeSource struct {
    Configuration  map[string]interface{}
    changeCallback core.DynamicConfigCallback
    sync.Mutex
}

func (*fakeSource) GetSourceName() string { return "TestingSource" }
func (*fakeSource) GetPriority() int      { return 0 }

func (f *fakeSource) GetConfigurations() (map[string]interface{}, 
error) {
    config := make(map[string]interface{})
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    f.Lock()
    defer f.Unlock()
    for key, value := range f.Configuration {
        config[key] = value
    }
    return config, nil
}

func (f *fakeSource) GetConfigurationByKey(key string) (interface{}, 
error) {
    f.Lock()
    defer f.Unlock()
    configValue, ok := f.Configuration[key]
    if !ok {
        return nil, errors.New("invalid key")
    }
    return configValue, nil
}

func (f *fakeSource) DynamicConfigHandler(callback 
core.DynamicConfigCallback) error {
    f.Lock()
    defer f.Unlock()
    f.changeCallback = callback
    return nil
}

func (f *fakeSource) Cleanup() error {
    f.Lock()
    defer f.Unlock()
    f.Configuration = make(map[string]interface{})
    f.changeCallback = nil
    return nil
}

func (*fakeSource) AddDimensionInfo(d string) (map[string]string, 
error) { return nil, nil }
func (*fakeSource) GetConfigurationByKeyAndDimensionInfo(k, d 
string) (interface{}, error) { return nil, nil }
func (*fakeSource) GetConfigurationsByDI(d string) 
(map[string]interface{}, error) { return nil, nil }

l Adding configSource
func NewConfigSource() core.ConfigSource {
    return &fakeSource{
      Configuration: make(map[string]interface{}),
    }
}
factory, _ := goarchaius.NewConfigFactory()
err := factory.AddSource(fakeSource.NewConfigSource())

l Registering the evnetListener
type EventHandler struct{
    Factory goarchaius.ConfigurationFactory
}
func (h EventHandler) Event(e *core.Event) { 
  value := h.Factory.GetConfigurationByKey(e.Key)
  log.Printf("config value after change %s | %s", e.Key, value)
}
factory.RegisterListener(&EventHandler{Factory: factory}, "a*")
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2.5.6 Log

Overview

The Go SDK provides the log component function as a plug-in. Standard outputs are loaded
by default, and file outputs are optional. You can customize the log writing mode.

Configuration

You can implement your own log output using the APIs exposed by lager and configure the
registered writer name in the lager.yaml file.

l Customize a log API by implementing the io.Writer API.
type Writer interface {
    Write(p []byte) (n int, err error)
}

l Use and register the new log writer.
RegisterWriter(name string, writer io.Writer)
writers: file,stdout,[your_writer]

Example
l Implement and register the log API. The writer returned by syslog.New implements the

Write (b []byte) (int, error) method.
import (
    "github.com/ServiceComb/paas-lager"
    "github.com/ServiceComb/paas-lager/syslog"
)

func init() {
    w, _ := syslog.New()
    stlager.RegisterWriter("syslog", w)
}

l The following shows a configuration example in the lager.yaml file:
writers: syslog,file,stdout
logger_level: DEBUG
logger_file: log/chassis.log
log_format_text: false
rollingPolicy: size
log_rotate_date: 1
log_rotate_size: 10
log_backup_count: 7

2.5.7 Strategy

Overview

Strategy is an instance selection algorithm, such as random and polling.

API

Package path:

import "github.com/ServiceComb/go-chassis/core/loadbalance"

l type Next
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The Next method is used to return the next instance based on the strategy.

type Next func() (*registry.MicroServiceInstance, error)

l func InstallStrategy

Register a strategy.

func InstallStrategy(name string, strategy func([]*registry.MicroServiceInstance,
interface{}) Next)

l func GetStrategyPlugin

Obtain a strategy.

func GetStrategyPlugin(name string) (func([]*registry.MicroServiceInstance,
interface{})

Example

Developing a random strategy

func Random(instances []*registry.MicroServiceInstance, metadata 
interface{}) Next {
    return func() (*registry.MicroServiceInstance, error) {
        if len(instances) == 0 {
            return nil, ErrNoneAvailable
        }

        k := rand.Int() % len(instances)
        return instances[k], nil
    }
}

Registering the strategy

InstallStrategy("Random", Random)

2.5.8 Filter

Overview

Before the elastic load balancer selects an instance address, the filter can be used for instance
filtering to further narrow the instance scope. For example, the filter is used to filter the
instance metadata or instance region.

Configuration
l Implement the API. For details, see the existing filter in the filter.go file.

type Filter func([]*registry.MicroServiceInstance) []*registry.MicroServiceInstance

l Use an API to install the filter.

func InstallFilter(name string, f Filter)

l Before using a filter, configure it in the configuration file or specify it using the Invoker
item.
cse:
  loadbalance:
    serverListFilters: zoneaware,someFilter
func WithFilters(f ...loadbalance.Filter) InvocationOption
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3 Mesh Guide

3.1 Overview

3.2 Getting Started

3.3 Configuration

3.4 Admin API Definition

3.5 Using Mesher to Access Dubbo Applications to CSE

3.6 Accessing .Net to Mesher

3.7 Using Mesher to Access Node.js to CSE

3.1 Overview

3.1.1 What Is Mesher?
Mesher provides the Service Mesh, which is a lightweight proxy service that runs together
with microservices in Sidecar mode.

Service mesh is defined by William Morgan.

A Service Mesh is a dedicated infrastructure layer for handling service-to-service
communication. It's responsible for the reliable delivery of requests through the complex
topology of services that comprise a modern, cloud native application. In practice, the Service
Mesh is typically implemented as an array of lightweight network proxies that are deployed
alongside application code, without the application needing to be aware.

The concept of the Service Mesh as a separate layer is tied to the rise of the cloud native
application. In the cloud native model, a single application might consist of hundreds of
services; each service might have thousands of instances; and each of those instances might
be in a constantly-changing state. Not only is service communication in this world incredibly
complex, it's a pervasive and fundamental part of runtime behavior. Managing it is vital to
ensuring end-to-end performance and reliability.
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The Service Mesh is a networking model that sits at a layer of abstraction above TCP/IP. It
assumes that the underlying L3/L4 network is present and capable of delivering bytes from
point to point. (It also assumes that this network, as with every other aspect of the
environment, is unreliable; the Service Mesh must therefore also be capable of handling
network failures.)

In some ways, the Service Mesh is analogous to TCP/IP. Just as the TCP stack abstracts the
mechanics of reliably delivering bytes between network endpoints, the Service Mesh abstracts
the mechanics of reliably delivering requests between services. Like TCP, the Service Mesh
does not care about the actual payload or how it is encoded. The application has a high-level
goal ("send something from A to B"), and the job of the Service Mesh, like that of TCP, is to
accomplish this goal while handling any failures along the way.

Unlike TCP, the Service Mesh has a significant goal beyond "just make it work": it provides a
uniform, application-wide point for introducing visibility and control into the application
runtime. The explicit goal of the Service Mesh is to move service communication out of the
realm of the invisible, implied infrastructure, and into the role of a first-class member of the
ecosystem—where it can be monitored, managed and controlled.

3.1.2 Why Do I Use Mesher?
l Service codes do not need to be reconstructed.
l Existing applications can be accessed.
l Common applications quickly become cloud-native.
l Service codes do no need to be modified.

3.1.3 Basic Implementation Principle
Mesher is the proxy of Layer 7 protocols. It runs in Sidecar mode in a pod where applications
reside, and shares network and storage resources with the pod.

1. Applications in the Pod use Mesher as the HTTP proxy to automatically discover other
services.

2. Instead of applications in the Pod, Mesher registers with the registration center to be
discovered by other services.

The network request process of a consumer and provider using Service Mesh is as follows:
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l Scenario 1. Only the consumer uses Mesher in Sidecar mode.

In this scenario, the provider needs to be available for service registration and discovery,
or uses the Java or Go chassis development framework. Otherwise, the AccountService
cannot be discovered.

The network request process between applications is as follows:

Store web -> Mesher -> Account service

l Scenario 2. Both the consumer and provider use Mesher in Sidecar mode.

In this scenario, the microservice development framework is not required.

The network request process between applications is as follows:

Store web -> Mesher -> Mesher -> Account service

l Scenario 3. Only the provider uses Mesher in Sidecar mode.

In this scenario, the consumer needs to use the Java or Go chassis development
framework.

The network request process between applications is as follows:

Store web -> Mesher -> Account service

For details about implementation principles, see technical articles.

Precautions

Configurations need to be modified accordingly after applications are deployed on the cloud.
For example, when Mesher is not used, StoreWeb uses http://IP:port/ to access
AccountService. After using Mesher, StoreWeb uses http://AccountService/ to access
AccountService, which is explained in detail in the following.

3.2 Getting Started
Service Mesh supports the following operating systems (OSs):
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l 64-bit Linux OS
l 64-bit Windows OS

Prerequisites
l The image package has been pushed to the image repository. For details, see Image

Repository.
l Microservice names are used instead of IP addresses and ports to access applications

packaged in an image and deployed with the Mesher image.
Before Mesher is used, to access service B from service A, service A requires B's IP
address and port (http://10.10.2.2:3000, for example).
After Mesher is used in SideCar mode, Service A uses http://ServiceB to access service
B.
Suggestion: You can set the environment variable parameter SERVICE_ADRESS for an
application. This variable is used to set the target microservice address. If an application
is deployed with Mesher, http://ServiceName is used; if an application is debugged
separately, http://IP:PORT is used.

3.2.1 Fast ServiceStage Deployment
ServiceStage provides a one-stop development & operations (DevOps) platform for
enterprises and developers. ServiceStage supports full microservice lifecycle management
including development, governance, O&M, and monitoring, and offers large-scale container
cluster management and middleware services. With ServiceStage, you can quickly build
cloud-based distributed applications.

Procedure

Step 1 Choose AppRelease > App Manager and click Create Application.

Step 2 Click Create in Containerized Application.

Step 3 On the displayed page, set the basic information parameters listed in the following table.
Parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-1 Application basic information

Parameter Description

*Applicatio
n

Name of an application, which must be unique.

*Cluster Cluster to which the application belongs.

*Cluster
Namespace

Namespace where the application resides. By default, this parameter is set to
default.

Cluster
Namespace

Group to which applications belong. You can manage (for example, delete)
applications in batches by adding these applications to the same application
group.
If the application group you entered does not exist, the system automatically
creates an application group with the name you entered.
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Parameter Description

*Instances
(Pods)

Number of instances in an application. An application can have one or more
instances. You can specify the number of instances as required.
Each application instance consists of containers with the same functions.
Configuring multiple instances for an application can ensure high reliability
of the application. For such an application, if an instance is faulty, the
application can still run properly.

Application
s Status

l Stateless Applications: an application that never stores data or statuses
during the running.

l Stateful Applications: an application that stores data or statuses during
the running.

Select Stateless Applications.

Application
Description

Description of an application.

 

Step 4 Click Next.

1. Upload an image.

Click Use this image in the target image. Select an image as required. The image must
be a microservice image which is not developed based on the CSE Java SDK.

2. Set container specifications.

3. Click Next.

Step 5 (Optional) Click Next to set Application Access Mode.

If the application needs to communicate with other services or needs to be accessed from a
public network, click TCP/UDP Route Configuration in the Add Service area and set the
following parameters.

Table 3-2 Adding a service

Access
Mode

Description Procedure

Intra-
cluster
access

An application can be accessed
by other applications in the
same cluster using an internal
domain name.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select Intra-cluster access for Access

Mode.
3. Set Port Mapping.

a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use. It is recommended
that Access Port is specified with
the value of Container Port.
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Access
Mode

Description Procedure

Intra-VPC
access

An application can be accessed
by other applications in the
same VPC using the IP address
of a cluster node or the IP
address of an Elastic Load
Balance (ELB) service in a
private network.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select Intra-VPC access for Access

Mode.
3. Set Port Mapping.

a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use. It is recommended
that Access Port is specified with
the value of Container Port.

External
access-
Elastic IP
Address

EIP is used to access
applications from a public
network. This access mode is
applicable to services that need
to be exposed to a public
network in the system. In this
access mode, EIP must be
bound to any node in the
cluster and a port mapped to
the node must be configured.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select External access for Access

Mode.
3. Select Elastic IP Address for Access

Type.
4. Set Port Mapping.

a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set or automatically
generated. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use.
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Access
Mode

Description Procedure

External
access-
Elastic
Load
Balancer

Layer-4 ELB (classic) and
layer-7 ELB (enhanced) are
supported.
l Classic: This access mode

is applicable to services
that need to be exposed to a
public network. Compared
with EIP-based access,
ELB allows access to
applications from a public
network with higher
reliability. This access
mode uses the IP address of
ELB in a public network
and the access port, for
example,
117.117.117.117:80.

l Enhanced: Enhanced ELB
is used. Compared with
layer-4 ELB, layer-7 ELB
newly supports Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI)
configurations and
distributes access traffic to
the corresponding service
based on the corresponding
URIs. In addition, the
services implement
different functions based on
various URIs. This access
mode uses the IP address of
ELB in a public network,
access port, and defined
URI, for example,
117.117.117.117:80/
helloworld.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select External access for Access

Mode.
3. Select Elastic Load Balancer for

Access Type.
a. Select Classic ELB or Enhanced

ELB.
b. Select a load balancer.

4. Set Access Type.
a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use. It is recommended
that Access Port is specified with
the value of Container Port.

 

Step 6 Click Next to set advanced settings.
1. Select Enable service mesher.
2. Set Version to the microservice version number.
3. Fill in Internal Service Address, that is, enter the listening IP address of your

application.

Step 7 Click Create Application.

After the application is created, you can view the application status under AppRelease > App
Manager.

----End
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3.2.2 Advanced ServiceStage Deployment
ServiceStage provides a one-stop development & operations (DevOps) platform for
enterprises and developers. ServiceStage supports full microservice lifecycle management
including development, governance, O&M, and monitoring, and offers large-scale container
cluster management and middleware services. With ServiceStage, you can quickly build
cloud-based distributed applications.

3.2.2.1 Deployment Guide

Prerequisites
1. The required image package has been pushed to the image repository. For details, see the

Pull/Push Guide tab in 2.c.
2. The Mesher image has been pulled to the local host and pushed to the user's image

repository. For details about the Pull/Push method, see the Pull/Push Guide tab in 2.c.
The image address is {Domain}/hwcse/cse-mesher:{Version}.
To obtain {Domain}, perform the following operations:

a. Log in to ServiceStage.
b. Choose SoftwareCenter > Image Repository and click an existing image.
c. Obtain the required information on the Pull/Push Guide tag, as shown in the

following figure.

To obtain {Version}, perform the following operations:

a. Log in to ServiceStage.
b. Choose AppDev > Microservice Development > Tool Download > Mesher to

view the current version, as shown in the following figure.
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3. Microservice names are used instead of IP addresses and ports to access applications
packaged in an image.
Before Mesher is used, to access service B from service A, service A requires B's IP
address and port (http://10.10.2.2:3000, for example).
After Mesher is used in SideCar mode, Service A uses http://ServiceB to access service
B.

Procedure

Step 1 Log in to ServiceStage, and ensure the login account has the authority to release applications.

Step 2 Prepare the ConfigMap for configuring the mesher. For example, if your service name is cart,
set name to cart.

Create a local .yaml file as follows:
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: mesher-config
data:
  microservice.yaml: |
APPLICATION_ID: default #Name of an application. The default value is 
default.
    service_description:
      name: cart #Name of a microservice.
      version:0.0.1 #Version of a microservice.
      Environment: #Microservice environment, used to isolate the 
microservice environment. Microservices in different environments cannot 
discover each other.
      properties:
        allowCrossApp: false #whether to allow calls across applications
  auth.yaml: |
    cse:
      credentials:
        accessKey: ****** #Specifies the AK.
        secretKey: ****** #Specifies the SK.
        project:
        akskCustomCipher: default #used to decrypt sk when it is 
encrypted
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NOTE

l In the file, microservice.yaml and auth.yaml are mandatory, indicating microservice configuration
and authentication configuration respectively. For details about other configurations, see 3.3
Configuration.

l The ConfigMap file can be used to create only one Mesher container. You can add multiple
configuration items to one ConfigMap file. The key field under data indicates the configuration file
name, and the value field indicates the file content.

l Download AK/SK from AK/SK. For details, see Managing Access Keys.

Step 3 Add the ConfigMap file to application configuration.

1. Choose AppRelease > Configuration > Configuration.

2. Click Create Configmap Item.

3. On the Create Configmap Item page that is displayed, select Upload File from
Creation Mode, and set Home Cluster and Cluster Namespace.

4. Click Upload File, select the configuration file to be uploaded, and click OK.

5. Click Create Item.

NOTE

Use ConfigMap to modify configuration files during Mesher deployment on ServiceStage. Mesher
configuration files are divided into three groups by category. Each group must be configured in the same
ConfigMap.

Table 3-3 Mounting directory of the configuration files and ConfigMap files

Configuration File Mounting Directory

chassis.yaml
microservice.yaml
lager.yaml
router.yaml
auth.yaml

/tmp

mesher.yaml /etc/mesher/conf

Service schema SCHEMA_ROOT (user-defined)

 

Step 4 Choose AppRelease > App Manager and click Create Application.

Step 5 Click Create in Containerized Application.

Step 6 On the displayed page, set the basic information parameters listed in the following table.
Parameters marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Table 3-4 Application basic information

Parameter Description

*Application Name of an application, which must be unique.

*Cluster Cluster to which the application belongs.
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Parameter Description

*Cluster
Namespace

Namespace where the application resides. By default, this parameter
is set to default.

Cluster
Namespace

Group to which applications belong. You can manage (for example,
delete) applications in batches by adding these applications to the
same application group.
If the application group you entered does not exist, the system
automatically creates an application group with the name you entered.

*Instances (Pods) Number of instances in an application. An application can have one
or more instances. You can specify the number of instances as
required.
Each application instance consists of containers with the same
functions. Configuring multiple instances for an application can
ensure high reliability of the application. For such an application, if
an instance is faulty, the application can still run properly.

Applications
Status

l Stateless Applications: an application that never stores data or
statuses during the running.

l Stateful Applications: an application that stores data or statuses
during the running.

Select Stateless Applications.

Application
Description

Description of an application.

 

Step 7 Click Next to add container-0.

1. Upload an image.
Click Use this image in the target image. Select an image as required. The image must
be a microservice image which is not developed based on the CSE Java SDK.

2. Set container specifications.
3. Expand Advanced Settings, and click Environment Variable and Add Environment

Variable to add the following environment variables.

Variabl
e

Variable Value/Variable
Reference

Description

http_pro
xy

http(s)://127.0.0.1:30101 If the created application does not need to
access other services, this variable can be
unspecified. That is, you need to set this
environment variable when the application
is a consumer.

no_prox
y

For example, localhost,
127.0.0.1,localaddress

If the HTTP proxy is configured, and your
application needs to access addresses such
as www.google.com, the addresses must
be added as the values of this environment
variable.
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Step 8 Click  next to container-0 to add container2.

1. Click Use this image in the Mesher image.
2. Set container specifications.
3. Expand Advanced Settings, and click Environment Variable and Add Environment

Variable to add the following environment variables.

Environment
Variable

Description Remarks

SPECIFIC_ADDR Endpoint of the local service
provider.

This environment variable
is mandatory for the
provider. If the provider is
compiled using Java,
ensure that a service
schema needs to be
prepared. Example value:
127.0.0.1:3000

CSE_REGISTRY_ADD
R

Address of the service
center.

If chassis.yaml in the
ConfigMap file is set to
the service center address,
you do not need to
configure this variable.

CSE_CONFIG_CENTE
R_ADDR

Address of the configuration
center.

-

CSE_MONITOR_SERV
ER_ADDR

Address of the CSE
monitoring service. After
configuration, you can check
monitoring data on the
dashboard.

-

TLS_ENBALE Whether Mesher is
configured as the HTTPS
proxy.

When Mesher is used as
the HTTPS proxy, you
need to configure the
certificate.

SERVICECOMB_ENV Service phase, which is used
to isolate services that do
not need to access each
other.

The default value is
production. This variable
can also be set to
development, test, and
acceptance.

 
4. Add configuration items.

a. Expand Advanced Settings and click Data Storage. The Local Disk page is
displayed.

b. Click Add Local Disk and select ConfigMap.
c. Select the configuration item added in Step 3, set the mounting path to /tmp/, and

set the permission to Read/Write.
d. Click OK.
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Step 9 (Optional) Click Next to set Application Access Mode.

If the application needs to communicate with other services or needs to be accessed from a
public network, click TCP/UDP Route Configuration in the Add Service area and set the
following parameters.

Table 3-5 Adding a service

Access
Mode

Description Procedure

Intra-
cluster
access

An application can be accessed
by other applications in the
same cluster using an internal
domain name.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select Intra-cluster access for Access

Mode.
3. Set Port Mapping.

a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use. It is recommended
that Access Port is specified with
the value of Container Port.

Intra-VPC
access

An application can be accessed
by other applications in the
same VPC using the IP address
of a cluster node or the IP
address of an Elastic Load
Balance (ELB) service in a
private network.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select Intra-VPC access for Access

Mode.
3. Set Port Mapping.

a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set or automatically
generated. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use.

External
access-
Elastic IP
Address

EIP is used to access
applications from a public
network. This access mode is
applicable to services that need
to be exposed to a public
network in the system. In this
access mode, EIP must be
bound to any node in the
cluster and a port mapped to
the node must be configured.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select External access for Access

Mode.
3. Select Elastic IP Address for Access

Type.
4. Set Port Mapping.

a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set or automatically
generated. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use.
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Access
Mode

Description Procedure

External
access-
Elastic
Load
Balancer

Layer-4 ELB (classic) and
layer-7 ELB (enhanced) are
supported.
l Classic: This access mode

is applicable to services
that need to be exposed to a
public network. Compared
with EIP-based access,
ELB allows access to
applications from a public
network with higher
reliability. This access
mode uses the IP address of
ELB in a public network
and the access port, for
example,
117.117.117.117:80.

l Enhanced: Enhanced ELB
is used. Compared with
layer-4 ELB, layer-7 ELB
newly supports Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI)
configurations and
distributes access traffic to
the corresponding service
based on the corresponding
URIs. In addition, the
services implement
different functions based on
various URIs. This access
mode uses the IP address of
ELB in a public network,
access port, and defined
URI, for example,
117.117.117.117:80/
helloworld.

1. Fill in Service Name.
2. Select External access for Access

Mode.
3. Select Elastic Load Balancer for

Access Type.
a. Select Classic ELB or Enhanced

ELB.
b. Select a load balancer.

4. Set Port Mapping.
a. Select Protocol.
b. Set Container Port.
c. Set Access Port. The port number

can be set. Ensure that the specified
port is not in use. It is recommended
that Access Port is specified with
the value of Container Port.

 

Step 10 Click Create Application.

After the application is created, you can view the application status under AppRelease > App
Manager.

----End

3.2.2.2 (Optional) Enabling Transparent TLS

Transport Layer Security (TLS) configurations are hosted on Mesher. In this case, you can use
Mesher instead of applications to process TLS configurations. This enables communication to
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be performed without service code modification. With transparent TLS, you can focus on
service development instead of TLS code.

Procedure

Step 1 Configure the tls.yaml file and added it to ConfigMap.

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: mesher-config
data:
  microservice.yaml: |
    service_description:
      name: ServiceA
  tls.yaml: | 
    ...
    ServiceA.rest.Provider.certFile: /etc/ssl/cert/ServiceA.crt
    ServiceA.rest.Provider.keyFile: /etc/ssl/cert/ServiceA.key
    ...

For details about the configuration items in the tls.yaml file, see 3.3.9 TLS.

Step 2 Create a ConfigMap file to configure the certificate and private key, and add them as
configuration items.

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: tls-configmap-cert
data:
  ServiceA.crt: |
      -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
      MIIGvzCCBKegAwI...
      -----END CERTIFICATE-----
  ServiceA.key: |
      -----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----
      MIIJKwIBAAKCAgE...
      -----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----

Step 3 Create an application as described in 3.2.2.1 Deployment Guide, and add the TLS
configurations to the ConfigMap file created in Step 2 in 3.2.2.1 Deployment Guide.
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NOTICE
When the ConfigMap file in Step 2 is mounted as a data volume, ensure that the mounting
directory of certificate and key files are correct. In the preceding example, the mounting
directory is /etc/ssl/cert/.

----End

3.2.2.3 Configuring AK/SK Information
When Mesher is connected to the CSE service center, configuration center, and dashboard on
the public network, you must configure AK/SK information for authentication.

Procedure
Add the AK/SK configuration under data in the .yaml file generated in Step 2 in 3.2.2.1
Deployment Guide.

Example:
apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: mesher-config
data:
  microservice.yaml: |
    APPLICATION_ID: mesher  #Application name
    service_description:
      name: hellomesher     #Microservice name
      version: 0.0.1        #Microservice version
      environment:  #microservice environment
      properties:
        allowCrossApp: false #whether to allow calls across applications
  auth.yaml: |
    cse:
      credentials:
        accessKey: ****** #Specifies the AK.
        secretKey: ****** #Specifies the SK.
        project:
        akskCustomCipher: default #used to decrypt sk when it is 
encrypted

NOTE

The AK/SK configuration is under auth.yaml. For details about the AK/SK configuration, see 3.3.1
AK/SK Information (Public Cloud).

3.2.2.4 (Optional) Configuring Cipher
For details about the necessity and how to customize Cipher, which is an encryption and
decryption tool, see 3.3.2 Customized Cipher. This section assumes that you have
customized Cipher and obtained the encryption and decryption file.

Procedure

Step 1 Move the encryption and decryption file to the node managed by ServiceStage, for example,
move the file to the /tmp/mycipher.so directory.
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Step 2 Mount the encryption and decryption file of the node to the container.

Add configuration items by referring to Step 8.4 in 3.2.2.1 Deployment Guide and enter the
mounting path.

----End

3.2.2.5 (Optional) Uploading the Service Contract
The API of the microservice provider and consumer is defined based on OpenAPI regulations.
When a microservice serves as the provider, and the consumer is a microservice developed by
using Java SDK, the API definition is required.

Procedure

Step 1 Prepare the ConfigMap file and add it to the application configuration. For details, see Step 3
in 3.2.2.1 Deployment Guide.

Example:
l The key field is set to schema-name.yaml.
l The value field is set to schema, which indicates the API definition content.

apiVersion: v1
kind: ConfigMap
metadata:
  name: schema-config
data:
  HelloServer.yaml: |
    swagger: '2.0'
    info:
      version: 1.0.0
      title: swagger definition for 
io.servicecomb.demo.jaxrs.server.CodeFirstJaxrs
      x-java-interface: com.huawei.paas.cse.swagger.HelloServer
    basePath: /
    produces:
    - text/plain
    paths:
      /saymessage/{name}:
        get:
          operationId: saymessage
          parameters:
          - name: name
            in: path
            required: true
            type: string
          responses:
            200:
              description: response of 200
              schema:
                type: string

Step 2 Perform the following operations to add a volume and mount API definitions to the created
application:

1. Click Advanced Settings and Data Storage.
2. Click Add Local Disk and select ConfigMap.
3. Select ConfigMap and enter Mounting Path.

A mounting path complies with:
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/path/to/{service-name}/schema
In the directory, {service-name} indicates the name of a microservice, which is defined
in the microservice.yaml file, and schema indicates the folder under the microservice
name.

4. Click OK.

Step 3 Add environment variables.

1. Click Advanced Settings and Environment Variable.
2. Click Add Environment Variable.
3. Set Variable Name to SCHEMA_ROOT and Variable/Variable Reference to /path/

to/.

----End

3.2.3 VM Deployment

Prerequisites
l The installation packages of the application and Mesher have been prepared.
l Only one application and Mesher can be installed on a VM.
l Microservice names are used instead of IP addresses and ports to access services.

Before Service Mesh is used, to service B, service A requires B's IP address and port
(http://127.0.0.1:3000/hello, for example). After Service Mesh is used in Sidecar mode,
Service A uses http://ServiceB/hello to access service B.

Procedure

Step 1 Download the Mesher installation package.

Log in to ServiceStage, choose AppDev > Microservice Project > Tools, and download the
Mesher installation package.

Step 2 Decompress the Mesher installation package.

The directory structure of the Linux installation package is as follows:

.
|-- conf
|   |-- auth.yaml                       #Authentication configuration
|   |-- chassis.yaml                    #Registration and query configuration
|   |-- lager.yaml                      #Log configuration
|   |-- mesher.yaml                     #admin API Configuration
|   |-- microservice.yaml               #Microservice description
|   `-- router.yaml                     #Route configuration
|-- lib
|   |-- cipher_plugin.so                #Encryption and decryption tool
|   `-- paas_auth.so                    #Authentication tool
|-- licenses                            #License information
|   |-- LICENSE-cloudfoundry-lager
|   |-- ...
|   `-- LICENSE-valyala-fasthttp
|-- COMMIT                              #Commit information
|-- mesher                              #Binary package
|-- NOTICE                              #Declaration file
`-- VERSION                             #Version information

The directory structure of the Windows installation package is as follows:
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.
|-- conf
|   |-- auth.yaml                       #Authentication configuration
|   |-- chassis.yaml                    #Registration and query configuration
|   |-- lager.yaml                      #Log configuration
|   |-- mesher.yaml                     #admin API Configuration
|   |-- microservice.yaml               #Microservice description
|   `-- router.yaml                     #Route configuration
|-- licenses                            #License information
|   |-- LICENSE-cloudfoundry-lager
|   |-- ...
|   `-- LICENSE-valyala-fasthttp
|-- COMMIT                              #Commit information
|-- mesher                              #Binary package
|-- NOTICE                              #Declaration file
|-- start.bat                           #Bootscript
`-- VERSION                             #Version information

Step 3 Modify the configuration.

Configuration Item File Description Remarks

cse.protocols.http.liste
nAddress

chassis.
yaml

Listening IP address of
Mesher.

The value cannot be set to
0.0.0.0. The external IP
address must be listened
when Mesher functions as
the proxy of the provider.

cse.service.registry.ad
dress

chassis.
yaml

URI of the service center. You can also change the
URI by modifying the
CSE_REGISTRY_ADD
R environment variable.
The environment variable
has higher priority than
the configuration file.

cse.config.client.serve
rUri

chassis.
yaml

URI of the configuration
center.

You can also change the
URI by modifying the
CSE_CONFIG_CENTE
R_ADDR environment
variable.
The environment variable
has higher priority than
the configuration file.

cse.monitor.client.serv
erUri

chassis.
yaml

URI of the dashboard. You can also change the
URI by modifying the
CSE_MONITOR_SERV
ER_ADDR environment
variable.
The environment variable
has higher priority than
the configuration file.
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Configuration Item File Description Remarks

SERVICE_POTRS
(environment
variable)

- Listening IP address of an
application.

This parameter must be
set when the proxy of the
provider is used.
Example: export
SERVICE_PORTS=rest:
8080, grpc:9000, dubbo:
3333

 

When the Mesher accesses a service, the default version is the latest version, and the app is
the same as the current service. If they are different, set 3.3.10 Routing Policies for
configuration.

Step 4 Modify the microservice.yaml file to describe the microservice information. For details about
the configuration items in the microservice.yaml file, see 3.3.4 Microservice Definition.

Step 5 Run Mesher. (In Linux OS, run the binary package. In Windows OS, double-click the
bootscript.)

Step 6 After installing the application, set http_proxy to http://127.0.0.1:port, run the application,
and set the port to be the Mesher listening port.

----End

3.2.4 Deployment Verification
The verification procedure is for your reference only. You can run your own code for
verification.

Step 1 Deploy an HTTP microservice providing the GET /health API with the response body set to
ok, and set the service name to provider.

Step 2 Deploy an HTTP microservice providing the GET /providerHealth API, and set the service
name to consumer. The background uses http://provider/health to call the GET /
providerHealth API, and returns the respond body. The port of pod to which the
microservice belongs is mapped to the port of the node.

Step 3 Use http://consumeriP:port/providerHealth to call the API, and check that the response body
is ok.

----End

3.3 Configuration

3.3.1 AK/SK Information (Public Cloud)

File Name
auth.yaml

${CIPHER_ROOT}/certificate.yaml (high priority)
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Scenario
When Mesher is connected to the CSE service center, configuration center, and dashboard on
the public network, you must configure AK/SK information for authentication.

Configuration Method
The file content is as follows:

cse:
  credentials:
    accessKey:
    secretKey:
    project:
    akskCustomCipher: default #used to decrypt sk when it is encrypted
l cse.credentials.project indicates the project of the service. If the service belongs to only

one project, leave this configuration item empty.
l cse.credentials.akskCustomCipher indicates the name of the encryption and decryption

tool. When SK is configured in plaintext, do not modify this configuration item. When
SK is configured in ciphertext, the encryption and decryption tool is required. For details
about how to customize the encryption and decryption tool, see 3.3.2 Customized
Cipher.

3.3.2 Customized Cipher

Scenario
The sensitive information used by Mesher, such as the certificate password and AK/SK
configured in plaintext may be leaked. To solve this problem, Mesher supports the customized
encryption and decryption tool. You can configure the sensitive information in ciphertext.
Then, Mesher uses the encryption and decryption tool to decrypt the information.

Development Tool
The development environment requires the Go language.

NOTICE
l Encryption and decryption tool customization can be implemented by the Go language

plug-in. Currently, only the Linux OS is supported.
l Version of the Go language: 1.8.
l gcc version: 4.8.2 or later (compilation systems Ubuntu 14.04 and SUSE 12.1 are

recommended).

Step 1 Write the plug-in code.

1. Set the package name to main.
2. Write the structure of the following API:

type Cipher interface {
Encrypt(src string) (string, error)
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Decrypt(src string) (string, error)
}

3. Set the structure object to Cipher, which is initialized by yourself.

Step 2 Compile the plug-in.

Run the following command:

go build -buildmode=plugin -o {pluginFile}.so {gofile}.go

The {pluginFile}.so plug-in file is obtained.

Step 3 Move the plug-in file to the specified directory.

Move the plug-in file to the {workDir}/lib or /usr/lib directory. {workDir} indicates the
directory where Mesher stores executable files.

NOTE

The name of the plug-in file must be the same as that of the customized encryption and decryption tool.

----End

Example

The code of the encryption and decryption tool is as follows:

package main

import (
    "strings"
)

const suffix = ".mycipher"

type MyCipher struct {}

func (m *MyCipher) Encrypt(src string) (string, error) {
    return src+suffix, nil
}

func (m *MyCipher) Decrypt(src string) (string, error) {
    return strings.TrimSuffix(src, suffix), nil
}

var Cipher MyCipher

.mycipher at the end of the code indicates the encryption and decryption method of the tool.
Compile the code into the mycipher.so plug-in, and move it to the corresponding directory. If
the AK/SK configured in plaintext is myak/mysk, configure the auth.yaml file as follows:

cse.credentials.accessKey: myak.mycipher
cse.credentials.secretKey: mysk.mycipher
cse.credentials.akskCustomCipher: mycipher

3.3.3 Service Center and Configuration Center Interconnection

File Name

chassis.yaml
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Scenario
You can modify the configuration of service registration and discovery, configuration center,
and processing chain. You are not advised to modify the configuration. In the following
example, you can check all the configuration.

NOTE

service.registry.autodiscovery indicates whether to enable the automatic discovery function. After the
automatic discovery function is enabled, the registration center can discover other service centers
registered with the service center which the registration center is registered with.
config.client.autodiscovery indicates whether to enable the automatic discovery function of the
configuration center. When the service center address is set to a public cloud API gateway, the two
automatic discovery functions are not supported. That is, autodiscovery cannot be set to true.

cse:
  protocols:
    http:
      listenAddress: 127.0.0.1:30101
  service:
    registry:
      #address: http://127.0.0.1:30100 # uri of service center
      address: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com:443 # uri of service 
center
      scope: full #set full to be able to discover other app's service
      watch: false # set if you want to watch instance change event
      autoIPIndex: true # set to true if u want to resolve source IP to 
microservice
  config:
    client:
      serverUri: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com:443 #uri of config 
center
      refreshMode: 1 # 1: only pull config.
      refreshInterval: 30 # unit is second
  monitor: #Send monitoring data to CSE monitor Server
    client:
      serverUri: https://cse.cn-north-1.myhuaweicloud.com:443   # monitor server 
url

3.3.4 Microservice Definition

File Name
microservice.yaml

Scenario
This configuration file is used to describe a microservice. For more information, see http://go-
chassis.readthedocs.io/en/latest/user-guides/microservice.html.

An example is provided as follows:

APPLICATION_ID: mesher
service_description:
  name: hellomesher
  version: 0.0.1
  environment:  #microservice environment
  properties:
    allowCrossApp: false
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Configuration Description

Table 3-6 Description of the configuration items in the file

Configuration Item Description

APPLICATION_ID Application to which a service belongs.

name Microservice name.

version Microservice version. The default value is 0.0.1.

properties (Optional) Metadata information about a microservice.

allowCrossApp (Optional) Specifies whether a microservice can be discovered
by other microservices. The default value is false. This
configuration item must be configured when cross-application
access is enabled.

 

NOTICE
When the Apache server is used, the service name must not contain underscores (_).
When Mesher is used, the service name is the hostname. Therefore, when you access a service
whose name contains underscores (_), the Apache server returns error code 400 "Your
browser sent a request that this server could not understand".
If a service name containing underscores(_) must be used, you can add the
HttpProtocolOptions unsafe configuration item to the conf/httpd.conf directory to ensure
normal access.
This configuration item, however, may bring security risks. Therefore, before the
configuration, pay attention to: https://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/mod/
core.html#httpprotocoloptions

3.3.5 Load Balancing and Retry

File Name

load_balancing.yaml

Scenario

The Sidecar scenario indicates a single consumer and multiple providers. Modify the
load_balancing.yaml file as follows to configure load balancing strategies:

l cse.loadbalance.strategy.name: Random
l cse.loadbalance.{provider}.strategy.name: Random

{provider} indicates the microservice name, for example,
cse.loadbalance.ServiceB.strategy.name: Random.
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NOTICE
To enable the session retaining function, the cookie needs to be added to the service code and
HTTP request. Use Mesher to add the following information in the header of the HTTP
request:
Set-Cookie: SERVICECOMBLB=0406060d-0009-4e06-4803-080008060f0d
To add the cookie to the HTTP request, add the following information to the HTTP request:
Cookie: SERVICECOMBLB=0406060d-0009-4e06-4803-080008060f0d

Complete Example
cse:
  loadbalance:
    strategy:
      name: RoundRobin # Strategy name, Support Random,RoundRobin, 
WeightedResponse and SessionStickiness
    retryEnabled: false # if there is resposne error, retry request or 
not
    retryOnNext: 2      # request to the same instance
    retryOnSame: 3      # request to another instance based on strategy
    backoff:            # backoff policy
      kind: constant    # jittered/constant/zero
      MinMs: 200        # millisecond, Minimum duration to backoff
      MaxMs: 400        # millisecond, Maximum duration to backoff

3.3.6 Circuit Breaker and Service Degradation

File Name

circuit_breaker.yaml

Concept

Circuit breaker and service degradation are used when a service request is abnormal.

Service degradation has three key concepts: isolation, circuit breaker, and fault tolerance.

l Isolation is an exception detection mechanism. It is used when a request timeout or large
traffic occurs. Two common items that need to be detected are timeout duration and the
number of concurrent requests.

l Circuit breaker is an exception response mechanism that depends on isolation. Circuit
breaker is triggered based on the fault rate. Two common items need to be set are the
number of requests to collect and the fault rate.

l Service degradation is an exception handling mechanism that depends on circuit breaker.
Degradation is called after circuit breaker.

During service degradation, if M (the threshold) faults are detected in N requests, the
consumer will no longer send requests and the service degradation mechanism will be
enabled.

Currently, two types of service degradation modes are provided: returning null values and
throwing exceptions.
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Scenario
By configuring a circuit breaker and service degradation policies, you can handle
microservice exceptions.

Configuration Description
The configuration items are in the following format:

cse.[namespace].Consumer.[servicename].[property]: configuration

namespace is set to isolation|circuitBreaker|fallback, indicating isolation, circuit breaker,
and service degradation separately. Different namespace values correspond to different
property values. servicename is optional.

To facilitate description, the Consumer and servicename fields in the configuration items
listed in the following table are omitted.

Table 3-7 lists the configuration items.

Table 3-7 Description of service degradation configuration items

Configu
ration
Item

Defa
ult
Value

Value Range Ma
nda
tor
y or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.isolati
on.timeo
ut.enable
d

false - No Specifies whether to
enable timeout
detection.

-

cse.isolati
on.timeo
utInMillis
econds

30000 - No Specifies the
timeout duration
threshold.

-

cse.isolati
on.maxC
oncurrent
Requests

1000 - No Specifies the
maximum number
of concurrent
requests.

-

cse.circui
tBreaker.
enabled

true - No Specifies whether to
enable circuit
breaker.

-

cse.circui
tBreaker.f
orceOpen

false - No Specifies whether to
enable circuit
breaker regardless
of the number of
failed requests.

-
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Configu
ration
Item

Defa
ult
Value

Value Range Ma
nda
tor
y or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.circui
tBreaker.f
orceClose
d

false - No Specifies whether
circuit breaker is
disabled at any
time.

If this configuration
item and
cse.circuitBreaker.f
orceOpen both are
configured,
cse.circuitBreaker.f
orceOpen has higher
priority.

cse.circui
tBreaker.
sleepWin
dowInMil
liseconds

15000 - No Specifies the
duration needed to
recover from circuit
breaker.

After the recovery,
the number of failed
requests will be
recalculated. Note: If
the consumer fails to
send a request to the
provider after the
recovery, circuit
breaker is triggered
again.

cse.circui
tBreaker.r
equestVol
umeThres
hold

20 - No Specifies the
threshold for failed
requests sent within
10. If the actual
value exceeds this
threshold, circuit
breaker will be
triggered.

The 10s will be
divided into ten 1s
intervals, and the
fault rate is
calculated 1s later
after an error
occurred. Therefore,
circuit breaker is
triggered at least 1s
after the call.

cse.circui
tBreaker.
errorThre
sholdPerc
entage

50 - No Specifies the
threshold for a fault
rate. If the actual
value reaches this
threshold, circuit
breaker will be
triggered.

-

cse.fallba
ck.enable
d

true - No Specifies whether to
enable service
degradation
measures after a
fault occurred.

-
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Configu
ration
Item

Defa
ult
Value

Value Range Ma
nda
tor
y or
Not

Description Remarks

cse.fallba
ckpolicy.
policy

throwe
xcepti
on

l returnnull
l throwexcep

tion

No Specifies the service
degradation policy
after a fault
occurred.

-

 

Complete Example
---
cse:
  isolation:
    Consumer:
      timeout:
        enabled: false
      timeoutInMilliseconds: 1
      maxConcurrentRequests: 100
      Server:
        timeout:
          enabled: true
        timeoutInMilliseconds: 1000
        maxConcurrentRequests: 1000
  circuitBreaker:
    Consumer:
      enabled: false
      forceOpen: false
      forceClosed: true
      sleepWindowInMilliseconds: 10000
      requestVolumeThreshold: 20
      errorThresholdPercentage: 10
      Server:
        enabled: true
        forceOpen: false
        forceClosed: false
        sleepWindowInMilliseconds: 10000
        requestVolumeThreshold: 20
        errorThresholdPercentage: 5
  fallback:
    Consumer:
      enabled: true
      maxConcurrentRequests: 20
  fallbackpolicy:
    Consumer:
      policy: throwexception

3.3.7 Rate Limiting

File Name
chassis.yaml
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Scenario
Rate limiting is an anti-DOS service governance strategy which limits the QPS.

Configuration Description
Configuration Item Default Value Description

cse.flowcontrol.Consumer.q
ps.enabled

true Enables rate limiting for the consumer.

cse.flowcontrol.Provider.qps
.enabled

true Enables rate limiting for the provider.

cse.flowcontrol.Consumer.q
ps.limit.[ServiceName]

2147483647 Indicates the maximum QPS of the
consumer. This configuration item can
be configured using the service, schema,
and operation methods.

cse.flowcontrol.Provider.qps
.limit.[ServiceName]

2147483647 Indicates the maximum QPS of the
provider. This configuration item can be
configured using the service method
only.

 

Consumer Rate Limiting
You can configure rate limiting policies for the consumer to limit the requests sent to certain
microservices.

l By default, the QPS upper threshold is 2147483647.
l If cse.flowcontrol.Consumer.qps.limit.ms=10,000 is configured, you need to set the

maximum QPS used to call microservice ms to 10000.

Example configuration:

cse:
  flowcontrol:
    Consumer:
      qps:
        enabled: true
        limit:
          Server: 1000

Provider Rate Limiting
You can use the service method only to configure rate limiting policies for the provider. If
cse.flowcontrol.Provider.qps.limit.ms=1000 is configured, you need to set the maximum
QPS used to call microservice ms to 1000.

Example configuration:

cse:
  flowcontrol:
    Provider:
      qps:
        enabled: true
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        limit:
          Server: 1000

3.3.8 Monitoring

File Name

monitoring.yaml

Scenario

You can use the CSE dashboard and Zipkin capability to monitor microservice status and
distributed tracing.

The tracing function is used to trace complete trace contexts, collect tracing performance data,
and calculate performance metrics.

You need to deploy Zipkin server to enable Mesher trace contexts (in Zipkin format).

NOTICE
1. You cannot obtain monitoring data such as QPS and latency by directly accessing the
service code port. To obtain the monitoring data, you need to use the service IP address and
Mesher port.
2. The CSE monitoring page must be reported. Ensure that the handler is bold in the
processing chain.
consumer:
  outgoing: ratelimiter-consumer,bizkeeper-consumer,loadbalance,transport
  incoming:  bizkeeper-provider,ratelimiter-provider,local-selection,transport
3. Trace contexts must be reported. Ensure that the handler is bold in the processing chain.
consumer:
  outgoing: ratelimiter-consumer,loadbalance,tracing-consumer,transport:
  incoming:  tracing-provider,ratelimiter-provider,local-selection,transport

Complete Example
cse:
  monitor: #Send monitoring data to CSE monitor Server
    client:
      serverUri: https://10.21.209.37:30109   # monitor server url
      enable: true                           #set it to true if you want 
to send the data to monitor server
      api: 
        version: v1 #The default value is v2, indicating API version 
used for monitoring.
tracing:
  enabled: true #enable distribution tracing
  collectorType: namedPipe    #http: Send tracing info to zipkin server
                              #file:Write tracing info to file
                              #namedPipe:Write tracing info to linux 
named pipe.
  collectorTarget: /home/chassis.trace #If the collectorType is "http", 
the target is a zipkin server url, if the collecterType is "file" or 
"namedPipe", the target is a file path.
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3.3.9 TLS

File Name

tls.yaml

Scenario

You can use Mesher instead of applications to process TLS. This enables communication to
be performed without service code modification. With transparent TLS, you can focus on
service development instead of TLS code.

It is recommended that you host your own TLS configurations.

Figure 3-1 Single Mesher

Figure 3-2 Multiple Meshers

In figures, the communication between StoreWeb and Mesher is unencrypted, while the
communication between hosts is encrypted. Therefore, there is no need to worry about
communication security issues about the StoreWeb, and Mesher will handle such issues.

Configuration

Configuration format:

{tag}.{key}: specific configuration

tag indicates a label and decides which object does the configuration apply to. key indicates
the actual configuration item. tag can be customized and key is fixed. Table 3-8 lists the
configuration items.
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Table 3-8 Description

Configurati
on Item

Default Value Allowed Value Description

cipherPlugin default default, aes If the cipher of the private
key is encrypted, the
decryption plug-in must
be specified.
For details about plug-in
customization, see 3.3.2
Customized Cipher.

verifyPeer true boolean Specifies whether
verification is required
for the peer end.
l Server: Verify the peer

end certificate only.
l Client: Verify both the

peer end certificate
and CN.

cipherSuits TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_128_GC
M_SHA256,
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_
WITH_AES_256_GC
M_SHA384

- Supported TLS suites.

protocol TLSv1.2 TLSv1.0, TLSv1.1,
TLSv1.2

Note: TLSv1.0 and
TLSv1.1 are insecure
protocols, which are not
used by default. If you
decide to choose these
two protocols, get to
know the potential risks.

caFile N/A - File path of the trust
certificate.

certFile N/A - File path of the
certificate.

keyFile N/A - Address of the private
key file.
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Configurati
on Item

Default Value Allowed Value Description

certPwdFile N/A - If the private key is
encrypted, the cipher
must be stored in the file.
Note that word wrap is
not allowed in the file
content, and you can run
the echo "abc"|tr -d '\n
\t' > {passFile} command
to generated files without
line breaks in Linux. If
the private key is
unencrypted, leave this
item blank.

 

l Sidecar Mode
– HTTPS

If you want to set HTTPS proxy for Mesher, the SSL must be configured. The label
is mesher.Provider. For details, see the following:
  mesher.Provider.cipherPlugin: default
  mesher.Provider.verifyPeer: false
  mesher.Provider.cipherSuits: 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA3
84
  mesher.Provider.protocol: TLSv1.2
  mesher.Provider.caFile: /etc/trust.cer
  mesher.Provider.certFile: /etc/cert.pem
  mesher.Provider.keyFile: /etc/key.pem
  mesher.Provider.certPwdFile:

– Transparent TLS
If you want to use transparent TLS, SSL configurations are required for the
consumer and provider.
Provider
The provider and Mesher are deployed on the same host. When the provider is
AccountService, the SSL label is AccountService.rest.Provider. For details, see
the following:
  AccountService.rest.Provider.cipherPlugin: default
  AccountService.rest.Provider.verifyPeer: false
  AccountService.rest.Provider.cipherSuits: 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA3
84
  AccountService.rest.Provider.protocol: TLSv1.2
  AccountService.rest.Provider.caFile: /etc/trust.cer
  AccountService.rest.Provider.certFile: /etc/cert.pem
  AccountService.rest.Provider.keyFile: /etc/key.pem
  AccountService.rest.Provider.certPwdFile:
Consumer
If transparent TLS is used to call other services, it must provide SSL configurations
of the consumer for these services. When StoreWeb is AccountService, the SSL
label is AccountService.rest.Consumer. For details, see the following:
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.cipherPlugin: default
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.verifyPeer: false
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  AccountService.rest.Consumer.cipherSuits: 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA3
84
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.protocol: TLSv1.2
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.caFile: /etc/trust.cer
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.certFile: /etc/cert.pem
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.keyFile: /etc/key.pem
  AccountService.rest.Consumer.certPwdFile:

NOTE

In Sidecar mode, the listening IP address of Mesher cannot be 0.0.0.0.

Complete Example
ssl:
    # The provider is the service which run in the same host/pod with 
mesher. for example the service name of provider is ServiceA, then the 
ssl tag is ServiceA.rest.provider 
    # if u set this , no need to consider about expose your own service 
as https service,
    # your service shoule better only listen on 127.0.0.1, mesher wil 
expose https and use http to communicate with your service
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.cipherPlugin: default
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.verifyPeer: false
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.cipherSuits: 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA3
84
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.protocol: TLSv1.2
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.caFile:
    # Should give the proper cerftificate path for  provider.certFile 
and provider.keyFile if certificate files are not mounted then comment 
those option.
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.certFile: /etc/ssl/cert/ServiceA.crt
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.keyFile: /etc/ssl/cert/ServiceA.key
      ServiceA.rest.Provider.certPwdFile: 

    # If a service want to use transparent tls to call other services, 
it must supplies consumer ssl config for these services.
    # for example ServiceA want to communicate with ServiceB the  config 
is like below
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.cipherPlugin: default
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.verifyPeer: false
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.cipherSuits: 
TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_GCM_SHA256,TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA3
84
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.protocol: TLSv1.2
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.caFile:
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.certFile:
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.keyFile:
      ServiceB.rest.Consumer.certPwdFile:

3.3.10 Routing Policies

File Name

router.yaml

Scenario

Dark launch (AB test and canary release)
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Based on the source, target service, header, and weight of requests, the routing policy
distributes server access requests to service instances of various versions.

Configuration Format
routeRule:
  {targetServiceName}:
    - precedence: {number}
      match:
        refer: {templateName}
        source: {sourceServiceName}
        headers:
          {key}:
            regex: {regex}
            exact: {header}
      route:
        - weight: {percent}
          tags:
            version: {version}
            app: {appId}
sourceTemplate:
  {templateName}:
    source: {sourceServiceName}
    headers:
      {key}:
        regex: {regex}
        exact: {header}

ruleRule is defined as distributing specific requests to different groups of a server name
by request weight.

Specified requests are matched by configuration in routeRule.{targetServiceName}.match.
The matching conditions are source and header. If the match is not defined, all requests can
be matched.

The transfer weight is defined in routeRule.{targetServiceName}.route through weight
configuration.

The service group is defined in routeRule.{targetServiceName}.route through tags
configuration. The fields include version and app.

An example is provided as follows:

routeRule:
  Carts:
    - precedence: 1
      match:
        source: vmall
        headers:
          Content-Type:
            exact: application/json
      route:
        - weight: 100 #percent
          tags:
            version: 0.0.1
            app: default

This configuration aims at sending requests with vmall source service and header containing
Content-Type:application/json to Carts:0.0.1:default (name:version:app) at the 100% weight.
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The key of routeRule indicates the target service, and the description for value attribute
configuration is as follows.

Table 3-9 routeRule attribute configuration

Attribute Description

Priority
(precedenc
e)

Priority for routing policy validation. The value must be an integer, and the
default value is 0. A larger value indicates higher priority.

Matching
rule
(match)

Request matching rule, specifying which requests do the routing rule applies
to.

Distributin
g rule
(route)

Distribute requests according to configured rules.

 

Target Service
The target service names of each routing policy are specified by the key field in routeRule.
See the example below, all routing policies that take Cart service as the target service are
included in the list in which Carts is regarded as the key field.

routeRule:
  Carts:
    - precedence: 1
      route:
        - weight: 100 #percent
          tags:
            version: 0.0.1

The key field (target service name) must be a valid domain name, for example, a service name
registered in the service center.

Policy Priority
For a specific target service, you can define multiple routing policies. During the matching
procedure of routing policies, the matching sequence is decided by the precedence field of
each policy. The precedence field is configurable. The default value is 0. A larger value
indicates higher priority. If the configured precedence values of two policies are identical, the
actual matching sequence of the two policies is uncertain.

The commonly used mode is that providing one or more routing policies with high priority
matching request source or header for specified target services, and providing a low-priority
routing policy which can distribute requests only by version weight. No matching rules are
configured for the low-priority rule to handle other remained requests.

Take the following routing policy as an example. For all access requests about the Carts
service, if a service header containing Foo: bar, the request is distributed to instances of
version 2.0, and the rest requests are distributed to instances of version 1.0.

routeRule:
  Carts:
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     - precedence: 2
       match:
          headers:
             Foo:
                exact: bar
       route:
       - tags:
            version: 2.0
     - precedence: 1
       route:
       - tags:
            version: 1.0
         weight: 100

Request Matching Rules
match:
  refer: {templateName}
  source: {sourceServiceName}
  headers:
    {key}:
      regex: {regex}
      exact: {header}

The configuration for matching rule attributes of requests is as follows.

Table 3-10 Configuration for matching rule attributes of requests

Attribute Description

Quotation
(refer)

Template name of the quoted matching rule. You can define the matching
rule template in sourceTemplate and quote it here. If the matching rule
template is quoted, other configuration items do not need to be configured.

Source
service
(Source)

Indicates the service that sends the request and equals to the consumer.

Header
(Headers)

Matched headers. If multiple Header field verification rules are matched, the
routing rule matching can be completed only when all verification rules are
met.
The following key fields can be configured in the httpHeaders field:
exact: The header must be equal to the configured value.
regex: Header content is matched by regular expression.
noEqu: The header is not equal to the configured value.
noLess: The header is not less than the configured value.
noGreater: The header is not greater than the configured value.
greater: The header is greater than the configured value.
less: The header is less than the configured value.

 

An example is provided as follows:

match:
  source: vmall
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  headers:
    cookie:
      regex: "^(.*?;)?(user=jason)(;.*)?$"

The configuration applies only to service access requests that come from vmall and have
headers with user=jason in the cookie field.

Distributing Rule
route:
  - weight: {percent}
    tags:
      version: {version}
      app: {appId}

The configuration for distributing rule attributes is as follows.

Table 3-11 Configuration for distributing rule attributes

Attribute Description

Weight
(weight)

Distributing weight of the rule. The values are integers ranges from 1 to
100, indicating percentage.

Label
(tags)

Used for telling different service groups with the same service name. The
supported key values are as follows:
Version. The default value is 0.0.1.
App. The default value is default.

 

Each routing rule defines one or more backend services with weight flags. These backend
services correspond to labeled instances of target services in different versions. If a label
corresponds multiple registered service instances, the service requests pointing the label
version will be distributed based on your configured load balance strategies, and the round-
robin strategy is used by default.

The following example shows that 75% of access requests are distributed to service instances
labeled with "version: 2.0" and the rest 25% requests are distributed to instances in version
1.0.

route:
  - weight: 75
    tags:
      version: 2.0
  - weight: 25
    tags:
      version: 1.0

Defining Matching Template
The routing rule matching can be performed through pre-defining the source template
(structure in the template is a match structure) and quoting it during matching. In the
following example, vmall-with-special-header is the key value of a pre-defined source
template, and the template is quoted in the matching rule of Carts requests.
routeRule:
  Carts:
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    - precedence: 1
      match:
        refer: vmall-with-special-header
      route:
        - weight: 75
          tags:
            version: 2.0
            app: default
        - weight: 25
          tags:
            version: 1.0
            app: default
sourceTemplate:
  vmall-with-special-header:
    source: vmall
    headers:
      cookie:
        regex: "^(.*?;)?(user=jason)(;.*)?$"

Complete Example
sourceTemplate:
  vmall-with-special-header:
    source: vmall
    sourceTags:
      version: 2.0 
    headers:
      cookie: 
        regex: "^(.*?;)?(user=jason)(;.*)?$"
      X-Age: 
        exact: "18"
routeRule:
  Carts:         #host in the invoke request(like service name in 
service center
    - precedence: 2  #the higher the more percedent
      route:
         - tags:
              version: 1.2 #by default is 0.1 when connected to sc
              app: HelloWorld #by default is "default" when connected to 
sc
           weight: 80 #route 80% invoke requests here
         - tags:
              version: 2.0
            weight: 20 # 20%
      match:
        refer: vmall-with-special-header
   - precedence: 1 
     route:
       - tags:
           version: 3.0
         weight: 100

3.3.11 Fault Injection

File Directory
conf/router.yaml
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Scenario

Fault injection is used to test the fault tolerance capability of your service. Fault injection
helps you ensure that the system can still run when a fault or latency occurs.

Configuration

Add the following configuration to the processing chain in the chassis.yaml file to enable the
fault injection function and add the fault injection configuration:

cse:
  handler:
      chain:
        Consumer:
            outgoing: fault-inject,ratelimiter-consumer,bizkeeper-
consumer,loadbalance,transport
  governance:
    Consumer:
      _global: #Faults are injected to all service requests. To inject a 
fault to a specific service request, change this configuration item to 
the corresponding service name.
        policy:
          fault:
            protocols:
              rest: #Protocol. Fault injection supports the REST and 
highway protocols.
                abort:
                  httpStatus: 400 #Injected error code.
                  percent: 50 # Injected probability.
                delay:
                  fixedDelay: 2 # Injected delay. Unit: s.
                  percent: 100 # Injected probability.

3.3.12 API Definition

File Directory

conf/{servicename}/schema/{schemaID}.yaml

Scenario

When a microservice serves as the provider, and the consumer is a microservice developed
using Java SDK, the provider microservice needs to provide API definitions.

Create a {servicename}/schema folder in the conf directory of Service Mesh, and place API
definition files in the folder.

3.4 Admin API Definition
Service Mesh Admin APIs provide routing query, health check, monitoring, and other
functions.

Configuration

Modify the mesher.yaml file to enable Admin APIs.
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admin:
  enable: true #Whether to enable APIs
  serverUri : 127.0.0.1:30102 #Monitoring address
  goRuntimeMetrics : true   #Whether to enable monitoring during go 
running and export metric data

3.4.1 Health Check

Business Function
This API is used to check the health status of Mesher.

URI
GET /v1/mesher/health

Request
None

Response
Response Parameter

Table 3-12 describes the response parameters.

Table 3-12 Parameter description

Parameter Type Description

Health health Health status

 

Table 3-13 Health parameter description

Parameter Type Description

serviceName string Microservice name.

version string Microservice version.

status string The status can be green (healthy) or red
(unhealthy). After being disconnected from the
registration center, the status changes to red.

connectedCon
figCenterClie
nt

bool Whether to connect to the configuration center.

connectedMo
nitoring

bool Whether to connect to the CSE dashboard.

 

Response Example
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{
    "serviceName": "cart",
    "version": "0.1",
    "status": "green",
    "connectedConfigCenterClient": false,
    "connectedMonitoring": false
}

Status Code

Table 3-14 describes the status code.

Table 3-14 Status code

Code Description

200 Request succeeded.

500 Internal error.

 

3.4.2 Mesher Version

Business Function

This API is used to check the version of Mesher.

URI

GET /v1/mesher/version

Request

None

Response

Response Parameter

Table 3-15 describes the response parameters.

Table 3-15 Parameter description

Parameter Type Description

text text Version number

 

Response Example

1.0
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Status Code

Table 3-16 describes the status code.

Table 3-16 Status code

Code Description

200 Request succeeded.

500 Internal error.

 

3.4.3 Routing Information

Business Function

This API is used to query the routing information about a service.

URI

GET /v1/mesher/routeRule/{serviceName}

Table 3-17 describes the parameters.

Table 3-17 Parameter description

Parameter Loc
atio
n

Type Mandatory or
Not

Description

serviceName path String No Microservice
name, used for
checking how
microservice
consumers to
perform target
microservice
diversion.

 

Request

None

Response

Response Parameter
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Table 3-18 Parameter description

Parameter Type Description

Route information text Complete routing information

 

Response Example

- precedence: 2
  route:
  - tags:
      app: HelloWorld
      version: "1.2"
    weight: 80
  - tags:
      app: HelloWorld
      version: "1.3"
    weight: 20
  match:
    refer: vmall-with-special-header
    source: vmall
    sourceTags:
      version: v2
    httpHeaders:
      X-Age:
        exact: "18"
      cookie:
        regex: ^(.*?;)?(user=jason)(;.*)?$
- precedence: 1
  route:
  - tags:
      version: "1.0"
    weight: 100
  match:
    refer: ""
    source: ""
    sourceTags: {}
    httpHeaders: {}

Status Code
Table 3-19 describes the status code.

Table 3-19 Status code

Code Description

200 Request succeeded.

400 Request error.

500 Internal error.
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3.4.4 Metrics

Business Function

standard format of open-source Prometheus. You can use Promethues to collect data and
connect to the Grafana for monitoring.

URI

GET /v1/mesher/metrics

Request

None

Response

Response Parameter

Table 3-20 describes the response parameters.

Table 3-20 Parameter description

Parameter Type Description

text text Metrics in Prometheus format.

 

Response Example

# HELP go_goroutines Number of goroutines that currently exist.
# TYPE go_goroutines gauge
go_goroutines 28
# HELP go_info Information about the Go environment.
# TYPE go_info gauge
go_info{version="go1.9"} 1
# HELP go_memstats_alloc_bytes Number of bytes allocated and still in 
use.
# TYPE go_memstats_alloc_bytes gauge
go_memstats_alloc_bytes 3.891488e+06
# HELP go_memstats_alloc_bytes_total Total number of bytes allocated, 
even if freed.
# TYPE go_memstats_alloc_bytes_total counter
go_memstats_alloc_bytes_total 1.63252264e+08
# HELP go_memstats_buck_hash_sys_bytes Number of bytes used by the 
profiling bucket hash table.
# TYPE go_memstats_buck_hash_sys_bytes gauge
go_memstats_buck_hash_sys_bytes 1.454785e+06
# HELP Server_request_latency_seconds request_latency_seconds
# TYPE Server_request_latency_seconds summary
Server_request_latency_seconds{AppId="CSE",version="0.1",quantile="0.5"} 
0.000658564
Server_request_latency_seconds{AppId="CSE",version="0.1",quantile="0.9"} 
0.001710824
Server_request_latency_seconds{AppId="CSE",version="0.1",quantile="0.99"}
 0.001710824
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Server_request_latency_seconds_sum{AppId="CSE",version="0.1"} 0.004386012
Server_request_latency_seconds_count{AppId="CSE",version="0.1"} 5
# HELP Server_requests_total requests_total
# TYPE Server_requests_total counter
Server_requests_total{AppId="CSE",version="0.1"} 5
# HELP Server_succeses_total succeses_total
# TYPE Server_succeses_total counter
Server_succeses_total{AppId="CSE",version="0.1"} 5
# HELP mesher_request_latency_seconds request_latency_seconds
# TYPE mesher_request_latency_seconds summary
mesher_request_latency_seconds{AppId="default",version="0.1",quantile="0.
5"} 0.000658564
mesher_request_latency_seconds{AppId="default",version="0.1",quantile="0.
9"} 0.001710824
mesher_request_latency_seconds{AppId="default",version="0.1",quantile="0.
99"} 0.001710824
mesher_request_latency_seconds_sum{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 
0.004386012
mesher_request_latency_seconds_count{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 5
# HELP mesher_5xx_errors 5xx_errors
# TYPE mesher_5xx_errors counter
mesher_5xx_errors{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 2
# HELP mesher_failures_total failures_total
# TYPE mesher_failures_total counter
mesher_failures_total{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 2
# HELP mesher_requests_total requests_total
# TYPE mesher_requests_total counter
mesher_requests_total{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 5
# HELP mesher_services_monitored services_monitored
# TYPE mesher_services_monitored gauge
mesher_services_monitored{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 1
# HELP mesher_start_time_seconds start_time_seconds
# TYPE mesher_start_time_seconds gauge
mesher_start_time_seconds{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 1.507637815e+09
# HELP mesher_succeses_total succeses_total
# TYPE mesher_succeses_total counter
mesher_succeses_total{AppId="default",version="0.1"} 5

Status Code
Table 3-21 describes the status code.

Table 3-21 Status code

Code Description

200 Request succeeded.

500 Internal error.

 

3.5 Using Mesher to Access Dubbo Applications to CSE
This section describes the Mesher configuration for connecting the Dubbo application to CSE.
For details about other Mesher configurations, see 3.3 Configuration.
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3.5.1 Configuring Mesher
This section describes how to configure Mesher to support Dubbo applications.

Prerequisites
You have downloaded the original Dubbo application. In this application, you only need to
modify the dubbo-demo folder. However, services are dependent on each other, you need to
download the entire application package.

Background
To facilitate your experience, CSE has prepared an example. For details, see Using Mesher to
Access Dubbo Applications to CSE.

Procedure

Step 1 Add the following configuration items to the mesher.yaml file to indicate that the current
Sidecar is a proxy for Dubbo applications:
# Router rules and fault injection rules are moved to router.yaml
#plugin:
#  destinationResolver: host   #Plug-in customized by the user to define 
the logic that transfers the host to a destination name. The default 
plug-in name is host, and the host name in the URL is transferred to a 
destination name based on the logic.
#admin: #admin API
#  serverUri : 127.0.0.1:30102 #Listening IP address.
#  goRuntimeMetrics : true     #Whether to enable real-time monitoring 
during Go running.
proxyedProtocol: dubbo

Step 2 Add the following configuration items to the chassis.yaml file to enable listening and
handlers on the Dubbo server and registration center proxy.
cse:
  service:
    registry:
      address: http://127.0.0.1:30100 # uri of service center
      scope: full
      watch: false
      autoIPIndex: true
  protocols:
    http:
      listenAddress:  10.57.75.87:30101
    dubbo:
      listenAddress: 10.57.75.87:30201
    dubboSimpleRegistry:
      listenAddress: 10.57.75.87:30202

Step 3 Configure the environment variable SERVICE_PORTS=dubbo: {dubbo_ports} on the
provider side.
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NOTE

In the preceding configuration items,
l dubbo_ports is the port for starting the Dubbo application on the provider side. The provider can be

started only on the IP address 0.0.0.0 or 127.0.0.1.
l The IP address is the listening IP address of the server where Mesher is installed.
l 30201 indicates the Dubbo listening port which can be customized.
l 30202 indicates the port of the Dubbo registration center, which can be customized.

----End

3.5.2 Accessing Dubbo Applications as the Provider to CSE
This section describes the configurations by using Mesher. For details about other Dubbo
configurations, see https://dubbo.gitbooks.io/dubbo-user-book/references/xml/
introduction.html

Procedure

Step 1 Configure the service contract for Dubbo applications.

Dubbo applications use Java APIs as the external APIs. Define APIs based on the Java API
information about each external API. The following shows an example:

Assume that the Dubbo application provides the DemoService API as follows:

package com.alibaba.dubbo.demo; //Package name.

public interface DemoService {  //API name.
    String sayHello(String name); //Method name.
}

The defined API is shown in the following example. Pay attention to the configuration items
in red.

# this is an example of the Dubbo API
# as a demonstration of an API spec in YAML
swagger: '2.0'
info:
  title: demo
  version: 0.0.1
  x-java-interface: com.alibaba.dubbo.demo.DemoService #This 
configuration item must be set to the name of the Dubbo API (including 
the package name).

basePath: /demo
produces:
  - application/json
paths:
  /sayHello:  #This configuration item can be set to the name of the 
method in the Dubbo API or a different value. The value must be unique.
    get:
      operationId: sayHello  #This configuration item must be set to the 
name of the method in the Dubbo API.
      parameters:
        - name: name
          in: query
          required: true
          type: string
      responses:
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        200:
          description: demo
          schema: 
              type: string

NOTE

l The contract parameters and returned values are defined in the standard CSE contract. For details,
see Service Contract.

l The Swagger contract file should be saved using the UTF-8 character set. If you use other character
sets to save the contract file and the file contains Chinese characters, an unknown error may occur.

Step 2 Configure the Dubbo provider registration center.

In the dubbo.properties configuration file, change the registration center address to the
address of Mesher, that is, the value of dubboSimpleRegistry configured in Step 2 in 3.5.1
Configuring Mesher. The configuration item is as follows:

dubbo.registry.address=dubbo://:Mesher address:Port

For example, the listening address of dubboSimpleRegistry is 10.70.10.2:30202, the
configuration item is as follows:

dubbo.registry.address=dubbo://10.70.10.2:30202

Step 3 Start Mesher and Dubbo applications.

----End

3.5.3 Accessing Dubbo Applications as the Consumer to CSE

Procedure

Step 1 Configure the Dubbo consumer reference.

Modify or add the dubbo.reference.url configuration item to the dubbo.properties
configuration file. The address points to the listening address using the Mesher Dubbo
protocol. Set the address to the listing address by using the Dubbo protocol configured in Step
2. The configuration is as follows:

dubbo.reference.url=dubbo://Mesher address:Port

For example, if the listening address by using the Mesher Dubbo protocol is
10.70.10.2:30201, the configuration is as follows:

dubbo.reference.url= dubbo:// 10.70.10.2:30201

Step 2 The service contract is not required when a Dubbo application serving as the consumer
accesses the provider developed by using CSE Java or ServiceComb Java. If the accessed
service is developed by using another framework (such as the HTTP service accessed through
Mesher and the Dubbo service described in 3.5.2 Accessing Dubbo Applications as the
Provider to CSE), the service schema of the provider needs to be uploaded to the service
center.

NOTE

The contract parameters and returned values are defined in the standard CSE contract. For details, see
Service Contract.

Step 3 Start Mesher and Dubbo applications.

----End
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3.5.4 Configuring Service Mesh to Use Dubbo to Access the
Dubbo Service

By default, Service Mesh uses the REST protocol to access the Dubbo service. When a
Dubbo application serving as the consumer accesses a Dubbo application serving as the
provider, to improve the performance, you can configure Service Mesh to use the Dubbo
protocol to access the target Dubbo service.

Procedure
Add the proxyProtocol configuration item to the mesher.yaml file.
# Router rules and fault injection rules are moved to router.yaml
#plugin:
#  destinationResolver: host   # Indicates the plug-in customized by the 
user to define the logic that transfers the host to a destination name. 
The default plug-in name is host, and the host name in the URL is 
transferred to a destination name based on the logic.
#admin: #admin API
#  serverUri : 127.0.0.1:30102 # Indicates the monitoring address.
#  goRuntimeMetrics : true     # Indicates whether to enable monitoring 
during go running.
proxyedProtocol: dubbo
proxyProtocol:
    - serviceName: Helloworlsvc   # Indicates the service name.
      appid: default              # Indicates the application ID.
      version: 0.0.1              # Indicates the version number.
      proto: dubbo                # Indicates teh protocol.
    - serviceName: demosvc        # Indicates the service name.
      appid: default              # Indicates the application ID.
      version: 1.0                # Indicates the version number.
      proto: dubbo                # Indicates the protocol. If this 
configuration item is left empty, Service Mesh uses the REST protocol by 
default.

3.6 Accessing .Net to Mesher
For details, see Reconstructing a .NET Microservice.

3.7 Using Mesher to Access Node.js to CSE
For details, see Accessing Existing Applications.
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A Change History

Table A-1 Change History

Date Revision

2017-11-30 This issue is the first official release.
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